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Scenes From The Funeral Rites For Memphis' Great Composer, W. C. Handy
N. C. RANDY'S FUNERAL Cliyton Powell, the pastor and
was held last week in the a member of Congress, con-
Abyssinian Baptist church In ducting the services for the
Harlem, with Rev. Adam late composer, who died from
No Aid For Persons
Who'll Lose Homes
The Government has made no provisions to assist per-
sons in this area who will have to move as a result of
urban renewal projects and highway projects, Federal
Housing Administration Commissioner Norman P. Mason
said during an interview last week.
In town on Apri 12 for the pur- -
of addressing a Mid-South
ing of the Tennessee Building
Material Association, he said
that the Federal Housing Admin.
Marian Anderson
Sings Where She
Was Once Barred
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Marian
Anderson sang last week before a
capacity audience in Constitution
Hall — the citidel of the Daughters
of the American Revolution where
she was once barred from appear-
ing • because of the color of her
skin.
' Her program before the inter-
mission consisted of songs and
arias from Handel and Brahams
and an aria from "Don Carlos"
by Verdi.
After intermission there were
fit songs in English, followed by
L spirituals, "Deep River," ar-
ranged by Harry T. Burleigh,
"Heav'n, Heav'n!" arranged by
Lawrence Brown; "Trainpin" ar-
ranged by E. Boatner, and "Ride
On, King Jesus," arranged by
Burleigh.
For encores she added "He's
Got the Whole World in His
Hands" and "Ave Maria." Franz
Ripp accompanied Miss Anderson.
Kerwin, the director of the local
Federal Housing Administration
office, and Mr. Kerwin told re-
porters that approximately 700
housing units had been pledged for
Negro home seekers by building
contractors here.
Asked if the economic recession
which now exists in this country
was expected to affect the hous-
ing industry, Mr. Mason said
that he did not believe that it
would, and that the economic lull
was more of an "automobile re-
cession" than anything else.
However, he said, housing firms
would have to do a greater selling
job than they have been doing in
the past.
"The day when a housing agent
could open a house for a pros-
pective buyer, and leave the price
tag on the kitchen sink is over,"
the commissioner said.
The largest demands for houses
today, Commissioner Mason said,
are in the low and middle price
ranges, and the buyers today are
neople who have to make every
dollar count.
One out of every ten new homes
financed last year with FHA mort-
gages, he said, was valued at less
than $10,000. Another 16 per cent,
he said, were valued from be-
tween 510,000 and $12,000
"By bringing down construction
costs." he later told builders in
Memphis, "we • can- help home
seekers, help ourselves, and give
a lift to the national economy at
the same time."
Families who need lower-price
homes, he added, do not, as a
rule, have large amounts of money
saved up for down payments, and
with the conventional loans
they often have trouble meeting
COMING TO MEMPHIS — Roland the terms.
Hayes, the internationally fam- "That has shown up reeentlY."
one tenor, will appear in recital he said, "in FHA applications As
at Lehloyne college's Bruce Hall more money has become avail-
on Friday evening May 9. at 8:00 able for home financinieten FHA
p. m The singer has been honor.; low downpavment terms, mort-
ed oh over the world, and h 11 s, gage applications have increased
given command performances be- steadily."
fore a number of royal personali. ,During February of 1958. he
ties. His Memphis appearance h said, there was a 70 per cent In-
being sponsored by the Baptist crease in FHA applications over
Inditetrial college and seminary that for February of the previous
of Hernando. Miss. year.
istration is not "an organization
for charity."
During a press conference on
Wednesday morning, he said that
many people who think that they
cannot afford to buy a house ac-
tually can purchase one. Most of
those families moving into new
homes, he said, have already own-
ed one previously, and the sale of
the older building assists them
in making the transition.
pneumonia on March 28, at family during interment In treme left. In second photo
the Sydenham hospital in Her- Woodlawn cemetery. Mrs. from left, Ed Sullivan and Bit-
tern. In photo at left are seen Irma Louise Logan Handy his ly Rowe are seen leaving the
the members of his immediate widow is seen seated at ex- church following services. Os-
.
car Hammerstein II and other
dignitaries are pictured in
third photo, from left, arriving
at the church for the services.
In extreme photo, right, pall-
bearers bring the flowered be-
decked casket from the church
as a crowd of notables stand
Sick Woman Pistol - Whipped,
Driven From Grocery Store
Mrs. Theola Mann, of 3065
Travis rd. in Walker Homes,
was pistol whipped and driven
from the Luker's grocery store
at 558 Nonconnah rd. last Sunday
by the white owner, Morris Lu-
ker, when she went to the store
20 In Race For
Title Of 'Bronze
Queen of City'
(See Photos Pegs 3) .
"Miss Bronze Queen of Mem-
phis" will be selected on Friday
evening, April 11, in a ceremony
Commissioner Mason gave his beginning at 8 p. m. at Owen
interview in the office of J. E. Junior college, and the judges
may encotinter some difficulty in
making up their minds.
More than 20 girls from high
schools and colleges in Memphis
are trying for the title., and they
are all beauties.
Along with their entries in the
campaign sponsored jointly by the
city of Memphis, the Chamber of
Commerce, and the City Beautiful
Commission, the candidates had to
submit fifty-word essays on the
subject: "What Would Do the Most
to Beautify and Keep Memphis
Clean'?" The deadline fui these en-
tries was midnight Friday, April 4.
$.5e BOND
Miss Bronze Queen will receive
(See QUEEN page 2.)
Powell Blasts
Sec. Of Defense
TOLEDO, Ohioa—Representative
Adam Clayton Powell Monday
night blasted Secretary of Defense
Neil McElroy for by-passing his
bill to prevent use of the National
Guard to obstruct federal court
orders with several bills designed
to keep the President from federal-
izing and using the National Guard
to enforce such orders.
Addressing a membership cam-
paign meeting of the Toledo branch
of the NAACP, Mr. Powell made
public a letter from Mr. McElroy
addressed to Representative Carl
Vinson, of Georgia, chairman of
the House Armed Service Commit-
tee, reporting adversly on the Pow-
ell as well as the other bills re-
lating to the National Guard,
PURPOSE OF BILL
The New York Democrat point-
ed out that his bill was aimed at
"preventing Little Rocks from hap-
pening again."
The Powell bill would end segre-
gation and discrimination in the
National Guard in the states which
refuse to permit colored and white
guardsmen to serve in the same
unit or bar colored persons from
enlisting in the Guard
It also would prevent the govern-
or of any state from using the Na-
tional Guard to help mobs In de-
fiance of federal law.
to explain why she could not pay
a hill.
In her home, still bearing
marks of the beating, Mrs. Mann
said that her husband. George,
went to the store to get a loaf of
bread and other groceries a n d
Mrs. Luker asked about a bill
that they owed.
"1 had been in the hospital for
18 days with burns and had been
unable to pay," Mrs. Mann said,
"and when my husband returned
and told me about Mrs. Luker
having asked about the bill, I
got out of bed Lad went up to
explain."
Shortly after twilling at the
store where she had worked for
three months, Mrs. Mann said
that Luker rushed out of the
back of the store with a pistol in
Dr. D. F. Martinez Dies
Suddenly; Rites Friday
One of the Mid-South's most outstanding religious
and educational leaders, Dr. D. F. Martinez, president of the
Johnson Memorial institute of Batesville, Miss., and the
presiding elder of the Batesville district of the AME Zion
church, died last Friday night at the Moore's clinic in
Batesville.
Funeral services for Dr. Mar-
tinez will be held here in Mem-
phis on Friday night, April 11, at
the Warner Temple AME Zion
church, and his body will be ship-
ped to Luther, Okla., for burial.
Dr. Martinez, who was 60 years
old at his death, had been in ill
health since receiving a major op-
eration last November. Though not
fully recovered, he resumed his
usual schedule in the field of re-
ligion and education. His condi-
tion became critical last week, and
he returned to the hospital a few
days before his death.
A SCHOLAR
A native of New Orleans, Dr.
hf,t rtinez gained an early reputa-
tion as a scholar and religious
leader. He was graduated from
Tuskegee institute, and attended
Roger Williams university be-
fore going to Europe.
He studied at Oxford in England
on a Peabody-Rhodes scholarship
and later attended the Sorbonne in
Paris, where he majored in social
anthropology.
For nine years he served as the
director of Negro public schools
in the state of Missouri, and was
the first Negro vice chairman of
the Legislative Committee of Su-
pervisory Curriculum Development
for the National Education asso-
ciation. He had been president of
Johnson Memorial institute for six
years, and during the same time
served as the presiding elder for
the church.
Dr. Martinez waft a member of
Omega Psi Pha fraternity and
was grandmaster of the Delta
district of Masonic Orders and
was frequently in Memphis for
speaking and preaching engage-
ments.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Johnana Martinez, a former
school teacher in the Midwest and
a foster sister, Mrs. Carrie Edin-
burgh, of New Orleans.
The T. H. Hayes and sons Fu-
neral home is in charge of ar-
rangements.
DR. D. F. MARTINE%
A Fence Falls,
Woman Crushed
The high winds of April caused
the death of an elderly woman
here last Saturday when a 15-foot
board fence collapsed and fell on
Mrs. Mary Bissett, 62, of 367 Ash-
land st.
Mrs. Bissett was walking along
the sidewalk near the rear of J &
X Grocery and Market located at
839 Lane ave., when a heavy gust
of wind blew the fence down and
trapped the woman, her entire
body was crushed.
An ambulance was called, and
Mrs. Bissett was taken to John
Carlton hospital, where she died
shortly after arriving.
Words of the Wise
Be who would acquire fame
must not show himself afraid
of censure. The dread of cen-
sure is the death of genius.
—(William G. Simms)
his hand, and said, "God-dammit
Theola, you get out of here.'
She said that she tried to ex-
plain to the man that she had
come to pay her bill but that he
took the pistol and beat her on
the head with it.
During the attack on her, Mrs.
Mann said that Luker dropped
the gun, and then picked it up
and threatened to shoot her if
she did not "get in that car and
get away from here fast "
To avoid being garnisheed at
the Kroger warehouse, where she
works now as a banana packer,
she said she called the man on
the telephone and attempted to
explain the matter but that he
told her to see his lawyer.
She said that she only owed
Luker seven dollars and some
cents, so she purchased a money
order for eight dollars and sent
that to him.
"I talked to my lawyer, Daniel
F. Gerber, and he told me that
I could have the man hocked up
immediately, but that 'he might
burn your house down, or lay in
the ditch and shoot your head off
as you go by,' so we have decided
to wait and see, as Mr. Gerber
advised us if Mr. Luker is going
to carry the matter any further."
Drive Underway
To Build Statue
Of W. C. Handy
Mayor Edmund Orgill and a
group of leading white and Negro
citizens last week made plans to
launch a nation-wide campaign to
raise funds to erect a statue in
Handy park to the memory of W.
C. Handy, the "Father of the
Blues," who died in New York
city on March 28.
Handy fans all over the U. S.
will be asked to contribute to the
fund, and that money which is left
after the statue of the composer
is built be used to establish a mu-
sical scholarship fund.
Not everyone agreed that this
would be the most fitting way to
honor Mr. Handy. Some thought
that a shrine should be built in
the park named for the composer
on Beale st., which would house
his compositions, his golden horn,
and other mementos of his life.
Others suggested that a school
of music be built here in Memphis
and named in his honor.
UNSOLICITED DONATIONS
Funds have not been solicited as
yet, but Mayor Orgill, who had
previously made a personal pledge
of $100, raised the amount to $500.
Hoyt Wooten, the ownder of WREC-
TV, pledged $1,000. Lt. George W.
Lee, who delivered the eulogy for
Mr. Handy at the Beale at. Bap-
tist church raised his first pledge
of $50 to $200. A $5 donation was
contributed by Hooks Bros., stu-
(See STATUTE page 2)
by. (SEE FULL PAGE OF
PICTURES, PAGE 9).
(Smith Photos)
Students Pkket Rally
Sponsored By Pro-Seg
The picketing of a pro
-segregationist meeting of Negro
Prophet M. D. NVillett, of Louisiana, last Saturday by
Arkansas AM and N students in Pine Bluff, Ark., brought
out the chief of police and nearly every officer on the
force. Two students and two Negro citizens of Pine duff
were arrested for disturbing the 
peace.
The arrested studerts, who were Omegas Hosts Tolater released on $100 bond each,
and ordered to appear in court on
Tuesday afternoon for disturbing Pan-Hellenic
the peace, were Odell Mack, a
sociolog junior, of East St. Louis, 
Ill., and Ilarold Dorsey, an art Meet April 25y 
junior, of Tougaloo, Miss.
Willie 'Harvey, jr., of 425 E.
Trigg at., Memphis, who was one
of the pickets, said that he and
about a dozen other students de-
The Memphis Greek letter or-
ganizations and the Epsilon Phi
chapter of Omega Psi Phi fra-
ternity will be the hosts when the
cided to picket the street corner Pan Hellenic Council holds a na-
tional meet here on April 25 and
ed in the paper announcing
meeting after an article appear- 26,
and the Omega Psi Phi hold
a area meet on the same dates,the pro-segregaticnist Negro was
coming to town.
'Down With Uncle Tom'
lie said that they hurriedly pre-
pared signs which read, "Trai-
tor!" "Down With Uncle Tom!"
"Who 'Paid You?" and several
others, and headed for the corner
of Fourth and State sta. where
they saw the man talking to a
crowd of Negroes and a few
whites.
When the man saw them com-
ing, Mr. Harvey said, he told
Mrs. Willett to go and cali the
police. The signs carried by the
students attracted the attention of
other people, he said, and soon
there were more whites present
than Negroes.
Several carloads of police ar-
rived on the scene, and the Pine
Bluff chief of police was also
there to direct the operations.
One officer, he said, announced,
(See RALLY page 2)
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GROUP SPONSORING
'ST. LOUIS BLUES'
TO AID HANDY FUND
The Alpha Delka chapter, of
Alpha Gamma Chi sorority,
which is sponsoring the pre-
miere of the "St. Leith Blues"
on April 17 at the New Daisy
theatre to benefit the athletic
depar tm e nts of local high
school will donate a portion of
the money raised to the Handy
Memorial Fund.
The announcement was made
Monday by Mrs. Florence Wil-
liams, president of the group
and Mrs. Vivian Ford, publicity
chairman. The announcement
read, in part: "In v;ew of the
nation-wide efforts being launch-
ed to honor the late Mr. W. C.
Handy, we decided that a con-
tribution would be given from
the benefit premiere. We are
quite certain that she many cit-
izens supporting the project
agree with our decision.•'
A colorful and impressive pre-
miere program has been prepar-
ed for the showing, and will get
underway at 7:30 p, m.
111111R11110111H111111111111111110111011111111111N111111111191111
Two events during the weekend
will be jointly sponsored by the
Pan
-Hellenic council and the
Omegas. The Pan
-Hellenic coun-
cil will hold all of its business
sessions at LeMoyne college, while
the Omegas meet at the Univer-
sal Life Insurance company's as-
sembly room,
THE COMMITTEES
Committees for the Pan-Hellenic
council have been organized, and
those serving as chairmen are
Mr. B. A. E. Callaway, general
chairman: Mrs. Fay W. Parker,
souvenirs; Miss Marilyn Watkins,
registration: Elmer W. Henderson,
entertainment: Harold Osborne,
finance and John C. Parker, chair-
man of the local council.
Serving as chairmen for the
(See OMEGAS page 2)
ArrENDED YWCA MEET
Miss Genthia Collins, a Douglass
High school junior, was one of
United States who attended the
United States wo attended the
National Convention of the TM
and %%Teens held In St. Louis,
Mo., last month. Accompanying
Miss Collins on the trip were
Mrs. Addle C. Owen, Mrs. Marie
L. Adams. and Mrs. Mary W.
Collier, of the YWCA's Vance
ave. branch.
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CHARMS OF CHARITY—The
Cherri Charms ensured a
bright imile and a happy
Easter in the traditional pa-
rade of five deserving child.
ren by furnishing Easter attire
for each one. Mrs. Mildred
Heard, case worker at the Be.
reau, is shown (extreme left)
receiving the clothing. Seen
making the presentation are:
from left to right — Cberrl
Lincoln U. To Honor 3
Newspapers, 2 Persons
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo.—Three
newspapers and two individuals
will be cited by Lincoln univer-
sity at the 10th Headliner Week
banquet, on the university cam-
pus, April 16. The selections
'were made by the Lincoln U.
Department of Journalism and
Queen
Charms Pealline Wright, Hat-
tie House and Lorene Osborne.
Little Donna Osborne displays
the glee the organization hopes
the children experience on re-
ceiving the clothes.
Charms Club Brings
Happiness To 5 Kids
By HATTIE HOUSH
The Cherri Charms, an organiza-
tion of young women whose pri-
mary interest is charitable work,
hope that they have written an-
other happy chapter in the lives
of some very deserving persons.
. The organization, realizing the
'significance of Easter and its sim-
ple: but sincere interpretation by
very child decided to, in some
Small way, help substantiate the
meaning.
' And so it was — that a family
of five, secured through the Chil-
dren Bureau, Inc., became recip-
ients of Easter attire with the ar-
dent wishes of the Cherri Charms
for a proud and enjoyable walk
In the Easter Parade.
7 3 BOYS, 2 GIRLS
' Deserted at one time by both
parents, the three boys and two
girls have known experiences char-
acteristic of ones many years
their senior. They now reside with
their mother through the efforts
d provisions of the Children Bu-
reau,
"Children Bureau appreciates
the interest Cherri Charms have
taken in this family and hopes that
this gesture will help make the
community conscious of some of
the many unmet needs of-families,
who are under similar circum-
stances," said Mrs. Mildred T.
Heard, case worker at the agency,
as she received clothing in the
office at 742 Adams. Samuel T.
Rutherford is the executive di-
rector of the Bureau.
UNWED MOTHERS
This is but one of the many
projects planned by the Cherri
Charms organization. Its major
project is a home for Unwed Moth-
ers, the proceeds for which will
be launched in the near future.
Members of the Cherri Charms
are Mrs. Ossie Carter, Miss Janet
Lewis, Mrs. Ruthie Strong, Mrs.
Gillum, Miss Pearline Wright,
Mrs. Ruby Chambers, Mrs. Hill-
ary Lomax, Mrs. Vernastine Si-
mon, Mrs. Lorene Osborne and
Mrs. Hattie House.
Williams Elected
o Top Religious Post
71kev. A. McEwen Williams, pas-
tor of the St. John Baptist church,
was appointed chairman of the
Adult Work when the Commission
on General Christian Education,
an interdenominational organiza-
tion, met recently in Omaha, Neb.
• The meeting at Omaha marked
the 31st year for the organization,
and the 100th anniversary of or.
ganized leadership in Christian
education.
—The Division of Christian Edu-
cation is sponsored by the Ameri-
can Council of Churches, and is ,
divided into 15 sections, each
headed by a chairman.
Rev. Williams has been attend-
ing the meets, he said, since 1940,
and has served in other years on /PAL
the Pastors' and Editors' sections. lon
Ile was vice chairman of the Adult
Work last year, and presided at
one session.
The Baptist minister is sched-
uled to go to New York next
month to assist in the planning for
year's meeting. His duties as
chairman will be to help in the
planning of lessons for adults in
the denominations which are
members of the American Council
of Churches.
Rev. Williams is presently as-
sistant dean in the National Bap.
list Convention, and supervisor of
its adult section. He has been the
pastor of St. John since 1933, hav•
ing arrived in Memphis on New
Year's day of 1929.
He was for six years pastor of
the' First Baptist church in To-
ronto, Canada, and was the dean
of Roger Williams college at
Nashvilie until it was abolished.
2ENT. A. McEWEN WILLIAMS
IF YOU
CAN
FIND A
BETTER
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Kentucky State
oir Coming
To Centenary
. There will be something on the
president.
Sponsoring Miss Dorothy Marie
Seabora, a Manassas High school
student, is the City Beautiful club
of the 21st Ward in the second
precinct. Miss Emma Smith is
the group's president.
BERTRAND HIGH
Miss Emma Jean Burns. a stu-
dent at the Father Bertrand
Parochial High school, is the
choice of the Bondads Social
club, of which Miss Carleen Pear-
son is the president.home inprogram to suit every mitsic that he had been taking
lover's taste when the concerti a sack, and threw it on him, and Representing the New Chicago
choir of Kentucky State college is attempted to beat him with theI Civic club is a Manassas High
presented in recital at the Cen- microphone but police stepped I school student, Miss Mary Lou
tenary Methodist church on Fri- him, and carried him to jail,
day evening, May 2, at 8:00 p.m. where it was later rumored that
The group's program will in. they beat him.
chide Negro spirituals, folk songs, After the students were arrest-
ed, Mr. Coleman said, the Ne.outstanding works of the masters,
and several modern compositions. groes left, and that the man's aud-
For three of the students in the ience consisted mainly of the
choir, the trip here will be a poorer class of whites and the
homecoming. Memphians in the police, who agreed wholehearted.
Kentucky choir at Frankfort are' -I 1Y with everything that was said.
Police Escort
Prophet Williett received a po-
llee escort to his high-priced au-
tomobile, the student said, and
roared out of Pine Bluff with po-
lice protection But before leaving,
he paused long enough to have a
collection plate passed among the
Directing the choir, in its first audience and received some
appearance in this city,
Richard L. James, of the hoo
sw eill bei,s funds.
music department faculty. He is
a graduate of Hampton Institute,
and received a master's degree in
music from the University of
Michigan.
The Kentucky State college organization.
choir has made a number of ap- The students were scheduled to
perances In the states adjoining appear in court on Tuesday after.
Kentucky, and recently appeared now, and they were to be repro.
in Indianapolis and Cincinnati, sented in court by Atty. George
where it received considerable Howard, the pretIdent of the local
acclaim. It has made several sip- branch of the NAACP in Pine
pearances on television, and Bluff.
many broadcasts on radio. Prophet Willett at one time
The choir's Memphis appear. was reported to have claimed
once is being sponsored by the some connection with the Church
Methodist Youth Fellosvehip of the of God in Christ, but at the di,
Centenary Methodist church. nomination's 50th annual conven•
(ion held here last December.
FEW °PIONS this was denied.
Washington—The U . S. supreme Speaking for the church, Bishop
court returned only 110 opinions A. B. McEwen said. 'We have no
in 1945. which was the lowest num-, prophets in the Church of God in
ber since 1923. Christ."
Eugene Willis, Marion White, and
Clarence Boyle.
The cosmopolitan organization
includes students from eleven
states ranging from New York to
Florida, and from as far west as
Kansas.
Rally
(Continued from page 1)
that, "We are not going to tol-
erate any foolishness'' and that
other officers collected the signs
which they had been carrying.
When the students went into a
huddle to decide on their next
move, he said, the officer came
over and told them to "Shut up!"
Arrested For Smiling
Mr. Mack, according to Mr.
Harvey, who was in Memphis on
Sunday where he had driven the
college choir for an appearance
at the Pentcostal Temple Church
of Christ, asked the officer if they
could not talk in a conversational
tone, and that he replied, "No."
When the student smiled, he
said the officer said, "Don't You
be laughing at me," and placed
Mr. Mack under arrest.
After the student was arrested,
Mr. Harvey said, that Mr. Dor-
sey went over to the police car
and asked the officers what sec-
tion of the Constitution they were
violating in picketing the meet-
ing, and that he was arrested
without an answer.
Reached on the campus, James
Coleman, e senior at the school
from Meridian, Miss., majoring in
history and government, . said
that he made notes on Prophet
Willett's talk, and that the man's
speech consisted mostly in at- I school, of which Prof. Blair T.
Hunt is the principal.
Miss Standifer is representing
Hook Brothers photographers, of
which Charlie Hooks is president;
and MISS Griffin is being sponsoredHe said that the "prophet" also,by the Chauffeurs Service club,
read a copy of a telegram that'of which Addison Winfrey ishe was supposed to have wired to
President Eisenhower, criticizing
him for having sent troops into
Little Rock.
The man, he said, placed the
blame on Negro women for the
presence of so many mulatto
children in America, and prais-
ed the white race for passing
the "separate but equal" laws.
One Negro man in the audience,
according to Mr. Coleman, be-
came so angry at Prophet Willett
that he opened a carton of mil k
tacks on the NAACP, Adam Clay-
ton Powell, Roy Wilkins, and other
Negro leaders.
Blames Negro Women
(Continued from page I)
a $50 saving bond and other prizes;
and the three runnerups will re-
ceive the titles • of "Princess Clean
Up," "Princess Paint Up," and
"Princess Fix-up," and each will
receive $25 savings bond along
with other prizes.
A reception for all of the con-
testants and their sponsors was
held on last Tuesday evening at
the Vance ave. YWCA.
Added to the list of hopeful candi-
dates for the title before the dead-
line date last Friday were these
students, and their organization
sponsors, and the presidents of
the groups:
WARD 41
Representing the city beautiful
Club of Ward 41, of which Mrs.
Penola Jordan is president, is
Miss Alice Marie Dobbs, a stu.
dent at Manassas High school.
Miss Geraldine Bell, a student
at Douglass Hgh school is being
sponsored by the Mid-Social dub,
of which Mrs. Marie Crawford is
the president.
The Orange Mound Civic Club is
being represented by Miss Juanita
.T Harris, a student at Melrose
High school. H. L. Westbrook is
the president of the club.
Miss Willie Ann Davis is the
candidate of the Modernettes So-
cial club, of which Mrs. Anna H.
Davis is president. Miss Davis is
a student at Hamilton High
school.
The Douglass Bungalow Crump
Civic club is being represented by
Miss Virginia E. Owens, a student
at Douglass High school.
Representing Douglass High
school as its candidate is Miss
Loretta Parrish. Prof. J. D.
Springer is the principal of the
school.
Another candidate from Douglass
High school is Miss Henriette Par-
rish. She is being sponsored by
the Douglass PTA. of which Mrs.
Blondell Cross is the president.
BTW CONTESTANTS
Six contestants are from the
Booker T.. Washington High school
and they are being sponsored
by various organizations and clubs
They are Miss Zadie M. Echols,
Miss Martha Little, Miss Mildred
L. Moore, Miss Triplett Stevelyn,
Miss Hattie Standifer and Miss
Barbara Griffin.
Miss Echols is being sponsored
by the Thirty-fifth Ward Civic
club, of which Mrs. Rubye D.
Spight is president; Miss Little
by the 14th Ward Civic club, of
which Z. L. Bonner is the presi-
dent; Miss Moore by the Fashion-
sire Beauty Salon, of which Mrs.
A. H. Ragland is the president;
and Miss Triplett is sponsored by
the Booker T. Washington High
Mr. Coleman said that when
the Bennett law opened the White
Citizens Council's files to inspec-
tion by public officials, a news-
paper revealed that Prophet Wil-
lett had been paid $88.67 from the
mad the Universal' Board o
Curators. .
' For ,tite first time since the
awards- were inaugurated at Lin-
coln, a foreign publication, the
Rome Daily American, will be
honored, Also to be given awards
are the Clinton (Tenn.) Courier-
News and the Jefferson City Post
Tribune.' .
Individuals to be cited are L.
Alex Wilson, editor of the Tri-
State Defender at Memphis, Tenn.,
and Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates, pub-
lisher and editor, respectively, of
the Arkansas State Press at Little
Rock. They will receive a citation
of Merit for Outstanding Perform-
ance in )ournalism.
WHY CITED
The newspapers will receive the
award for significant contributions
to better human relations.
The Post Tribune will be recog-
nized for its policy of reporting and
picture coverage reflecting a va-
riety of the activities and thinking
1. of the local community and for thecontributions it has made to im.pr o v e understanding between
groups of the Central Missouri.
area. The Jefferson City paper is
also being cited for editorial writ.
ing that makes for better human
relations at the locailevel.
Mr. Wilson will serve as toast-
master at the banquet, at which
high school student winners In a
national essay contest conducted
by the department of journalism,
will receive cash prizes.
The banquet address will be de-
livered by William 0: Walker, edi-
tor of the Cleveland (Ohio) Call and
Post.
Statue
(Continued from page I)
dlos, and Alexander FitzHugh, of
Vicksburg, Miss., sent in a check
for $10. Mrs. Jana Porter pledged
$5 before the drive got under-
way.
A committee, headed by Hen-
ry Slavick of WMCT, was appoint-
ed to formulate plans for a nation.
wide appeal for the Handy me-
morial. Working with himewill be
two other television executives.
William Grumbles, director of
WHBQ; and Mr. Wooten.
Mayor Orgill and County Com-
missioner David N. Harsh were
appointed co-chairmaen of the ex-
ecutive committee which will co-
ordinate all of the drive activities.
Contributions to the Handy Me-
morial Fund may be mailed to
the Tri-State Defender, 236 S. Wel.
lington st., Memphis; or to the
Tri - State Bank of Memphis,
which will handle the money. All
checks arid contributions mailed to
the Tri-State Defender will be ac-
knowledged.
Omegas
(Continued from page 1)
Omega meet are B. G. Olive, jr.,
progtam and publicity; C. C.
Sawyer, housing; Garmer Currie,
entertainment; Sam Helm, talent
hunt contest, and Peter Jones
registration.
Rev. J. A. McDaniel is the ba-
sileus of the Epsilon Phi chapter
of Omega Psi fraternity.
Wooley. Matthew Davis is the
president of the club.
A LeMoyne college junior, Miss
Faye Coleman, is the represena-
tive of the City Beautiful club of
Ward 46, Precinct 1. Miss Inez
Bauldin is the president.
Among the qualifications were:
the candidates and their parents
must be residents of Memphis;
the girls must be single, and
never married; photogenic; be.
tween the ages of 17 and 25; five
feet tall ar over, an I either in
high school or college.
All candidates must be in. per.
fect physical condition, and have
the ability to speak in public.
A BAND CONCERT, sponsor-
ed by the Melrose Band Boos-
ters club, was presented in
the Melrose gymnatorium on
last Thursday evening, April
3. Appearing with the band in
special music for the Easter
season was the school's senior
and junior glee clubs. Among
the officers of the Melrose
Band Boosters club, seen
above, are Mrs. Georgia Bum-
pus, president; Mrs. Elms L.
Adams, secretary; Elie Ander-
son, jr., treasurer; Rev.
Charles Epps, chaplain; and
Mrs. Lucille Norman, ser-
geant-at-arms. Miss V. P.
Flowers directed the senior
glee club, Mrs. L. E. Jones
was in charge of the junior
glee club, and the band was
directed by Richard Green,
and his assistant, Mrs. Irene
Davis. Prof. Floyd M. Camp-
bell is the principal of the
school.
 •
Hospitals Income Up Upholds Sentence
Despite Job Scarcity 
In Miss. Rape
•
In spite of the present business
recession, revenue figures for
Memphis hospitals last month
show a significant increase over
the same period last year, accord-
ing to a report issued recently by
Commissioner L. Stanley Dillard.
The increase, he said, was caus-
ed by the new policy at John Gas-
ton hospital which requires that
part-pay patients obtain insurance
coverage.
Commissioner Dillard, who is
over the city's Department of Fi-
nances and Institutions, said that
"in the face of the current eco-
nomic slowdown, the income from
patients in the John Gaston hos-
pital has increased from $44,000
in March 1957 to a high of $58,500
or the St-day period just past.
"This indicates," he said, "that
the insurance program inaugurat.
ed last Fall is developing most
satisfactorily."
Prior to Nov. 1, 1957, patients
who were unable to afford pri-
vate medical treatment were ad-
mitted to the Gailor cllhic, the out-
patient department of John Gas-
ton, and charged according to
their ability to pay.
Some patients are still admitted
to the hospital on that basis, but
under the new program, part-pay
patients are expected sto have hos-
pitalization insurance to cover that
portion of the hospital bill for
which the hospital feels they should
be responsible. Approximately a
third of the patients receive total.
ly free care.
A noticeable side effect of the
insurance program at the John
Gaston hospital, the commissioner
reported, has been the improve-
ment of the quantity ard coverage
of insurance held by patients at
the E. H. Crump Memorial hos-
pital. More and better insurance,
he said, is held by patients who
come to the institution which op-
ened two years ago.
In March 1957. the report said,
the average daily census of Csrump
hospital was 72. Last month the
average climbed to 85. The total
revenue for the hospital this year
was 155,000, as compared to 136,000
 period last year. 
newspapers for their editorial sup-
port. Local radios and telesision
stations also cooperated, he said,
in informing the public on the
subject.
Local industries have made
group hospitalization available to
workers who formerly could not
get coverage at their place of em-
ployment. All of these efforts,
Commissioner Dillard said, have
contributed to the present success
of the program.
In citing an example, the com-
missioner said that a patient who
had been laid off from his iob
came to the hospital, but had no
money. Ile did however have hos-
pitilization insurance which he had
purchased at his place of work.
The patient's usual income put
him in the group required to
have insurance paying the hospital
$5 per day for room and board,
and $50 for miscellaneous expenses
during his confinement. He stay-
ed in the hospital for a week, and
the insurance company paid the
bill for $85.
JACKSON, Miss. — (INS) —
The Mississippi Supreme court
has upheld a five year suspend-
ed sentence given a prominent
young white attorney for the rape
of a teen-age Negro baby sitter,
Bernard Gautier has been •
placed on probation. The young
girl accused him of attacking her
When he drove her home from a
baby sitting job.
Negroes in Montgomery, Ala.
had only protested yesterday the
execution of a Negro charged with
the rape of a white woman, com-
paring it to Gautier's compara-
tively light sentence.
Pass Bill To
I Halt Integration
a
• 41
JACKSON, Miss.—(INS)-.— The
Mississippi Senate unanimously
passed a bill empowering the gov-
ernor to close any public school
in the state to prevent racial in-
tegration.
The bill gives the governor the
authority to close the schools by
executive Order and reopen them
when,, he deems fit,
No Piano Needed For
These Music Lessons
It is certaintly amazing what
one can learn by just wathing tele-
vision, and if any proof on the sub-
juct were needed, everyone should
have been convinced last Monday
evening when the WKNO-TV se-
ries called "Recreational Piano"
were introduced.
What's so wonderful about "Rec-
reational Piano?" Well, you can
learn to play the piano without
going anywhere near a studio!
All you need is a beginning piano
Instruction book and a cardboard.
The course does not promise to
place you in the ranks with such
kings of the keyboard as Arthur
Rubinstein or Robert Casadesus,
but with a reasonable amount of
effort you should be able to play
popular songs, hymns, and op*.
retie melodies when you finish till
course.
The teacher for the course which
has been filmed, is George Stout,
professor of music education at
the University of Texas, and the
program has been made available
in this area by the Memphis Piano
Dealers Association.
Viewers who miss the program
at Monday night at 7:30 p.m. will
have an opportunity to catch up
when it is given on Friday at the
same time.
Booklets and keyboards for the
course may be obtained by call-
ing the station at JAckson 6-6826,
and sending in $1.25.
for the sonic
John Gaston snd the E. H. Ex-Teacher EstablishedThe total monthly revenue for
all-time high of $101,000. This in- Home For Aged PersonsCrump Memorial hospitals was an
eluded funds from state hospital-
ization, for indigent persons, and
from those receiving public as-
sistance.
Commissioner Dillard credited
the Tri-State Defender, the Mem-
phis World, the Commercial Ap•
peal, and the Press Scimitar with
i an excellent job iii reporting the
!program to the public, and ex-
pressed his appreciation to the
SHOT DOWN NOV. 25.1953, in
Beironi, Miss., when he reins.
ed to take his name from a
voting registration list. Gus
Courts (left) now Chicagoan,
casts his ballot for the first
time in his M years during
yesterday s primary elections.
Courts still carries one of the
bullets ip his arm Looking on
at polling place at aga9 Giles
ave., are Arrington W. High,
former editor of a militant
Mississippi paper, who fled to
Chicago, and lydia McMillan,
election judge. (Defender staff
photo by Lyles)
By EDGAR T. STEWART
Over at Pine Bluff, Ark., the
Lula Toler Convalescent Home
First Community church celebrat-
ed its sixteenth anniversary a few
days ago. The institution is, as
its name implies, a home for con-
valescents and a church.
But it goes further than this,
and attempts to bring happiness
to the less fortunate, whatever the
cause.
One writer has said that an ins-
titution is but the lengthened
shadow of its founder, or builder.
This is certainly true of the Lola
Toler Convalescent Home and
Community hospital.
The founder, Rev. Lula R. Tot.
er, was born in Macon, Miss., the
sixth of eight children. Her father
was a minister. Their home was
located near a high hill on which
was built a poor house and her
greatest joy as a child came from
climbing the hill on Sundays and
visiting. the residentti with her fa-
ther.
After finishing high school, she
entered Alcorn A and M college,
of which her uncle, Prof. B. H.
Triplett was the president. After-
ward she attended Tuskegee In.
stitute and majored in home eel"
nomics.
Rev. Toler taught home econum.
ics in Mississippi, Alabama and
Arkansas, but the memory of the
poor house on the hill, which she
had visited as a child, did not
leave her.
So she decided to abandon the
field of home economics, and in
1942 she founded the institution
which she still leads. At that time
they had only some old cabins
which were badly in need of re-
pair. They have all disappeared.
and in their place now stand a
beautiful home and church, and
several auxiliary buildings.
The oldest persons at the home
are Mrs. Anna T. Hawkins, aged
104, and James Dabney, whom
everyone calls 'Dad,' who is 127.
The motto for the home is
"Cast me not off in the time of
old age; forsake tie not when IS.
strength faileth."
•
• s
CORN FOR FREED
Des Moines—About 45 percent
of the nation's annual corn crop ins
fed to hogs
Memphis favorite for
9 straight years. .
DARK EYES VODKA
100 at SO PROOF DISTILLED 11101.1 I CO% GRAt N NEUTRAL
SPIRITS • PRODUCT Of U S A • CLEAR SPRING
DISTILLING M , &moon if JAMES 8 SEAM DISTILLING
CO., CLERMONT, DENTLICRT.
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Henrietta Parrish
Emma I. Burn
GeralIne Bell
Clinics On Race
Relations To Be
Held At LeMoyne
Four intergroup Relations Clin-
ics will be held on the campus of
Lemoyne college this year, ac-
cording to Dr. Hollis F. Price, and
the first meeting will be held on
Friday evening, April 11, begin-
ning at 7:30 p.m., and last until
9:00 p.m.
The four clinics will replace the
general one-day conference that
is held usually each year. The
plans were made by those who
were section leaders in other
years. Each has developed a pro-
gram which will help in defining
the issues, evaluating the prog-
ress, and making plans for fur-
ther steps.
In charge of the clinic to be
held on Friday will be Dr. E. E.
Brewster, and public facilities
will be the area discussed.
Economics will be discussed on
Friday evening, April 18, and Dr.
Peter Cooper will be in charge
of the arrangements.
Howard Sims will be in charge
of the program on April 19, and
the church will be discussed on
Saturday morning between 0:00
and noon.
Dr. Ernest Cooper will be in
charge of the clinic discussing
education, and the meeting will
be held on Saturday morning, May
3, between 9:00 and 12 noon.
All of the clinics will convene
In Brownlee hall.
FIRST WEDDING ANNIVER-
SARY — Surrounded by a
group of their friends, Rev.
and Mrs. George Stewart, of
999 Woodlawn at., post for a
Faye Coleman
Virginia E. Owens
AMONG THOSE SEEKING
the title of "Miss Bronze
Queen," of Memphis are these
Matches left within the reach
of a 4-year-old boy resulted in the
death of his seven-month-old sis
ter, Bessie Leona Tally, who was
partially cremated last week when
her mother was unable to get her
out of the burning house at 2769
Enterprise ave.
The child was the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Odell \ Tally, Sr.,
and the fire was said to have been
started by Odell. jr., who climbed
on a stool and took matches from
a cabinet and ignited material un-
der a stairway.
Mrs. Tally managed to get the
boy and his three other brothers
from, the house, but flames drove
her out before she could rescue
the baby.
The child's body was found on
the springs of her crib. The house
was completely destroyed.
Dorothy M. Seabora
lovely young contestants from
high schools and one college.
The campaign is being spon-
A GLAMOUR MODEL — Mrs.
Thelma Ezzell, widely known
Memphis socialite, provided one
of the high points of comment at
the recent Los Vougettes Social
Club's fashion show during which
the city's "ten beet-dressed wom-
en" were named. Although not
one of the ten women selected,
Mrs, Ezzell held the spotlight with
her stunning ensembles as she
modelled during the gala event.
Besides fashion modelling Mrs.
Ezrell is an active business worn.
an. She has long been popular in
local social circles.
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
By CHARLENE L. WARREN
From all reports, the Spelling
Bee held at the Evans Elemen-
tary School was a success There
were 12 schools taking part in the
event out of the 15 schools who
were invited.
This contest was composed of
some of the strongest competition,
ever encountered at Evans. Onel
of the strongest contestants was'
from the A.M.P. Strong School in I
Marianna, Ark , Loveva Reese,
who was first place winner. The
second place was won by Vivien
Thomas of Stewart Memorial
School of Forrest City, Ark. Cal-
vin Grigsby, A.M.I) Strong School,
won third place and Annie B.
Verser of the DeRossit Elemen-
tary School won fourth place.
The announcer was C, J. Lati.
mar, principal of the DeRossit
school in Widener, Ark.
Rev. J. F. Cooley, Victor Star'
lard and Mrs. C. F. Banks serv-
ed as judges. O. L. Wilson is
principal of Evans.
picture on their first wedding
anniversary. He is the pastor
of the Meent Olive (ME
church in Somverville, and she
The Eureka Civic and Social
Club held its Annual Fashion
Show on Friday evening in the
Lincoln High School Gymnatori-
um. The proceeds from the Fash-
ion Show helps to provide a
scholarship for some needy sen-
ior student at the Lincoln High
School.
• . •
The Senior Class of the Lincoln
High School presented its Annual
Play, SPRING FEVER, on Then-
day evening, April 1 at 8:15 p. m.,
The cast of characters were as
following: J, D. Davis, Robert
Grandberry, Alvin Walker, Ar-
thur Phillips, Fannye Lofton, Ev-
elyn Love, Maxine Wade. Lucille
Roby, Emma Belle Crawford and
Edna Brittenum,
Curtis Bostic, sound effects, Na-
thaniel Haggins, curtains and
George Webb served as prompt-
ters.
Ushers for the occasion were
Mae Orita McAllister, Mercedier
Is the head of the home ec-
onomics department at Book-
er T. Washington High
school.
(Photo by Withers)
•
Mildred Moore
Alice N. Dobbs
sored jointly by the city of
Memphis, the Chamber of
Commerce, and the City Beau.
The vice president of India, Dr.
Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan. wound
up his state visit to the United
States with a two-day stay M
Nashville, April 6 and 7, as a
guest of Fisk university.
A philosopher, as well as a
statesman, he delivered an ad-
dress at a special convocation in
the Fisk Memorial Chapel last
Monday. He arrived in the city
on Easter Sunday morning.
Dr. Radhakrishnan, who was
India's ambassador to the Soviet
Union from 1949 to 1952, has been
in the United States since March
17. Following numerous meetings
with American officials, including
visits with President Eisenhower,
Vice President Nixon, and Secre-
tary of State John Fosetr Dulles,
he embarked on a tour of this
country.
Immediately after delivering
the address at Fisk, Dr. Radha-
krishnan left tor New York,
where he was scheduled to leave
for London on Tuesday.
During his Fisk visit, the Indian
vice president spent four hours
as the guest of Dr. Harvey Crans-
Those Over 40
Will Like This
A series of articles entitled
"Outwitting Anxiety After 40"
has been written by Mrs. Car-
lotta Stewart, who generally con-
tributes "Guidepost," a column
for teenagers and young adults,
and the first article will appear
next week.
To obtain the maximum bene-
fit from the articles, the author
suggests that the readers obtain
scrapbooks and collect the arti-
cles as they appear.
GEYSER CENTER
Yellowstone Park — There are
more geysers in Yellowstone na-
tional park than in all the rest of
the world combined.
Turner, Harold Jones, John Hand-
cock, jr., James Whitley and
James Stevenson. Mrs. E. G. Cobb
was producer of the class play.
• • s
Mrs. Dessie Nelson Smith and
her two lovely daughters, Chicago,
Mt visited with her parents dur-
ing the Easter week-end.
Juanita Harris
Hattie Standifer
Barbara Griffin
Mary L. Wooley Loretta Parrish
tiful Commission, and is a mole cleanliness, beautifies- health. Runnerups in the con.
civic program designed to pro- tion, fire prevention, a n d test will be crowned "Pricess
combe, chancellor of Vanderbilt
university. He also met with In-
dian students from all Nashville
colleges and universities. A re-
ceptions was given for him on
the evening of his arrival at the
Fisk university faculty club.
The Indian statesman is widely
known as a philosopher and edu-
cator, though most of his achieve-
ments have been made in the op-
litical arena. He was a member
of the Constituent Assembly, and
contributed to the drafting of his
country's Constitution.
As a philosopher he has been
honored as much abroad as in
his own country.
He has held professorships in
philosophy at the Madras, Mysore,
and Calcutta universities, and has
been vice-chancellor of Andhra
and Banaras universities. From
1936 until the outbreak of the sec-
ond World War, he served as
Spalding professor of Eastern re-
ligions and ethics at Oxford in
England.
Dr. Radhakrishnan first visited
the U. S. in 1926 to deliver the
Haskell lectures on comparative
religion at the university of Chi-
cago. In 1948 he returned to
America under the auspices of the
Watmull Foundation and lectured
at 14 universities.
Rev. and Mrs. George Stewart,
of 999 Woodlawn at,, celebrated
their first wedding anniversary re-
cently, and a aumbe• of their
friends were present to offer them
them congratulations.
The minister is the pastor of
the Mount Olive CME church in
Somerville, and Mrs. Stewart is
the head of the home economics
department at Booker T. Washing-
ton High school.
The Stewart's residence was de-
corated with vases of yellow but-
tercups and white tulips, and the
art work for the occasion was done
by Miu Thelma Green.
DR. S. RADHAKRISHNAN, vice
president of India, was a recent
guest of Fisk university. He ar-
rived in this country for a state
visit on March 17, and afterward
embarked on a tour of the United
States.
LOCAL PARTICIPATION in
the nation's first National Li-
brary Week, recently observ-
ed, included Memphis public
school librarians and students
who serve as their assistants.
Memphis librarians observed
the week with a variety of
programs including a radio
forum on Station WDIA,
a special assembly programn
at Booker T. Washington High
School, and other features.
Pictured above, seated on left:
Mrs. Vernice S. Nabrit, Wash-
ington High, Mrs. Vivian P.
White, Manassas, and Mrs.
Jane T. Weed, Douglas; Stand-
ing on left and behind their
librarians are student assist•
ants, from left to right, Misses
Wiloner Holmes, Georgia Bo-
hanner, and Rosie Nichols, On
right, seated. Miss Harriet
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., April 12,1958
Triplett Stevelyn
Clean Up," "Princess Pain
Up," and "Princess Fix LIP-4
Walker, Carver High, M
Lucy Flagg, Porter, jr., Big
and Miss Delthenia William
Booker T. Washington High
students are left to right:
othy Gilliland, Pinkie Walker
and Robbie Mangun. Ube
rians not show are Mrs. Kele
N. Waterford, Hamilton, Mrs
Rosalind R. Hayes, Mel
and Mrs. Frances M. Duval
Lester.
NEW YORK CITY — An exhi- The exhibition also includes the ing was not generally
bition of American Contemporary oils of two other artists, Edgar there she has been painting
art which is currently attracting Kirby and Henry Virgona,
widespread attention here includes The wife of a former Chicago at-
the works of a prominent Chica- torney-at-law, Mrs. Jones has
goan, Mrs. Jimmie Lee Jones. been residing here since June of
Mrs. Jones is showing her oils 1956. She was widely known for
in abstracts and semi-abstracts her work with civic and social
in the Lynn Kottler Galleries, 3 welfare groups in Chicago.
East 65th st., through March 22. Although her interest in paint-
A 'delicious anniversary dinner
was served.
Among those present were Mr.
and Mrs. Jeff Stewart, Mr. and
Mrs. A. L. Galliday, Rev. and
Mrs. E. Atkins, Mr. and Mrs. Lou-
is Clayborn, Mr. and Mrs. E.
L. Fender, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Perkins, Mrs. Eddie B. Rideout,
Mrs. Dorris Sodden, and Mrs. An-
nie Toler;
Also present for the occasion
were Mr. and Mrs. John H. Jor-
dan, Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Wyatt,
Mrs. Georgia Smith, and moth-
er, Mrs. Bailey; Miss P. S. Bol-
den, Mrs. Georgia Quinn, Miss
Mary Washington,
her own pleasure for a num
of years.
Since coming to the East
has developed this talent and
done some exciting and bite
ing work.
SOUTH'S LARGEST STOCKS OF LiatiORS
-WINK-OSK-CMAMPANNI;
MAIMS ALL REMISS OM ILL PUMAS BRAM
For • MMer Bourbon Try "014 Orme'
FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
JIMMY OF Mg PARK1NI SPA011
sorrrif MAIN ST.--CORNSR VANCM
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sgt., April 12, 1958
SALEM GILFIELP BAPTIST
A very charming and talent
Out-of-town speaker will grace the
pulpit at the Salem-Gilfield Bap.
list mulch Sunday, April 27. She
Is Mrs. W. H. Borders of Atlanta,
Ga. Mrs. Borders will address the
congregation in celebration of An-
nual Woman's Day.
The Woman's Day committee has
made plans that are destined to
make this Day at Salem Gilfield
Baptist church, unforgettable. Mrs
Margaret Turner is the chairman.
Rev,, A. L. hicCargo is the pas.'
tor.
COLLINS CHAPEL CME
The Marie Johnson Choir of Col-
Chapel CME ssill obscrve its
Second Annual Anniversary Sun-
day, at 3 p. m. As customary, the
main feature of the observation
will be a superb musical directed
by some of the most qualified min.'
biters of music of the city. Guest
ont-of.town speaker will grace the
choirs from various sanctuar
it's of this city participated. Mr.
Fleming, who was in charge of mu-
sic at the Mt. Olive Cathedral, will
be master of ceremonies.
Mrs. Helen Weaver lathe depend
CHOIR TO OBSERVE — The
Marie Johnson Choir of Col-
lins Chapel CME church will
sei celebrate its Second Annher
airy, Sunday, April 13 Seta
, putting the final touches on
the program are members of
Use choir: From left to right
(sitting) Mrs. Ruth Smith,
airman. The publicity chairman
'Mrs. Thelma Ezelle.
.4 Rev. D. S. Cunningham Is the
:pastor.
HMI. CHAPEL BAPTIST
A joint installation of the Su-
shine Band and Missionary society
was held at the Hill Chapel Rap-
'tint church, recently. Outstanding
on the program was a beautiful
rendition of "Jesus Loves Me" by
Ilhe Sunshine Band. Litte Miss
Joslyn Levon Wilson was direct-
ress. The St, John Methodist church
and the Springdale Baptist church
were guest. Rev. M. L. Young and
Rev. W. T. Grafton are the pas-
tors of the respective churches.
Heading the Sunshine Band
and Missionary Society for this
year are Little Miss Shelley Fay
Harrison and Mrs. Rosa Langley,
Ronald Johnson is vice-president
of the Sunshine Band and Miss
Alma Felton is the supervisor.
A "Bank Robbery Contest" cul-
minated the activities of the In-
stallation Here, cute Little Ricar-
do Mitchell Blackwell and sweet
Miss Elaine Edmondury walked
off with the honors of King and
Queen.
Rev. E. L. Slay is the minis
ter.
ST. ANDREW AME
The No. 2 choir of St. Andrew
nual Fashionetta-Tea, Sunday.
from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. It will be
held in the lower auditorium of
the church. LYovely fashions and
outstanding talent from various
high schools, clubs and other orga-
nizations of the city have been
ascertained to delight the most
discrimina.ing. The delicious de-
hems menu that has been plan-
ned by the refreshment committee
is no less inviting.
Any organization that wishes to
take part in any phase of this
affair may do so by contacting
Mrs. Essie Adair or Hardy
Phillips
Tickets may be secured from
any member of the choir. Mrs
M. J. Harris is publicity chairman.
The choir directress is Mrs. M.
Gray.
OAK GROVE
MISSIONARY BAPTIST
A special Easter program was
given last Sunday afternoon at the
Oak Grove Baptist church. Mrs.
Candis Holman was in charge of
the program.
Mrs. Christine Lyons is the
church reporter. and Rev. J. E.
Clark is pastor of the church.
FIRST BAPTIST
CHURCH LAUDERDALE
Atty. C. 0. Horton will he the
guest speaker on Sunday afternoon,,
when Young People's Day is ob•
served at the church.
He is one of the city's young
lawyers, and a graduate of the i
Howard university School of Law.,
Doting his undergraduate days'
Morehouse college, he was on the,
debating team
Atty. Horton is a member of
several religious, civic and edu-
cational organizations.
Plans are being made at the
church to make April 13 one of
the hest spiritually, ispirationally,
and financially in the church's his-
tory
Mrs. Myrtle Fisher is general
chairman of the program, and Dr.
H. Clarke Nabrit is pastor of the
church.
ST. STEPHENS BAPTIST
Mrs. Viola Chaplin will be the
guest speaker at the Annual Mis-
sionary Day servires to be held at
the church on Sunday afternoon
at 3 p.
Other services to be held
throughout the day, andl to which
the public is cordially invited are
Sunday School, which begins at
9:15 a, m., with B. T. Lewis in
charge; and the regular morning
service. Music will be furnished
by the No I and No. 2 choirs, ac-
companied by Mrs. B. Leather-1
wood at the organ, and Mrs. L. H.
Wilson at the piano.
Evening services Include the
Baptist training union at 6:30
p. m. under the direction of Rev.
Joseph H. Wilson, and devotion at
Rev. 0, C. Crivens is pastor
of the church; Earl Bogen, church
clerk; and Mrs. Lola Alexander'
la chairman of the publicity com-
mittee.
The members of the Golden Leaf
Missionary Baptist church were
Mrs. Catherine Simmons,
Mrs. Thelma Ezelle, Mrs.
Jimmy McCulley and Mrs.
Lucille Taylor. From left to
right (standing) K. D. Strong,
Mrs. Mildred McNelly, Mrs.
Ruby Mahoney, Mrs. ZennerY
Skip, Mrs. Erma Ivy and Rev.
D. S. Cunningham, pastor.
made happy recently when four
persons were added to the church,
aftr repepting of their sins. This
occurred during the Sunday
School services, and proved to be
inspirational to all who were pre-
sent.
The public is cordially Invited
to attend the revival services
which began at the church last
Sunday. Rev. L. A. Hamblin, the
pastor of the church, is being as-
sisted in these services by Rev.
Robinson of St. Louis.
MISS BLVD. SEVENTH
DAY ADVENTIST
Elder Charles Graham, the pas-
tor, was home last Saturday, af-
ter having conducted revival
service at the Meharry Blvd.
church in Nashville fur two weeks.
After the sermon, in which he
reemphasized the nearness of the
end of the world, and the soon re-
turn of the Lord, the members
celebrated Communion services.
The members are in the midst
of a beautifying project fcr the
church, and on last Sunday even-
iv, Group Three, led by Mrs. Jen-
nie Weir, presented "An Evening
of Music."
Vocal soloists for the program
were Miss Jacqueline Phillips,
Master Michael Thompkins, Miss
Marilyn Isabel, John J. Taylor,
jr., and Mrs. Elizabeth P Martin.
Duets were given by Ars.Eve-
lyn Isles and Mrs. M. Surrell,
and Mrs. Wiline Phillips and Mrs.
Juanita Taylor.
Instumental solos were given by
, Aubrey Thompkins at the organ;
Charles Isabel, who played the
trumpet;
Miss Cora Isabel, and Mrs. Mar-
tha L. Graham, who played the
piano.
Nathaniel Walton served as mas-
ter of ceremonies during the pro-
gram.
•Wflite Mud negro
Bishops To
Give Sacrament
ST. LOUIS — A Negro and
white bishop will be in charge
the administration e, the •
BISHOP S. C. JOHNSON, whose
radio program is heard each Sun-
day from 4 to 5 p.m., completed
20 years on radio recently. The
titular head of the Apostolic
Pentecostal church, he began
broadcasting on one local station
In Philadelphia. Today his pro-
gram is carried over a national
network, and he is heard on 55
radio stations.
I.
S • •
Supplies Arrive
For Algerians
TUNIS — (INS) — The First
shipment of American relief sup-
plies for Algerian refugees in Tu-
nisia has arrived in Tunis Her-
bor.
The U. S. Freighter ''Dick
Lykes" docked in the Tunisia capi-
tal with 1.350 tons of wheat ear-
marked for the thousands of Al-
gerians who fled the strife in
France's North African region.
American ambassador Lewis
Jones and top Tunisian officials
were scheduled to take part in a,
ceremony marking the unloading!
of the shipment, the first of a
series.
The relief supplies are being dis-
patched to Tunisia under an agree-
ment worked out between the'
U.S. and Tunisia governments last,
January.
Tunisia has, been hard pressed
to aid the poverty stricken hordes
that have poured across the Al-
gerian frontier.
Meanwhile, President Habib
Christian Service of the Methodist
church to be held at the Kiel,
auditorium.
Officiating at the session will he ,
Bishop Matthew W. Clair. it.. and
Bishop Tugene Frank, both of St.
Louis. Bishop Clair is the head
of the St. Louis area of the Cen-
tral Negro Jurisdiction, and High-
op Frank is in charge of the Mis-
souri area of the South Central
Jurisdiction.
Presiding at the assembly at
which $10,000 women are expect-
C. THOMAS PAIGE
One of the most tragic episodes
in the life of Jesus is wrapped up
in the fact that instead of com-
ing into the hearts of the people
along the Jerusalem He only came
into their lives, The Jesus who
would have penetrated their lives
and made of them new people
was never realized, and when Je-
sus went into their churches and
was not satisfied with their activi-
ties they at once became rile at
Him and made Him a fit subject
for ejection.
Day after day this repulsive
force of the enemies grew and
finally the cross. To many of us
this would have been an hour
becoming fuller and fuller of
strained nerves and increased
flare of tempers but not so with,
Jesus. Even while upon the crossl
we see Him crying out, "Father,.
forgive them for they know not;
what they do!"
What a far cry from the attitude!
many of us would have taken and:
ie're still taking, The human ele-
ment in us would have motivated
us to a spirit of revenge and we
would have stopped at nothing
short of getting even.
To many who stood around the
cross the suffering and death of
Jesus represented their shining
hour — here at last they had got-
ten rid of the world's great
threat of peace. But at no point in •
the history has man been further
from the truth.
To get rid of a man physically
and to get rid of him spiritually
are two different aspects. History
is full of instances where men
have been killed physically but
their spirits have gone marching.
on. Notably among those Is this
the story surrounding the fate of
John Brown. Caesar died but his
spirit moved on. Napolecis died
but there were many who held the
ideas of Napoleon as the highest
attainable by man
On and on we could go listing
the great men whose spirits still
proposals advanced by the Anglo
American "good offices" team to
settle the two-month Franco Toni-
Bourguiba reportedly has rejected sian dispute.
10th Confab Set
For April 16-18
NEW YORK — The 10th anniver-
sary of the World Council of
Churches will be observed at the
annual meeting of its U. S. mem-
ber churches at Buck Hill Falls,
Pa., April 16-18.
A panel discussion featuring four
veterans of the world-wide move-
ment for Christian unity will open
the meeting of the US Conference
for the World Council of Church-
es, at 8 p.m., Wednesday, April
16.
Speakers include a laywoman,
Mrs. Leslie C. Swain, American
Baptist Convention, and a layman,
Methodist.Charles C. ,
Both are members of the Central
Committee and have been identi-
fied with the World Council of
Churches since it was formally or-
ganized in Amsterdam, the Nether-
lands, in August, 1948
The Rev. Dr. Franklin Clark
Fry, chairman of the Central Com-
mittee and president of the Lu-
theran World Federation, and the
Rev. Dr. Henry Smith Leiper, sec-
retary of the Missions Council of
the Congregational Christian Chur-
ches and former head of the New
York office of the World Council
of Churches, will also be on the
panel.
'The topic is "Where Have We
Come?" The chairman of the U.S.,
Conference. the Rt. Rev. Henry
Knox Sherrill, presiding bishop of
the Protestant Episcopal church.
will be moderator.
The Rev. Dr. Roswell P. Barnes,
e new executive secretary of.
the New York office of the Worldl
Council of Churches, will make'
his first official report at the busi-
ness session scheduled for Thurs-
day morning.
ed to be in attendance will be Mrs.
I J. Fount Tillman. Mrs. J. Er-
nest Wilkins, the wife of the IT S.
Assistant Secretary of Labor, and
I president of the Judicial council
c,f the Methodist church is the re
cording secretary of the Women's
Division of Christian service. e
ROYALTY ROBS — Ring Ricardo
Mitchell Blackwell won his title in
contest at the Hill Chapel Baptist
by "stealing" frem his "pigs"
bank enough solicited funds to
‘urpase his competitors. 11 was
called the "Bank Robbers" con-
test.
An Indian professor, Chandran
Devanesen, will be the speaker on
the Thursday night program. He
will discuss the Christian Church
and y. its response to social, Pond-
cal and religious problems in Asia.
Devanesen, who is a professor Of
history and political economics at!
I
Madras Christian College, is a
graduate fellow at Harvard univer-
si 
The Rev. Dr, 0, Frederick Nol-
de, director of the Commission of,
the Churches on International Af-
fairs, will discuss "Next Steps;
Prevention of War and Promotion
of Peace" at the Friday morning
session. The CCIA is a joint sec'.
cy of the International Missionary
Council and the World Council of
Churches.
Reports will deal with refugee
work and interchurch aid, evangel-
ism, an appraisal of faith and or
o'er developments, and the assem-
bly of the International Missionary
Council in Ghana, formerly the
Gold Coast, in early January
Progress on studies of rapid so-
cial change and of population
pressures will be reported The Rt,
Angus Dun, Protestant Episcopal
bishop of Washington, D. C., will
make the report of faith and or-
der developments. He was chair-
man of the North American Con-
ference on "The Nature of the Uni-
ty We Seek" held at Oberlin, Ohio.
in Sept. 1957.
HARVARD BAND AT OPENER
Harvard university's marching
band, one of the nation's outstand-
ing college musical organizations,
will perform at the Boston Rei
Sox opening game April 15 at
'Fen% ay Park againsl. the New
1 York Yankees.
QuEENis SMILE — Queen
Elaine Edmonburs displayed a
befitting smile when she rose
above other conteslents to become
Oueen of "The Bank robbers."
The iciest dimased a IOW in•
stallation of officers at Hill Chap-
el Baptist church.
live tho their bodies have
long since been gone. How grate-
ful we should be that there are
such spirits among us What a
terrible world this would be were
not the spirits of those who down
through the years have had moral,
spiritual, intellectual, and cultur-
al insights that have been sourc-
es of inspiration to countless peo•
ple in all generation. Jesus war
no exception to this great roll call
— He too tought men how to live,
how to endure, how to conquer,
and how to die. His life has been
the focal point around which men
of good will have been able to find
strength in hours of weakness and
courage in hours of trials and tri-
bulations.
Even in the hours of apparent
defeat Jesus was still in the p0-i
sition to defy the world and to
teach it how to die. Today we still
need men who are not afraid to
die, men who are so filled with
a zeal to do a good job that noth-
ing will deter them. This will he
realized in its tulle* sense only
when the spirit of Jesus has be-
come a full part of the life of
each of us.
In the midst of a world filled
with "sub-par behavior based on
social acceptance once again man
must look to another source of
inspiration that far surpasses the
standards now in existence. Across!
the scene of humn behvior must1
come a new sense of what actual-
ly is engulfed in human behavior
on its highest level. In spite of
the fact that many people have
confused what actually composes
the best in behavior when it is boil-
ed down to the finest fact we must
all realize that in the life of Je-
sus we have what incorporates
the best in behavior on the spirit-
ual or human level.
We live in a day of rationalize-
lion. If Jesus were living today
someone would be looking back
, over His life trying to find some
reason whereby justification
I could be placed upon His bearing
the cross and suffering. Each time
some adversity comes into the life
tolog visittI*.
new and brilliant41.,s'
with magnificent dissal
merchandise 'you'
Big Star Western Range Beef, Round Or Sirloin
STEAK .
Big Star Western Range Beef
T-BONE •
JANA C. PORTER
.It'ST LOVED 1T — This fine -
looking group of students ap
peered on the Rig Star radio
show recently and enjoyed
every moment of th^ occasion.
Rig Star is presenting the
of Individuals of today someone
in always standing around trsing
to rationalize with some unfound-
ed reason for such tioubles.
What happens to people can-
not be always attributed to some-
thing that has been done per-
sonally but in many instances it
occurs so that the will of God
might be manifested. So it was
with Jesus. People in His day,
like people cn this day, thought
that they knew love but they did
not, people thought that they knew
, suffering but in reality they did
! not; people thought that they knew
forgiveness. but it took the cross
to make forgiveness a reality.
5o it is with each of us, if we
are going to get the true spirit
of Jesus we too, must have crosses
and show the world what it means
to bear a cross and endure un-
known and nutold hardships.
Without a doubt, you'll find
it a pleasure to visit the new
and wonderful
•
•
QUALITY
STAMP
REDEMPTION
CENTER
at 1323 Union
Avenue •
DO so!
PARKING IS NO PROBLEM
There Is Plenty of Space
THE STORE HOURS:
Monday Thru Saturday
Are 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.
• • • • 
79c
• • • • 
89c
Yes Madame,
Bright with the April showers
and sunshine, gardens are pop-
ing up on every vacant lot —
radishes, onions, and greens are
first to make their way to the
supper table. For something dif-
ferent but odd as (IL times try
using the most wonderful meal —
Jack Sprat's Cream style corn
meal and make corn dumpling to
serve with that vegetable dinner
tonight. They are just as good
when cooked in lamb stew.
Try them and you will say "so
simple but oh, how gOddl"
show to give talented young
people a chance to appear be-
fore the citizens of the Mid-
South. The program k broad-
casted every Saturday over
radio station MM. Genial
CORN MEAL DUMPLING
I C. Jack Sprat Cream Style
corn meal
scalding water
‘s tsp, baking powder
tsp. salt
I tsp. chopped chives
Sift together dry ingredients,
add chives, then enough scalding
water to make a thick gravy
mixture. Spoon into boiling tur-
nip green liguid; cover and cook
for 15 minutes. Serve with vege-
tables, as bread of the day. Let
me know how you Eked them.
Bye for now, Jane Porter
A. C. Williams is the Master
of Ceremonies. If you or any
talented group would like to
appear just contact WDIA for
an audition any time. Rig
Sian feels that from the num.
CASH FOOD STORES
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THE FRONTIERSMEN OF
' SPRINGFIELD. Ill., held their
fifth annual banquet at the
iltraham Lincoln hotel, lastrch 23, and marked the
' progress of their organization
, and cited outstanding Indlvid•
HAPPY WIVES of Frontiers-
men — took it on the chin at
fifth annual banquet of their
husbands when Dr. A. M. Jack-
son, of East St. Louis, advised
If YOU
CAN
FIND A
PrTTER
RBON
'—BUY IT.
THE SMOOTHER BOURBON
1401ucly Sim51st Sourtooft Vibtskri • 6 Yrs. Old
j6 Pro01 • goaded Pgs Dot to.. Naiad. gh
THE FIVE ROYALES
A CALVA' DE of stars will come
to the north hall of the Ellis audi-
torium Saturday night in a Big
Rhythm and Blues show. Featured
will be the FIVE ROYALES, THE
5IIDNIGHTERS, BO DIDDLEY,
LITTLE WILLIE JOHN and a
new recording star TINY TOPSY
who is being spotlighted. Al Jack-
son will emcee the whole show
and BIG BEULAH BRYANT will
be an added attraction. ETTA
JAMES who usually upsets the
House will be with the Calvacade
this year. This promises to be the
Biggest Rock and Roll show of
the year. LITTLE RICHARD'S
RAND will be here along with
CAL GRECN'S BIG BAND, all
to thrill the Rock and Roll Fans.
will be a Matinee for White
ns at. 3:30 p.m.. an evening
show for Negroes at 6:30 p.m.
Don't Miss This Big Rock And
Roll Show Of the Year.
eels who have contributed
much to their community. The
Vokefellows. with their wives,
heard an address by Dr. Ar-
thur M. Jackson, who is presi-
dent of the East St. Louis
the men on how not to get ul-
cers and use as long as their
wives. The wives were admon-
ished about "telling hubby how
Board of Edo( *Lion. Seated
Irons left are Yokefellows Al-
'isms N. Gilbert, Sr., Edward
L. Dickerson, T. E. Finley,
Richard K. Herndon, C. Let
Carey, Dr. Jackson, Sylvester
tr"-Aotit
PROGBELD.R.uNor
CMAPTEB
tired he must be and in the
same breath enumerating all
the things that needed to be
done." seated from left are
I.. ('arter, Edwin A. Lee, Ken-
neth R. Hogan and John A.
Hester. Standing from left:
Charles T. Spencer, E. Win-
fred Helm, official photogra•
pher for the State of Illinois
Mesdames Spencer, Dickerson
Herndon, Harris, Carter, Hes-
ter, Lee and Finley. Standing
are Mesdames Roundtree,
and this group, George B.
Winston. Sc., Lamar Wilson,
Oben S. Harris, Alvin L.
Houndtree, Floyd R. Nourse,
Jordan E. Grigsby, Arnold D.
Moore and Leon II. Stewart.
son, Carey. Helm, Nourse,
Moore, Stewart, Winston and
Grigsby.
HONOR AWARD was present-
ed to Dr. D. F.. Webster of
Yokefellow George B. Winston,
executive secretary of the
Springfield Chapter of the Ur-
ban League, Dr. Webster re.
ceived the League's award for
the unlimited time and service
TOASTMASTER, Yokefellow T. E.
Finley, introduced the table guests
at the Frontiersmen's annual ban•
quet and as the picture indicates.
was as amused as was the audi
care over the wit, humor and gen-
eral warm feelings exhibited at the
dinner.
he has contributed to the
community. Chosen as the
outstanding individual for the
year, Dr. Webster's scroll
read: "To those who have
achieved recognition through
service to others and the ad.
vancement of the community."
HOW MEN CAN LIVE LONGER
was the subject of Dr, Arthur M.
Jackson's address to Frontiers-
men at their annual banquet in
Springfield, Ill. Dr Jackson, an
East St. Louis, Ill., surgeon,
president of the East St. Louis
Board of Education and vice.chair.
man of the St. Clair County Red
Cross. He also operates his own
clinic in East St. Louis.
Oppose Plan To Abolish
Negro County In Georgia
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — (ANN
— The abolition of Macon county,
in order to maintain white suprem-
acy, has little chance of occurring
if four of the five surrounding
counties follow through on their
present thinking.
Their thinking is that if Macon county from Dothan to Gunters-,
is split up among the five coun- ville, or Mobile to Muscle Shoals:,
ties, the present Negro-white ratio or combine a county "now in the
in each of the counties would be Black Belt," territories, one in the
drastically changed. northern part and one in the cen-,
The counties resisting the pro- . tral southern part of the state. I
posed division are Tallapoosa, Bul-
ery. In Macon county, Negroes as ern OE penlock, Elemore. Lee and Montgom- 
outnumber whites 7-1.
Elemore county figures it would Added To PGA
get 90 percent of the qualified Ne.
!Citizens council chapter, which
'is urging abolition "whenever and
wherever Alabama officials are
forced to register unqualified col-
ored voters to such an extent that
they threaten to out-vote whites.
The council proposes to stretch a
proposed division. It already has o_lf Schedulegro voters in Macon county in the G
Open at Baltimore to its suinmer
DOMINATE SCHOOL SYSTEM tournament schedule as a second
Tallapoosa and Bullock counties replacement for the canceled Tam
both see a danger in their school O'Shanter World and All-Amen -
systems being dominated by Ne- can championships in Chicago.
groes. Baltimore Mayor Thomas D'Al-
In Bullock. where Negroes out essandro and J. Edwin Carter,
number whites 4-1, there are cur PGA tournament bureau man-
rentiv 3,200 Negro pupils and only ager completed arrangements for
800 whites in the county-city the tourney,
school system. Bullock has 31 NC. The Eastern Open will be played'
gm n schools to only three white July 24-27 and will carry 520.000'
schools. prize money plus 82.000 for the
In Tallapoosa, while the current PGA special appearance plan,
white student population of 2,700 The $50.000 Chicago Open at
exceeds the Negro by 500. county Gleneagles was nam,c1 as another
offieolls repirt that Negro pupils substitute for the canceled tour.'
are increasing "at an alarming neyi.
rate." Four years ago, the Negro The Eastern Open originally
student population numbered 1,-
400. 
was omitted from. the tournament
schedule because of the proximity
In Montgomery county, both city, of Baltimore to Philadelphia
and county officials are opposedj where the National PGA tourney
to abolition, unless nothing else cant will be played July 17-20.
be done to maintain white suprem.1 
icy.
The pressure for the splitting up
1Macon county, however, is com-
ing from the Montgomery White
a Negro population of 11,451 ATLANTA, Ga. — (INS) -- The
against 20.198 whites, hut with the, Professional Golfers Association
division, it would receive 4,000 has added the $20,000 Rasti?rn
Negroes and only 250 whites.
Buenos Airies—Although it has
few natural habors, Argentina'
has a coast line along the Atlantic'
of 1,610 miles.
Butler Says
Nation In Real
Economic Trouble Butler said In addition to econo-
ELKHART, Indiana — (INS) —
Democratic national chairman
Butler sakl yesterday the Admin-
istration recognizes the nation is
In "real economic trouble," but
is facing the challenge with
"weak, meager, too little and gen-
erally too late" proposals.
mic failures, the Administration
has allowed the Soviet to "score
a disastrous blow'. to American
prestige in the Russian announce-
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 5
Sat., April 12, 1958
Charge Nurse
With Kidnapping
ment of it unilateral nuclear test
ban.
The ,DemocratIc political leader,
In a speech prepared for delivery
to the Elkhart Rotary Club de-
clared tho GOP is in "serious
trouble" as a result of government
business and foreign policies.
Butler chided the Administra-
AURORA, Ill. — (INS) — A
practical nurse who stole a two-
week-old baby from an Aurora
hospital has been bound over to
the Kane County grand jury on a
kidnaping charge.
Mrs. Margaret Pfeiffer, 44, if
convicter, could be sent to prison
for one to 20 years.
She appeared before a justice of
the peace who ordered her held
under $20,000 bond at the request
of the state's attorney.
Mrs. Pfieffer surrendered the
five-pound iistint, Elizabeth Ann
Smith, 12 hours after she spirited
the child from Aurora's Copeley
memorial hospital Thursday.
The nurse, who had cared for
the baby since birth, explained
she had grown attached to the
child and was turned down in a
bid to adopt her.
Nashville Files
Integration Plan
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — (INS)—
The Nashville board of education
filed its plan for gradual desegre-
gation of city public schools Mon-
day.
The three-point plan calls for
compulsory segregation based on
race to be abolished in all second
grade schools for the scholastic
year beginning September 1958.
Thereafter one additional grade
will be desegregated each year.
NASHVILLE MAN, 70,
PROVES HE'S ROUGH
ON 'PEEPING TOMS'
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — (INS)
—A 70.yearold Nashville man
went berserk because he said he
didn't like people "peeking"
through his window.
Fred Nickens blasted holes in
the window of his home and
sprayed a busy Nashville street
with shot gun pellets before po-
lice quieted him.
Nobody was hurt, but Nickens
vowed as he was 11,t1 away,
"I'm gdine to blast them every
time they look into my window"
TWO KILLED IN MADRID
AS TRAIN JUMPS TRACK
MADRID — (INS) — Two per-
sons were lulled and 40 injured
Monday night when the Algeciras
Madrid express jumped the tracks
about 13 miles from Cordova.
The locomotive and three of the
train's 14 coaches left the rails
and overturned. Th engineer was
killed.
lion for what he called a "fixa-
tion" in regard to a balanced bud
get and said that fiscal 1959 will
probably Show "one the largest
peacetime deficits in history.'.
UNION PROTECTIVE ASSURANCE COMPANY
ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT
As of December 31, 1957
ASSETS
Cash and Bank Deposits 
Bonds 
Stocks  
Mortgage Loans
Real Estate 
Premiums Due and Deferred 
Investment Income Due and Accrued 
Other Assets 
Total Admitted Assets
$ 156,915.50
316,500.00
87,708.05
735,347.89
79,100.57
21,892.64
10,665.21
999.00
$1,409,128.86
mszsmowesot
LI A BI LIT! ES
Legal Reserve    $ 926,273.00
Claim Reserve 9,037.40
Premiums and Interest Paid in Advance  8.009.94
General Expenses Due and Accrued  9,099.10
Taxes, Licenses and Fees Due and Accrued  14,389.64
Amount Withheld or Retained by Company
as Trustee  6,581.43
Mandatory Security Valuation Reserve  2,5120.46
Other Liabilities 4.74
Total Liabilities (Except Capital)  $ 975,915.71
Contingency Reserve  50,000.00
Capital Paid-Up  200,500.00
Unassigned Surplus  182,713.15
Total Liabilities and Other Funds 
We attest the above to be a true financial statement of Union Protective Assurance Company for the year 1957.
LEWIS H. TWIGG
President
$1,409,128.86
smswisows=
0. T. WESTBROOK LUTHER T. ARTISON
Secretary Assistant Secretary-Auditor
Coming, In Person—S ATURD AY NIGHT, APRIL 12-8:30 P.M.
FIVE ROYALS, BO DIDDLEY, LITTLE WILLIE JOHN, THE MIDNIGHTERS, ETTA JAMES, TINY TOPSY, CAL GREEN,
BIG BEULAH BRYANT, LITTLE RICHARD'S BAND AND AL JACKSON
To North Hall, Ellis Auditorium
•••••
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MARIANNA
After a severe winter, Second. Tells
Baptist church, Marianna, Rev. J.
J. Ford, pastor, is launching her
spring revival the first Sunday ev-
ening in April, with Rev. J. P. Ton-,
ey of Memphis, Tenn., as guest
minister. We are hoping and pra)
log for a successful meeting with
great spiritaul awakening among
the Christians and with many souls
brought to the knowledge of the
saving power of faith in the Lord
Jesus Christ.
Members and friends of Second
Baptist church were saddened at
the home-going of one of its vet-
eran members, Sister Leola P. Jor-
don, who departed this life Tiles-
day, March 25, after a number of
years in a wheel chair.
Funeral services were held at
12:30 p. m. Sunday, March 30.
During her more active years,
she was a faithful member of the
church and a devoted mother who
strove to educate her children and
raise them to be of service in
the community in which they lived.
She and her late husband succeed-
ed in giving four of their chil-
dren a college education.
Sister Jordan was the mother
of nine children of whom three
survive: Mr. M. D. Jordan of the
Bluff, Principal of Merrill High
school, who is a graduate of A.
M. & N. college, Pine Bluff, and
received his Masters degree from
New York university.
Mr. C. J. Jordan of Marianna,
i i al of Robert ft Moten Highpr nc p
school, Deacon and Clerk of Sec-
ond Baptist church. Be is a gradu-
ate of A. M. & N. college, Pine
Bluff, and has done advanced
study at Fisk university, Nash-
ville, Tenn., and Tuskegee, Ala,
Mrs. Ethel Collins of Los Angel-
es, Calif., a former president of
Second Baptist Missionary Society.
Following a short, but impressive
program, Pastor Ford made time-
ly remarks on life of the deceas-
ed and presented Dr. T. 0 Mc-
Junkins, pastor of Second Bap-
tist church, and life long friend
of the Jordan family, who delivered
a consoling eulogy in the presence
of a concourse of sorrowing rela-
tives and friends.
Under a canopy of flowers, her
remains were laid to rest in the
family plot of Walnut Grove Ceme-
tery with the Kennedy Funeral
Home in charge. Rev. J. J. lord,
pastor, Mrs. Precious Hopkins, re-
porter.
• • •
WARREN
By MATTIE BL'RNETT
Mrs. Nora Watts of Akron, Ohlo
has returned home after spending
two months here in the lovely
home of her daughter, Mrs. Juan-
ita Davis. She also renewed old
acquaintances with former class
mates and friends. Among those
were the Nealey sisters, Mrs. Ren-
nie Collins, Mrs. Calanthia Baley,
Mrs. Eddie Colen and Mrs. Jim-
my Jones who were dinner guests
In the beautiful home of Mrs. Ren-
nie Colins. Many social events
were given In Mrs. Watts' honor,
including a handkerchief shower
by Mrs. Sarah Butler in her home
and a going away party given
by Mrs. Ester Jones and Mrs.
Marie Price Allison in the lovely
home of Mrs. Watts' daughter.
Quarter conference union was
held at Bethel AME Sunday after-
noon with the president, Rev. G. W.
Smith presiding. Guest speaker
was Rev. A. L. Lillie, pastor of the
St. John AME church in Fordyce
and his wonderful choir furnished:
the music assisted by the St.i
James AME choir. Rev. J. M.
Wakins, host pastor.
Mr. J. S. Feaster and Mr. T.
Alexander attended the Masonic'
meeting held in Pine Bluff, Ark.,
and reported that the meeting was
great.
The Second Quarter Conference'
al as held at the St James AMEI
church March 16. and conference'
union was held that afternoon with
the president of the union, Rev. G.
W. Smith as host pastor. Rev. C.
L. Hicks brough the menage and:
Bethel AME furnished the music.,
The Old Fashioned Garden club
celebrated its sixth anniversary.
last Wednesday night at the Brad-
ley County High school. We un•
derstand it was quite enjoyable.
Yours truly was unable to attend'
because of illness.
Boy and Girl Sconts and com-
munity boys club of Bethel observ-
ed their first annual clean-up and
paint-up program, March 9-29. The
slogan being, "Give thc grass a,
chance by removing all rubbish."
Prizes were' given the boys for
best lawn and home surrcundings
Rev. J. M. Watkins is director
of this program.
Sunday afternoon the pastor and
members of Mt Carmel Baptist;
church royally entertained Mm.. Al-,
ice Price at the church. Mrs. Price
celebrated her 86th birthday and
58 years as member of the Mt.
Carmel Baptist church. She was
showered with gifts from many
tra,,,Is and well wishers.
Sell Cars Days
Spurs Business
DEFENDER
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1958 Dr. Patterson Calls For Reason On Race Issue 
I CAMPUS BEAT. Views At
uskegee Event
TUSKEGEE, Ala. — 'The high- this he added, "If undemocratic
eat human development of all citi- behavior succeeds, then democ-
zens was the basic ingredient of racy tails. Other regions a r e
Booker T. Washington's prescrip- equally as selfish and unclemocrat-
tion for a prosperous and well- ic, tough perhaps in a different
ordered society," declared Dr. F. way." The answers he said, "will
D. Patterson, president emeritus come when the American people
of Tuskegee Institute and direc- as a whole, accept their full duty
tor of the Phelps-Stokes fund, New to act responsibility toward the
York City, in delivering the Foun- whole American way of life."
den's Day address before 2,000 peo- The Founder's Day program
pie at Tuskegee Institute Monday. was the conclusion of a two-day
He was introducedy Dr. Basil observance which brought back to
O'Connor, chairman of the Tuske-
gee Institute Board of Trustees and 
the campus the Class of 1938 for
its 20 year reunion. The speaker
chairman of the National Foun- for the class on Saturday evening
dation for Infantile Paralysis, Inc. was the Rev. Marshall Robinson
Dr. Patterson reasoned that, 
"the time has come when Amen-
formerly of Mobile, now the pastor
of the Baptist congregation in Coy-
cans must find a way to sit down ington, V •
and reason together across racial,
religious, and regional barriers if Honored for twenty-five or more
the Democratic way of life is to years of service to 
Tuskegee In-
be achieved." He said farther that stitute were: Dr. Eugene
 H. fib-
this action is necessary for the ble, jr., Andrew H. Flake and Mrs.
preservation of those values goy- B. M. Rankin. Alumni 
contribu-
erning constructive human rela- lions to the Alma Mater 
on the
tionships which we now have. To occasion totaled 314,500.
Mississippi•
HOLLY SPRINGS church the fifth Sunday. The 
meet-
The junior class of Rosenwald; ing was very enjoyable. Rev. M.
conducted a talent program Thurs-. C. Billingslea is president,
day evening. • • •
Sunday eat; youth day at As-
bury Methodist church. Theme:
"Just a little bit further." Mr. C. 
Union Sunday school was held at
L. Beasley was guest speaker. Rev 
Second Baptist church last Sun-
I. L. Rucker, pastor. 
day.
The YM and YWCA of M. I.
college rendered a fine program at
Anderson Chapel Sunday evening.
Rev. W. C. Armstrong, pastor
Rev. W. Wallace of M. I. College
filled the pulpit at Anderson Chap-
el Sunday.
The fifth Sunday Zone Meeting
was held at Yarborough Chapel.
Rev, W. H. Thomas delivered a
wonderful sermon. Mrs. Sweetie
Bell, president of the Missionary
Society, made a round report.
The district basketball tourna-
ment held at Rosenwald was won
by the girls and boys teams of
Rosenwald. Coach Roebuck was
well pleased. This tournament was
sponsored by Prof. Homer Byers
of Blue Mountain.
The city was shocked when Mr.
Gholson Hubbard died as a result
of a stroke. Ilia funeral was held j
at Anderson Chapel. Ile leaves a
wife, three sons, two daughters and
three grand children to mourn his
passing. Eulogy by Rev. W. C.
Armstrong: Brittenum and Son I
had charge of funeral arrangement.
Rev. and Mrs. Aaron Wilkins
are the proud parents of a fine
baby girl.
DETROIT — (INS) — A metro-
politan Detroit area campaign to
sell cars was reported "doing
great" today.
Salesmen's spirits were high
too. A sign in the window of the
March Chevrolet co. proclaimed:
"Buy days mean pay days. Our
good neighbor Floyd Rice across
the street has good deals also "
Floyd Rice is an Edselllambler
Ford dealer. A sign in his window
read: "If we can't sell it, see ou
neighbor, H. R. Marsh."
• • •
ABERDEEN
By HENRY E. CRUMP
Pilgrim Rest Baptist church °
celebrated Rev. J. L. Black's first
anniversary with their churches
participating.
Mrs. Laura Crump has returned
home after spending three enjoy-
able weeks with her children in
Detroit, Chicago and Michigan.
Miss Earnestine Sanders of St..
Louis is here to spend the spring
holidays with her grand parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Westbrook.'
Mrs. William White is spending'
a few days at home. He is in the!
Air Force stationed in Alaska.
The WSCS of St. Peel Methodist
church held a meeting. March 30,
at the church with the president,
Mrs. Annie S. White presiding.
Mi. Willie George Hargrove of
Chicago spent the week with his
father, George Hargrove. sr.
Mrs Virginia Thompson, teach-
er at Monroe County school, at-
tended the State Teachers meeting
in Jackson where elle received a
certificate of merit for 51 years
of service.
The Athletic Banquet was held
Mar. afi at the Vine St. high school.
Speaker for the occasion was Mrs,
W. P. Pope, principal of Monroe,
County Training School of Amory,
Miss.
• • •
BATESVILLE
Mrs. Nolan Joiner passed away
on March 28. She was a member,
of the New Enon church for more
than 50 years. She leaves eight
children, several grandchildren.,
two sisters and three brothers and
a host of friends and relatives to
survive. The Joiner's funeral held
at New Enon church by Bev.'
Joseph Mabry, pastor.
Mr. Ed Smith died at his daugh-
ter's home on March 28. He leaves
7 children to survive and many
other relatives and friends. The
Rev. R. B. Dysie officiated. Mr.
Smith was buried at Sand Spring.
• • •
GOODMAN
By MRS. P. BILLINGSLEA
Mr. and Mrs. James Smith of
Memphis visited her mother and,
father, Mr. and Mrs. James Gar-1
land here on March 29.
Men's Day program at the Good-
man Baptist church Sunday,
March 29, was enjoyed b5 all. Mr.
James Smith of Memphis gave ,
two selections on the program.
Mrs. Pearleane Billingslea at-
tended the state Sunday School
and BTU congress at Jerusalem
Baptist church in Ruleville.
The Mississippi Union District
T ministers and Deacons institute
was held at Bucher Hill Baptist
The sick are Improsing.
Rev. McGuffey preached the
sermon on Palm Sunday evening
at Second Baptist. A Union Mis-
sion was held later that night.
Miss M. Garrell was called to
he bedside of her grandmother.
Mrs. Eddie Walker is ill.
• • •
CANTON
The YWA's of Mt. Zion Baptist
church met with Mrs. Alyne C.
J. Johnson last Tuesday afternoon.
The J. M. A's of Mt. Zion Bap-
tist church met with rs. Martha
Antis on Thursday afternoon of last,i
week.
The Million Dollar Tom Thumb
wedding presented by St. Paul A.
M. E. Zion on Sunday night. March
30, was quite a success and large-
y attended.
Rev. W. L. Jones, Rev. N. B.
Jackson, Rev, P. F. Parker, Mrs.
R. V. Prichard and Mrs. C. M.
Vaniado were among the Canton-
ans who attended the extra ses-
sion of the state S. S. and B. T. U.
congress at Ruleville ou March 27
and 28.
Last rites were said for Rev.,
H. J. Grant at his home in Luce-
dale, Miss. He was a resident
f Canton, Midison county for ,
many years. His widow, Mrs. Es-.
ter Grant, son, Joseph, daughters,,
Mrs. Lorena Woolfold, Mrs. Ida!
Greene and Mrs Lily Brewer: sis-
ters. Miss Christine Grant, Mrs.'
Pearlie Grant: brothers, Mrs.
Charles Grant, Mrs. Wade Grant
and Rev. Silas Grant survive. Peo-
ples Funeral Home in charge.
STARKSVILLE
Mrs. Ossie Peoples died March
28 after a long illness. She is sur-
vived by two sons, Mr Sammie
Jackson and Mr. Rogers C. Peo-
ples, five grandchildren, several
nieces and nephews and a host of
relatives and friends. The remains
were funeralized at Griffin Metho-
dist church Wednesday afternoon.
April 2 with Rev. C T Allen of-
ficiating. Internment followed in
Odd Fellow's cemetery.
Mrs. Willie E. Daily and little
granddaughter, Willie Thel spent
three weeks at home before going
overseas with the rest of the family
Spc. Sgt. and Mrs. John Harvey
Montgomery.
Rev. Mose Miner, life long
resident of Starkville died Monday
March 31. after a long illness. Fu-
neral arrangements are incom-
pIete.
The Mary Holmes, junior col-
lege choir rendered a musical pro-
gram at Second Baptist church
Sunday, March 30.
Kentucky
DR. THOMAS F. FREEMAN,
Texas Southern university de-
bate coach congratulates Syd-
ney Ree Carter and Prentis
Morre, university Student
Council president In their re-
cent triumphs in the Oklahoma
Savage Forsensic and Dialecti-
cal meet held in Durant, Okla.
Miss Carter won second place
among the women after dinner
speaker, and Prentia Moore
won honors as the oustanding
male orator at the tourney.
Alabama
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
Mrs. Cleona lialey, wife of Mr.
John Haley is a patient at Jeffer.,
son hospital with pneumoniia.I
Mrs. Haley will undergo surgery
soon.
Miss Myrtis Flaker has recover-
ed from
Miss Alma Owens along with 31'
other students from various,
schools left the city recently on a!
citizenship tour which will cam/
them to North Carolina, Gettys-
burg, Washington and New York.
Miss Owens is a student at Dun-
bar High.
Mr. and Mrs. George Perry are
the happy grand parents of a fine
baby girl, Joy LaConte, born to,
their daughter Yvonne at the
versity hospital. Mother and baby
are fine.
Mr. and Mrs. James Booker, Jr..
are the proud parents of a fine
baby girl. Carolyn Blanch, born
March 16, at the Bessemer Gen-
eral hospital. Mother and baby are
fine.
Mr. Clifford Brown Injured while
working on his job at Sloss Ore
Mine has been released from the,
hospital after spending a week
there.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Smith are
the happy parents of a fine baby
bid, ICimmie, born Jan 21, 1958,
at Holy Family hospital, Ensley,
Ala. Mother and baby are fine.
Mrs. Mary Willis of New York,
sister of Mrs. Mary Cole, died at
Harlem hospital. Her body is to be
shipped here for burial.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hill are the
happy grand parents of a fine
baby boy, Nathaniel Goulsby, born
to their daughter, Dorothy, march
9, at the University hospital. Moth-
er and baby are fine.
Brother Willie Albert, grand-
son of Rev. and Mrs. Charles Cor-
nelius Baker was funeralized at
the First Baptist church, Jasper,
Ala. Eulogy by Rev. Denson pas-
tor. Bro. Albert leaves to
mourn his passing a devoted wife,
Mrs. Bessie Albert, one son and al
host of other relative: and friends.I
Mrs. Marguerite Jackson is
ill at her home. She is expecting
to undergo surgery at the Besse-
mer General hospital.
hfr. R. L. Moss a recent patient
at Doctors hospital has been re, !
leased and is reported doing fine.
Mrs. Fdna L. Washington
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Washington and a student nurse
at the Columbus school of Nursing.,
Columbia, Ga., is visiting relatives
and friends here.
MANCHESTER
By MRS. B. M. SUTTON
The Busy Bee Club met recently.
Miss Annalee Clark, president.
Rev. W. M. Johnson, Jr., deli,.
ered a message at St. Paul AME
church on March 30.
Mrs Glance Fullwood was ad-
mitted to the Baptist hospital and
later transferred to the Good Sa-
maritan hospital in Lexington.
Mrs. Fannie McKissic is im-
proving nicely.
Mrs Lula Gilbert is with her
mother, Mrs. Mary Pennington who
is improving.
We ask the prayers of all for
the sick in and around Manchest-
er.
. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ward have
returned home from Oxford. Ohl
where they visited Mrs. Ward's
, brother. Mr. John Gibson, wh
: underwent an operation. and is
doing fine.
• • •
EMPIRE
By EFFIE M. PENDLETON
The Union Baptist church is
having Sunday school company
Saturday and Sunday.
William Pendleton, jr., is home
on vacation
Mississippi
PICAYUNE
By SLEEPY PAIGE
Mrs. Audrey Spanks who under-
went an operation in a New Or-
leans hospital is at the home of
Mrs. Noble Ruth Walker, 505 Bruce
st. All her friends are asked to
go by and see her.
Mrs. Estella Moore, the wife of
Mr, Ed Moore was rushed to
Laurel, Miss., to the State hospital
Her husband, Ed is still confined
to his home on Rosa Street.
Rev, Jessie James was called
last week to Ethel, La., to attend
the funeral of his father, He was
accompanied by his wife, Mrs.
Mary Jane James.
Mrs. -Louvell Davis, wife of
Obie Dee Davis underwent surgery
last week at the Sara Mayo hos-
pital in New Orleans. Her condition
is said to be fair.
Mrs. Eula V. Woullard, wife of
Buster 1Voullard was called to
Houston, Tex., to attend the fune-
ral of her mother. She was ac-
companied by her son, Jacob.
Isiah Hawkins and Red Peevy
were injured in a car wreck last
Saturday night while en route from
Pearl River. They both are con-
fined to the local hospital here.
A successful banouet sponsored
by the Picayune Negro Rec. As-
sociation was given last Sunday
in the Cafeteria of Carver High
school. Mn, Albert Williams and
Lemuel Jackson were the planning
committee, with Mr. James Mc-
Donald in charge cf the cooking
with the help of Mrs. Elouise Nic•
Kinzie, Ethel Washington
Jackson and Vivian Brown doing
the serving.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Mannings
wishes to announce the marriage
of their daughter, Miss Ruth (Sis-
sie Baby) to Cornelius (Bid) Dees,
with the Rev. Triggs officiating.
Mn. and Mrs. Thomas (Jake?'
McCann wish to announce Cie mar-
riage of their daughter, Miss Co-,
rine to Edward Charles Andrews,.
with e Rev. Jessie James 
. 
-
ing. Miss McCann is on the facul-
ty staff of Carver High school.
The Right Hand of Fellowship
was withdrawn from William
Gardner last week at the E: Jeru-
salem Baptist church. William was
assistant pastor of that church.
Mrs. Eva Franklin, who was on
the faculty staff of Carver High
school and was commercial teach
or, left last week for her home
in Texas. Mrs. Baham, wife of Mn.
Curtis Baham, who is the science
instructor, will fill the vacancy
of Mrs. Franklin.
Mrs. Elsie Parker was called to
Nashville, Tenn., to be at the bed-
side of her sister in law, Mrs. Ned
omie Norman, wife of her brother,'
Dr. Roland Norman.
Prof. J. J. Norman of Jackson,
Miss., spent last week end in the
home of his brother, Isaac Nor-
man and with his father, Mr. Wil-
liam.
Mrs. Burnice Drummonds, the
wife of Mr. L. M. Drummonds
who has been confined for several
montns was taken to the Missis-
sippi State Mental hospital at
Jackuon last week for treatment.
Those confined to the local hos-
pital last week were Mrs. Ruby
Wilson who underwent surgery,
Ella Mae James, Mrs. Nellie
Harris, Mrs. Mammie \Vest of Car-
riere, Mrs. Ida Burton of Perling-
ton who underwent surgery, and
Mr. Ceaphis MeKinzie.
Florida
PAHOKEE
By R C DURR
The East Lillie junior high school
presented its annual Easter pro-
gram in the school auditorium Fri-
, April 4, and was enjoyed by
all.
The Rev. W. F. Anderson, pas-
tor of Now Hope Baptist church
.of this city was united irt holy
wedlock to Mr. James Powell's sis-
ter. The former Miss Powell was
a resident of Miami, Fla. Rev.
and Mrs. Anderson will reside in
Ft. Myers.
First Sunday was a high day
at St. James AME church. Sun-
day school was conducted by the
superintendent, Mrs. Jessie M.
Williams.Rev. Lewis Myers
preached a wonderful sermon and
Choir No. 1 was directed by Mr.
Robert Durr. Mr. Otis Hanford
was chief soloist The Sunday
school presented an Easter pro-
gram which was enjoyed by all
and Mr. R. C. Durr led the pa-
rade of more than 200 children
to the egg hiding on the Pahokde
ball field. Miss Charlie Mae Ruck-
er had charge of the program at
5 p. m. Regular evening service
and holy communion were given.
On the sick list are Mrs. Lu-
cille Brown, Mrs. Olie Wilson, Mrs.
Roberta Johnson, Mrs. Vallie
Drummer, Miss Janis Drummer
and Mr. Isaiah Westbrook.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gilmore
have moved to Homstead, Fla.
Mr. Robbie C. Durr has returned
to the city after spending several
weeks in Abbeville, Ala., with his
parents who were both very ilhi
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Maids had.
week end guests from Camp Ever-
glade.
By BERT THOMAS
MANY THANKS to you coed
who sent letters telling how much
you like the column and a few
notes about that's happening here
and there. More than a dozen let-
ters found their way to this scribe's
desk . . . 'Thank ya.'
Under the competent direction of
G Wright Briggs, the liARVARD
UNIVERSITY band played its first
concert in the 8th Street Theatre
in Chicago. From all reports, it
seems, the concert was a wonder-
ful success and attracted a most
appreciative audience.
EUGENE BEARD, a senior, ma-
joring in Phys Ed; WALTER JEF.
FERS, a freshman majoring in
History and LINNIE MALLORY,
a senior majoring in Home Ec.,
represented Chicago on the Dean's
list at CENTRAL STATE COL-
LEGE. Pure baths, my friends.
MRS. EDITH SAMPSON, Assist-
ant Corporation Counsel for Chi-
cago, was guest speaker at George
Williams college in Chicago on
April 2 before the students and
faculty at an All-College Assem-
bly. Each month, the college invi-
tes some outstanding lecturer for
the occasion.
John Tevis Jackson, flutist, was,
presented in concert at Virginia
State college re-
cently by the Art-
ists Recitals com-
mittee. Mr. Jack-
son is the son of
Mrs. Johnella F.
Jackson. assist-
ant professor
music at the
college and the
late Dr. Luther
P. Jackson, and
is a graduate of Jam T. ham
Peabody High
, school. He studied at Oberlin C011-
' servatory of Music and is present-
ly a student at William Kincaid.
His accompanist, Mr. Howard
Brucker, is assistant professor of
music at Hampton Institute.
FOUNDERS DAY at JOHNSON
C. SMITH was held on April 7
NUMBER OF FARMS IN
STATE DROPS SHARPLY
URBANA-CHAMPAIGN. Ill. —
Illinois continued its trend toward
fewer and larger farms as well
as decline in amount of land de-
voted to farming in 1957. the
University of Illinois Business Re. I
view reports.
Number of farms, according to I
the latest census, has dropped to
173,750, a reduction of 3,617 farms:
A portion of the loss is attrib-
uted to demands for land for ad-
ditional highways.
for their new prexy, DR. RUFUS
PATTERSON PERRY combined
the histeric and significant occas-
ions.
In observance of their eighteenth
Annual Theological Alumni Day,
Shaw University had as their prin-'
eipal speaker DR. MARTIN LU-
THER KING on April 8 and 9. The,
fellowship dinner was held on
the 8th and the public meeting on',
the 9th with music furnished by
the Shaw University choral So-
ciety.
THE UNIVERSITY PLAYERS
of Shaw university were hosts to
the drama festival held at the
school recently under the sponsor-
ship of the North Carolina High
School Drama association. More
than three hundred high school
students from all over the state
attended. GUILBERT A. DALEY,
director of drama at Shaw is exe-
cutive secretary of the N. C. H. S.
D. A.
WOW — GRACE HAYES, a jun-
ior honor student at Kalamazoo
college and majoring in foreign
languages has been F elected by a
committee appointed by Gov. E.
Mehnen Williams as one of ten
Michigan young people to go to
Brussels. Belgium, and serve as a
guide and goodwill ambassador
for the World's Fair, which opens
there on April 10. Grace was given'
a "bon voyage" reception at the
home of her friend, Ann Estill,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Don V.
Estill. A few of the guest attend-
ing went: MARY PIXI. . LO-
RETFA MOORE, DANA BRAN-
TON, KATHY McCUBBINS and
AGNES HOUSE. More than 40 oth-
er friends were present including
several of Miss Hayes' sorority
sisters and some sorority sisters
of Ann Estill's. Grace is from Lit-
tle Rock, Ark., where her mother
teaches school and her father is a
minister.
BARBARA JONES of Tennessee
State university thrilled a lot of
people when she won the 100 yard
dash in the National A A U meet at
Akron. Ohio a few days ago.
'Bans' was a star during her high
school days and was a member
of the 1952 U. S. Olympic team.
By the way, she's a Chicago
4 RARE SIGHT in Dixie these
days is an amicable Interracial
discussion. shown here are stu
dents from New Orleans' four
leading colleges discussing
timid...ma of higher education
at a Dillard University forum.
From left they are 1,eah Ja-
cobs, Loyola; Herbert Leary,
girl, ya' know.
DAN WEINER and ALAN HAHN
of Chicago University were former
scholarship winders of the Public
School's Student Science Fair and
are doing more than praising such
an outlet for talented young peo-
ple. Both young men are using
their scholarships for study toward
doctors' degree at the university.
AND NOW BACK AT THE
FARM.. we keep looking for let.
ters from you, out there. Take a
strop! ,round the campus and send
us a little news about what's going
on. There are only ,a few more
short weeks before you'll be on
vacation or on a summer job. Not
much time to get that letter you've
been promising yourself you'll
write to CAMPUS BEAT . .
COME-ON, drop the letter in the
box tonight, huh? S'Iong til then.
Iirty
Tennessee
BOLIVAR
By ELBERT BOULDIN
Mr. Otis Butler of Humboldt
spent the day here with Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Matthews, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Colier and other
relatives and friends.
Mrs. Mattie Lue McKinnle and
Mr. Leo Young were recently
married.
Sgt. Joe Horton is home on fur•
lough visiting his mother, Mrs.
Rosa Lee Norment.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Mat.
thews of Chicago spent the week.
end here with Mrs. I.izzie HMOs
er and other relatives.
• • •
NEWBORN
By ARCHIA WOODS
Mrs. Carolyn Hassell's sisti andkbrother-in-law, son and er
from Woodstock were we ni
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Birte Hass-
ell.
Mary Elizabeth Jennings was,
week end guest of her aunt, Mrs.
Annie Rayner in Paducah.
Several from here attended the
funeral af Mr. Pierce in Trimble.
The people who attended the Dy.
ersburg District Workshop last Fri-
day night were Mrs. Mary L. Ham-
ilton and daughter, Mary Joyce;
Mrs. Corrine McNeil aiid grand-
daughter, Rita and Mrs. Sallie Kin-
dle.
Mattie Scott had a birthday par-
ty March 30. Some who attended
were Mary Hamilton, Elizabeth
Kindle, Barbara Woeilis and Don-
nie Shockley.
Several from Newbern attended
church the fifth Sunday a ck
Spring.
Burt Hassel, Jim Knig and
Chuck Wiggins attended a song
service at Kenton, Tenn., on
March 29.
Funeral service for Rev. J. C.
Thompson was held at the Church
of God in Christ in Dyersburg,
Tenn., on March 26, 1958. Res.
Mack presided. Those in attend-
ance were Mrs. Frances Brack,
Miss Laura L. Thompson, Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Davis and Mr. and
Mrs Leonard Graham.
Alabama
BREWTON
By ALEX AUTRY
Mrs. Hampton of Mobile wa
guest of her mother and sister re
cently.
Mrs. Alice Maldon was cal
to the bedside of her sister wh
underwent an operation at Pent
cola hospital.
Mr. 011ie Stallworth a if
have their son and his fa
guest.
Mr Drozier Crosby and wi
have moved to Brewton into the
new home on Roger street.
Mrs. Maggie Andrew has retar
ed home after visiting her so
in-law and daughter, Mr. a
Mrs. Nathaniel Bert in Pensacol
Fla. 
Airs. Will Ammes of Mobile w
in town to sell her homes her
She was accompanied by her ch
dren. Mr. Richard Thomas,
Willie Powe and Mrs. Mary Big
are now owners of the homes be
eel on Brooks St.
A coon party was given at
Willie P. Park in Staring Hill I
Saturday night. It was enjoyed
all. 
A party was given at the ho
of Henry Jasper, jr. Saturd
night It was enjoyed by all sv
attended Those in charge w
Mary and Geraldine Maldon H
ry Jasper and many oth
era
Mr. and Mrs. Ed lee Moo
have their daughter, Miss Ed
Earl Moore of Tuskegee visiti
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson of Line
Park save their daughter of
than visiting. 
The teachers of Southern Nor
spent their week end home.
also attended the Teachers as
elation which was held during
spring holiday in Montgomery.
The Echo Gospel Singers mo
ed to Monroeville where they re
creel a program at the Be
Baptist church. 
Mrs. Motley Askew has
daughter of Pensacola visiting
A family dinner was given
the home of Mrs Mattie C
man in Lincoln Park. Guests w
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Autrey.
and Mrs Richard Thomas,
Dillard; Walter Edwards, Iry 
and Mrs. Thomas, Mrs Stall
tier; Jack Sawyer, Tulane. and 
Mrs. Lucille Coleman. m
Lois one r, Dillard. 
Mr. Richard Thomas and
Mrs. Caesar hiolton.
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as evident in that case as in the assaults on
the two white women.
We are convinced that when a crime of
the magnitude of the three is committed
every step should be taken to apprehend the
criminal, regardless of the hue of the vic-
tim. If not, experience has shown such laxi-
ty or indifference will most certainly borne.
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Our pinions
Crackdown Hard On All Such Crimes
The brutal robbery assaults on two rang.
white women here recently are regrettable When the ego of the killer or assailant
and unfortunate. The vicious crimes bring is deflated by capture, the security of theto mind the still unsolved murder of a re- entire community is enhanced.
spectable businessman, Louis Thompson. A thug (white or colored) who wouldSomehow we have a haunting feeling kill such a man as Mr. Thompson, would
everything was not done to solve that crime, have no compunction about committing theWe may be wrong. We are quite sure of one two recent crimes. As long as such a cre-thing: Widespread police effort was not ature goes free, we have a menace in our
midst, who maybe, could have been behind
bars before now.
It's good to see the police department
finally launch a manhunt in an attempt to
apprehend the criminal.
We hope that from now on they'll crack-
down HARD on all such crime..
Let's Back The Handy Memorial
The time has come when we should show
our appreciation for the great contribution
William Christopher Handy made to Ameri-
can culture. It is enduring and transcends
race.
Let's get behind the campaign just get-
ting underway to raise a stature to the
great composer, and let's pour in sufficient
Good Tradition
It's a good old American custom. We
refer to the way friends and neighbors get
together to tackle their problems. We've
done it from the beginning of our history—
from the first stockade built by the first
settlers.
Barn-raisings, corn - huskings, PTA
meetings, church festivals and all the other
get-togethers to achieve communal goals—
they're in the same fine tradition. And so
are the victories that have been won against
disease during this century of medical
know-how.
We are justly proud of our scientists
who have vanquished so many one-time
killers since 1900 and added 22 years to
our life expectancy. But let's be proud of
our share in this achievement, because we
Ake are the ones who gave our scientists the
‘11, tools they needed for their great research
projects.
The defeat of disease since the turn of
the century is splendid evidence of what
we can accomplish by cooperative and vol-
untary effort: voluntary agencies working
with volunteers and supported by voluntary
contributions. Here in America we give
time and money because we want to. And
funds to set up a living endoti ment in his
honor. The latter will be a dynamic remind-
er to young people of this country who are
the beneficiaries of a citizen who rose from
humble estate to Olympian stature.
Send your contribution to W. C. Handy
Memorial Fund, Tri-State Bank, Memphis,
Tenn.
Pays
it pays off,
Fresh in memory is the fight against
polio. The American people bought and
paid for the victory against polio. We con-
tributed almost half a billion dollars over
eighteen years. That's a lot of money, but
can anyone doubt it was worth the return
of the Salk Vaccine?
Let's go back a few years and remem-
ber diabetes and tuberculosis, typhoid and
pneumonia, just to mention a few other
diseases that no longer take a heavy toll of
mankind. And then let's give sober thought
to the fact that April is Cancer Control
Month, and that cancer is the number two
disease killer in the United States today!
The American Cancer Society believes
science can and will find the answer to
cancer, too. Only two things are needed:
rime and the tools for research. Let's keep
this in mind when we hear a knock and
open the door to a Cancer Crusader. The
national goal is $30,000,000.
Two million American Cancer Society
volunteers will visit their friends and
neighbors to ask them to "fight cancer with
a checkup and a check." This is the cue to
our American way for getting things done!
Recession Can Be Licked
After surveying the national economy,
President Eisenhower, on February 12, urg-
ed the people to apply themselves "with
confidence to the job ahead."
"As Americans," the President added,
"we have a responsibility to work toward
the early resumption of sound growth in our
economy." Later in his statement, Ike de-
dared:
"The future will belong not to the faint-
• hearted, but to those who believe in it and
" ALPrepare for it."
11111 Comes now at least one prominent busi-
nessman who answered this challenge with
bold action — and dramatic results. He is
W. 0. Heinze, president of International
Latex Corporation. In a statement issued
recently, Mr. Heinze revealed that in his
firm "there is no recession."
"Instead of laying off our people," he
pointed, out, "we are adding to our labor
force. February was the biggest month in
our history. Sales are up ten times over
what they were before."
And how did all this come about, while
other businessmen pinch pennies, cry for
government aid, and cut back production?
"Simple," says Mr. Heinze. In his own
words:
•••
1.
The People Speak
Says Ike Serves Two Masters
Dear Ed.- Your "AntiSlurop"
editorial in your Daily Defender
was in my judgment quite out of
step with the high road of sound
thinking and objective analysis of
great questions for which your
paper Is noted.
You seem to swallow hook line
and sinker the unwilling, not-sure-
of-what-I-would-like-to-do program
being suggested by President
Eisenhower. You do not seem to
understand the difference between
permanently valuable investments
in our institutions and cultural
way of life and the temporary
giving sway of millions of dollars
by way of doles. For example
The building of schools, hospitals,
clearance of slums, road building,
etc., are vastly more helpful to
both our working chiss and the
general wslfare of the nation than
the giving of a few more weeks
unemploymakt insurance bane-
fit.
"The so-called recession in business is
in reality a recession in initiative and en-
terprise. At Playtex (trade name of several
international Latex products) we have put
these truisms into action. First, we started
by giving ... an extraordinary value. Next,
we had the courage to back up our faith
with bold and aggressive merchandising.
Third, we stepped up our advertising to$15,000,000 a year."
As a result, Heinze noted, "we're not
only helping ourselves, but we're helping
our competitors and helping retailers by
bringing additional traffic into their stores
—traffic which buys everything else in
their stores regardless of make and price."
Mr. Heinze has the right idea. If today's
businessmen would only practice the old-
fashioned American virtues and enterprise
and initiative — the things that made
America great— we'd soon be swinging
back into prosperity.
Confidence must start with the busi-
nessman himself. He must not wait for
Washington. Give the public a better value,
have the courage to back it with extra
merchandising effort, and business will
soon stop singing thou "Recession Blues."
It is my feeling that the Presi-
dent and his personal advisers
are trying to serve two misters
at the acme time — they. as
See it, are eager to please the
very people who by greed brought
on this economic torment and its
helpless victims In The same
breath. Mr. Eisenhower has had
an ample warning of this economic
havoc, but he has refuse" to take
need. The low-Income people have
been heartlessly abused by endless-
ly high prIc,is, which naturally
reduced their purchasing power
and slowed down the wheels of
industry. Talks of tax cuts were
laughed at by the Administration:
control of prices was regarded
as socialistic tight money was
"he gospel of a sound economy,
they said
Give the low-income group more
money, and they will spend it! It
by NAT D. WI LAMS 
GET SHOT AND LIVE
Are Negroes so afraid of
needles they won't, take polio
shots? Sonic folk think so now,
there's no time to be trite when
one considers the health of a com-
munity. But in connection with
the program to get mass inocula•
non against polio it is easy to be
trite. It's easy to say everybody
ought to take the "shots" that
have proved effective against
dread polio. Most folk take it for
granted that that is the thing to
say. And when it's said, most folk
promptly forget all about the sub-
ject.
The purpose here is to urge co-
operation in getting the word
around not to be trite. Now, most
of those who take time or donate
the time to read this splurge most
likely don't need to be urged to
take the polio shots. The folk who
need to be urged most will in all
probability never in a million
years, see or even hear about
something in the paper called
"Dark Shadows".
So, for just this once, a plea
is herewith advanced that the
charitable folk who read this
"colyum" will join forces, as per
this mere suggestion, 'and urge
everybody to take the polio shots.
if possible.
A state-wide drive is under way
to get everybody in Tennessee
under 40 years of age to take the
three Salk vaccine shots which
have been found to be this preven-
tive dosage against crippling in-
fantile paralysis. Clinics are be-
ing set up in Memphis in school,
or other places convenient to the
residents of a neighborhood where-
ever located in town.
The shots cost only a nominal
fee . . . one dollar. Or, if a per-
son is unable to pay the dollar,
was the curse of indecision on the
part of the Ad.ninistsatior that has
led us down the road to this ter-
rible thing.
Military orders will not do a
good job. Give the people work
for money. Cut the little fellow
taxes as well as big corporations:
W. P. A. and P. W. A. were much
better than the soup lines. Jay J.
Peters sr. SOO E. 33rd at.
Words of the Wise
Tires can't be made with
dead embers, nor can enthu-
siasm be stirred by spiritless
men Itnthuslasm In our daily
work lightens effort and
tern. even labor into plesgent
tasks
—(lames Mark Baldwin)
the shots will be given free.
The city's leading doctors are
cooperating in the program. And
everybody is being urged to Avail
themselves of the services and
treatment offered. No reservations
are made on account of race, co-
lor, or soc01 and financial stand-
ing. All the sponsors of the pro-
gram want is the cooperation of
the public in coming to the clinics
. . . or going to 'their private doc-
tors . . and getting the polio
shots NOW . . . if they haven't
already had them.
And, it's a small prige to ask
for so great a community move-
ment . . . just a small amount of
time . . hardly any discomfort
... and virtually no cost in money.
Mention is made here because
now is the time to arouse interest
in the shots in particular brackets
of citizens. In a news story print-
ed last week in the daily press,
it was stated by one leader of
the polio shot drive that Negroes
in Memphis are lagging in taking
the shots. Out of the multitude of
persons who took the shots last
week, only a couple of hundred
Negroes were on hand.
Now, it's pretty well-known that
the thin skins of Negroes in the
face of any criticism or wise-
cracks at their expense, makes it
risky to do too many takeoff's at
some aspects of life among Cod's
chillun. But one can't help but
wonder if the charge is true that
Negroes generally fear a hypo-
dermic needle like the Devil fears
holy water. There have been
known instances where guys who
don't flinch in fights with switch
blade knives, razors, axes, and
other sharp or blunt instruments
of mayhem and murder, trembled
like wind-blown spider webs at the
mere sight of needle pointed to-
ward any section of their anato-
ENOC P. WATERS,
Adventures
In Race Relations
STRANGE TWIST OF FATE
Life produces some ironic sit. they filled by taking In another
boy, the son of a distant poor
relative.
He became the beneficiary of
all the love and affection that
had formerly been bestowed
upon the adopted son, now liv-
ing with the Negro family and
all but forgotten.
The little white boy, in .spite
of all the advantages that were
afforded him, failed to fulfill the
hopes and ambitions of his fos-
ter parents who had dreamed of
him becoming a physician and
partner of his foster father.
Meanwhile, the colored cou•
pie had fallen In love with the
east off child, and even though
after a time the physician and
his wife failed to provide sup-
port money as promised, they
raised him to manhood.
Ile finished high school, went
to college one year, then Into
World War I and finally settled
down as a postal clerk.
Several years ago, the lawyer
learned 'hat the estate of the
doctor and his wife who had died
meanwhile, was being claimed
by the distant kinsman who had
been raised as the son of the
couple.
The lawyer intervened, "out of
a sense of justice," and proved
that the cast-off adopted Negro
son was the rightful heir.
So today, the son, once spurn-
ed because of his race, is a
wealthy man, and the white lad
who replaced him in the house-
hold, has no income or wealth
except what he can provide for
their home and their lives. This himself.
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uations, some even with a
touch of poetic justice that the
best fiction writer could never
dream up.
Such is the pathetic story of
an old man who is living out
his final years in luxury due to
an odd twist of fate in which
his race played an important
role.
The man was an orphan of un-
certain origin who as a baby of
less than a year old was legally
adopted by a wealthy but child-
less young white physician and
his wife at the turn of the men-
tury.
According to a lawyer who
knew all the principals and was
called in to handle the adoption
about 50 years ago, the couple
was happy over the little son.
They hired a nurse for him
and lavished mien every-
thing their wealth could buy and
all their affection.
But after a few years, it be.
came apparent, that the bright
happy youngster had definite
Negro characteristics. In spite
of their love for the little boy,
the couple felt that they could
no longer afford to keep him in
their home.
It was not without some heart.
break that they decided to place
the child in the home of a Ne•
gro couple and provide support
for him. This they did and as
time passed, they gradually for-
got about him.
But there was still a void in
SO WHAT?
"Hey Ma ... Get A Load o' Them Crazy Socks!"
mies. Wonder if superstitious fear Ngrocs from those polio shots? ness? Or do they need more lead.
is keeping the mass of Memphis Or is it just ignorant careless- ership? Sub.?
LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
Simple On Tasteless Integration
"You heard the one, didn't you," by!'
asked Simple, "about the old col- customs apply to food,"
ored lady in Washington w h 0 said. "But now that integration
went downtown one day to a tine is here, the restaurants should
used-to-be-white restaurant to test add to their menus dishes that sp-
out integration?" peal to eerlain segments of the
•'Nsa, I don't believe I ever Negru public."
heard it," I said. 
"They sure should," said Sim-
"VC ell," continued Simple, 
"this pie. "Every restaurant should
old lady decided to see for herself have them down home things thatif what she heard was true about old lady wanted. There's nothing
these restaurants, and if white better comes out of a pot. Greens,
folks had things really
smoothly and were reallyworrekaidnyg bwisheakt.erdcalpl eaFs00,
Dchildteirieliinoguss. is
for dscnocracy. So downtown she
went and picked herself out a nice
meal."
"Good for her." I said,
"But dig what happened when
she set down," said Simple. "No
trouble, everybody nice, and the
white waiter come up to take her
order. The old lady says, 'Son,
I'll take collard greens and ham
hocks.'
" 'Sorry,' says the waiter. 'We
don't have that on the Menu.'
" 'Then how about black-eyed
peas and pig nuckles?' says the
old lady.
" 'That we don't have on the
menu either," says the whitewall- "There is nothing nicer than a
er nice sweet Virginia possum with
" 'Then chitterlings,' says the old sweet potatoes spread all around
lady, 'just plain chitterlings.' it. Scrumptious, my land! And
"The waiter said, 'Madam, I ought to be on any cafe's menu,
never heard of that.' white, black, or integrated. Squash
'I knowed you wasn't ready on the side, greens, navy beans,
for integration,' said the old lady, onions and cucumbers, and be'
rising. 'I knowed you wasn't rea- fore dinner, a tumbler of corn lie-
mean! Any man, black or white,
would patronize a restaurant like
that if he had any sense. And in
front, pot-licker with corn dodgers.
With the meal, buttermilk. And
for dessert sweet potato pie, oh,
my! My' My! My!"
"You might as well Include wa-
termelon," I said.
"I would," said Simple, "in the
summer time. No use making the
prices too high by wanting some-
thing out of season. But when wat-
ermelon time conies, I would de-
mand it. Also, when persimmons
are ripe, I would ask for possum.
ker."
"You want all the downtown rests
taurants to include such items on
their menus9" I asked.
"The law should require it.
said Simple, "else the NAACP
should spring into action. For
contributions to go all the way to
the Supreme Court with the pos-
sum issue. I would contribute. As
little as I make per week, I would
put in the pot to see the right
things in our pots. I say OUR be-
cause when I am integrated, what-
ever belongs to anybody else be-
longs also to me — be they ree-
taurants, bars, or only places sets
sing tea with gypsies reading the
Cup." .
"So you believe Integration cits.
riei with it the right for you to
dictate the menus of public res-
taurants?"
"Do not say DICTATE," said
Simple, "because I means it fog
the good of everybody.
"Just think what white folks are
missing if they have never tasted
possum and sweet potatoes, hog
maw, chitterlings black-eyed pear
and rice, crackling bread, pot tic-
ker with corn dodgers, or ham
hock and collard greens. Just
think what they are missing! So
for their sakes, as well as mine.
when I go into a restaurant to in-
tegrate, I want everybody to have
something good to eat. Personally.
me, Jesse B., I am against taste-
less integration."
Dope And Data
LOUIS MARTIN
The pill that prevents pregnancy
is the subject of a ieature arti-
cle in the April issue of•Fortune
Magazine, the slick-paper nfonthly
dedicated to the robber-barons
and barefoot boys on Wall street.
It seems that in the last two
years the anti-pregnancy pill has
proved to be 100 percent effec-
tive among 250 Puerto Rican
women. They have taken a pill a
day for 20 days of each month.
Fortune asks and answers the
following oaestions about the pill
in the article written by Robert
Sheehan: "What will it do to the
$200-million-a-year . business . in
contraceptives? And what will it
mean in terms of new business?"
Although Sheehan devotes coml•
derable attention to the profit-po-
tential of the pill, he does look
at another side. As Fortune states:
"Any new and revolutionary sim-
ple contraceptive has, of course,
tremendous moral, religious and
sociological implications."
The author predicts that this
pill or -something similar will be
used widely before long and he
tells of some reactions to it. He
writes:
"The promise is an inspiring one
to those who believe in birth con-
trol as a means to a healthier
society, and to Neo-Malthusians
who see it as a solution to the
world wide problems of' overpopu-
lation. On the other hand, an easy
device for preventing pregnancy
may distress Roman Catholics and
others ,pposed to contraception in
principle, and disturb many peo
pie who will see it as a further
temptation to promiscuous sexual
behavior."
Incidentally, the Catholics may
get support from the businessmen
who regard a high birth rate in
America as 'good business." Shee-
han points out: ". . .there may
well be some businessmen and
economists who would wonder
whether it was good for the econ-
omy to introduce anything that
would depress the birth rate, at
least of Americans."
I gather that these businessmen
feel differently about those coun-
tries which do not produce such
good customers. Sheehan presents
some "explosive statistics" about
population growth in this connec-
tion.
He states: "The world's present
population is in excesr of 2.7 bil-
lion (a century ago, it was less
than half that). At the present rate
of growth, it will be six billion
by the end of the century and 13
billion by 2050."
The significant figures follow:
'The poorer and less developed
areas are growing faster than the
others. Eastern Asians, for exam-
ple, are multiplying three times
faster than the people of northern
Europe. The rate of population in-
crease is 3.1 percent for Central
America, 2.8 percent for southwest
Asia, and 2.1 percent for northern
Africa." Ile adds that the rate
for the United States is only 1 8
percent.
It seems.that the non-white peo•
pies of the world are not only in
the majority today, but they are
increasing at a faster rate than
whites. If you stick around long
enough, the brothers will simply
take over the earth. As one scien-
tist remarked, some battles are
won on a battlefield and some are
won in bed.
However, that may he. Sheehan
has written an interesting and pro-
vocative article about a subject
which may influence the future
even more than we can Imagine.
The marvels of science, the atom-
ic dieroveries, the exploits in out-
er space, may all pale into insig-
nificance beside this little pill.
Sheehan points out:
"The promise of a simple way
to control population has its iron-
lc aspect, of course, at a time
when mankind is crouched in fear
of wholesale destruction, and a
the effects of nuclear fallout on the
reproductive organs of the 'survi-
vors.' Science, in other words,
seems to have discovered *
method to limit the reproduction
of people at the very time when
the world is threatened by the
self-annihilation of the species."
I know that these pills wilt
prove a great temptation to our
powerful braintrusters who would
like to make the world over. At
least, I know many of them would
like to change the color
scher e. Soon some foundation
will raise ninds to ship boat loads
of these pills for free to the Afro-
Asian countries. Free pills will be
available in the ghettoes here al
home, or in some sections like
Hyde Park and Kennood. Each
block leader may be given a bag
of pills for distribution and brief-
ed on the subject of 'Freedom
and Romance." Their slogan
might be "a pill a day keeps an-
other brother away."
128 Retailers
Fold In March
NEW YORK — During March,
1958, 128 retailers of apparel and
accessories, dry goods and gener-
al merchandise failed with liabili-
ties of $4,161,000 according to
"Credit Clearing House, a divisioe
of Dun & Bradstreet, Inc.
This represented an increase 01
13 percent in number of failures
and an increase of 61 percent inn
creditors' losses compared to Mar.
1957.
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
very lonely young lady who would
like to meet a nice intelligent
man — one who doesn't drink or
gamble. I am willing to work and
have something. 1 have a job and
a fair education. I am 29 years
old, 5 feet, 5 inches tall, weigh 165
lbs., neat and clean at all time
and I love beautiful clothes. I am
just a plain country girl hoping
there is one nice lonely person who
will write. I will answer all let-
ters. Mamie Carlisle, 33-36 99th St.
Corona, Long Island, N. Y.
• . •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am inter-
ested in becoming a member of
your club. Would like to obtain
pen pals. I am 5 feet, 9 inches tall,
with dark brown complexion. Miss
Hortense Sythen, 69A Crescent Rd.
Wittfield Town, P. 0. Jamaica,
BWI.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 34, di-
vorced and have a three year old
son. I am very affectionate and
like all sports. I am seeking a
mate, not pen pals. Only serious
minded men need write. Race does
not matter. Miss R. Mays, 430 N.
Blackford st., 2nd fl. Indianapolis,
IdVIRGINIA ANSWERS INTEGRATION
Stubborn Hold-Out May Close Down
Public Schools Rather Than Conform,
,NASHVILLE. Tenn. — Southern
School News reported here that
public schools cf Prince Edward
County, Va.. probably will be clos•
ed, in September "if no legal
Ingalls are found by the state to
prevent desegregation."
This would be the first school-
c•elealpg move in the South since
S. Supreme Court ciecision
tif t41454 against segregation. The
publication's Virginia ctrrespon-
dent, reported that "there is vir-
:Wally unanimous agreement that
..the, schools of Prince Edward will
bt, closed under state law -, and
that white residents of the roan-
.
carry out their plan to
operate a system of private
schools for white children.
?he county and the state of Vir-
ginia recently lost an appeal to
the Supreme court and will not
ask for a rehearing. Negro chil-
dren predominate in Prince Ed-
wagd, a "Southside" county near
the:North Carolina border.
Elsewhere on the school front.
Southern School News reported
further desegregation plans in
Louisville. KY . and Newark. Del.
Pine Bluff, Ark., which two years
ago scheduled desegregation for
September 1958. announced it
would delay its plans hecaose of
Incidents at Little Rock.
The paper also reported two le-
gal moves toward 'desegregation
in the Deep South — the setting
of 3rial of a Birmingham school
erbry suit for early in April and
a Aecision to hear arguments
easy this month for a desegrega-
.
lien time limit in New Orleans.
A summary of major develop-
mats state-by-state follows:
ALABAMA — Alabama's pupil
pie:cement law, challenged by four
Nero children who have sought
to entertwo all-white schools in
Birmingham, will get its first le-
gat, test in federal court early this
ment h.
jRKANSAS — Desegregation at
Pule Bluff, scheduled for Sentem-
heo 1958. will be postponed be-
etilise of events in Little Rock.
Geft. Orval Faubus filed as a eon
diiate for a third term.
DELAWARE — A ''Little Rock"
.31foot-closing bill was defeated
fops the third time in the legisla-
tuft but kept alive by a parlia-
mentary maneuver Each vote
has been closer. Racial and coin•
munity relations betterment ef-
forts were reported from several
areas.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA —
Carl F. Hansen, a leading admin-
istrative • figure in Washington
school desegregation, was named
acting superintendent of tin capi-
tal', school system.
FLORIDA — One witness stalk-
ed out tmd 15 were cited for con-
tempt in a legislative probe of
possible ties between integration
leaders and communism.
ville is closing a Nears, school this
summer, at a sizable saving, and
transfewing pupils to mixed
schools.
LOUISIANA —As Sen. William
Ramach's committee prepared
new pro-segregation bills for the
May legislative sesson, the seg-
regation leader said that the South
would not only retain "racial sep-
aration" but would export the idea
to "a very receptive North."
MARYLAND — Appeals were
planned by the NAACP from two
rullings by the state Board of
Education considered adverse to
Negro plaintiffs in two counties.
Negro elementary enrollment
since 1945 in Baltimore has in-
creased at three Cmes the white
increase.
MISSISSIPPI — Public schools
gave way to other issues, includ-
ing a voter registration suit and
controversy over discussion of
segregatiqn-nesegregaiton at two
colleges.
MISSOURI — St. Louis reported
as a "perplexing problem" the
necessity of absorbing large num-
bers of Negro children who have
moved into local schools from the
South.
NORTH CAROLLNA — Judges.
Juries and police were cracking
down on Ku Klux Klan activities,
and both segregationists and inte-
grationists were attacking opera-
tion of pupil placement.
OKLAHOMA — A local district
offered the first test of the state's
fiscal policy which encourages
desegregation, seeking continued
state aid for separate schools.
SOUTH CAROLINA — Democra-
tic and Republican state conven-
tions projected the race question
farther into politics, while candi-
dsdes in the forthcoming Demo-
cratic primagy stepped up their
activities.
TENNESSEE — Persons as yet
unnamed dynamited the Nashville
Jewish Community Center in au
incident linked with school segre-
gation-desegregation. The i•apital
city's school board got conflicting
proposals on further steps in
court-ordered desegregation and
VIRGINIA — The state said it nage. I do not drink, smoke or concern of all the in-laws.
would not ask for a rehearing in gamble. Her size or weight does A few days ago I met a depress.
the Prince Edward County case, not matter as long as she is sin- ed woman who was having trouble
denied review by the U. S. Su- cere. I will answer all letters, with her husband. He had not
Preme Court. The legislature corn- Please send a snapshot in first let- verbally abused her, neither had
pleted action on new pro segrega- ter. Marcell Watson, Route No. 2, he failed to give her money to
lion laws. Box 238, Brinkley, Ark, run the house. .
WEST VIRGINIA — NAACP at- •
 • • But the culprit, the mental tor-
torneys may seek legal action to Dear Mme. Chante: I would like turer, was refusing to eat h e r
speed up desegregation in Cabell to meet a man between 19-29 food. Ile would sit down at the
and Raleigh counties, where it is who has a steady job and consid- table, taste the food, push it aside
charged ''progress" of desegrega- ering marriage. I am 18, 5 feet, 2 with a scowl, and then call the
tion is slow. 
.
Fisk U. Hosts
NASHVILLE. Tenn. — Dr. Sac-
epalli Radhakrishnan, vice-presi-
dent of the Republic of India, con-
cluded his state visit to this coun-
try with a two-day stay here last
week as the guest of Fisk universi-
ty.
The philosopher and statesman
delivered an address at a special
university convocation in the Fisk
Memorial chapel Monday. He ar-
rived at Berry Field Easter Sun-
day morning.
The distinguished Dr. Radhak-
rishnan, who was India's ambas-
sador to the Soviet Union from
1949 to 1952, has been in the Unit-
ed States since March 17. Fol-
lowing numerous meetings with
American officials including the
Indian Diplomat
DR. RADRAHRLSHNAN
President, Vice-President and the
Secretary of State, he embarked
on a tour of the Unit' States.
After his Fisk university ad-
dress, Dr. Radhakrishnan left for
New York and London.
During his Fisk university visit.
Dr. Radhakrishnan spent about
four hours as guest of Chancellor
Harvey Branscombe of Vanderbilt
university. He met with Indian
students from all Nashville col-
leges and universities and was the
guest of honor at a reception Sun-
day night at the Fisk university
Faculty Club.
Dr. Radhakrishnan is widely
known as a philosopher and edu-
cator, through his achievements in
the political field nave also been
many. He was a member of the
Constituent Assembly and made
Chapel Closed For
Services at St. Cecilia Mission
Chapel, Jesuit Bend, La., 15 miles
south of New Orleans, have been
suspended since November, 1955.
The Archbishop revealed his de-
•cision to reopen the chapel in a
March 26 letter to Rev. Frank J
Ecinovich, pastor of Our Mother
of Perpetual Help Church, Belle
Chase. La. St. Cecilia's is a mis-
sion chapel of the Belle Chase
GEORGIA — The county unit church.
electoral system. long regarded
Archbishop Rummel regretted
as,.segregation bulwark, was
that he has received "only some
challenged by Atlanta Mayer Wit-
harn B. HST-Wield in a lawsuit inadequate expressions of genuine
Effect of the system is to insure sorrow over the unfortunate incl•
rural domination of the legislie dent-
titre. ilowever, he continued, the chap-
KENTUCKY -- Segregation-de- el should be reopened for "higher
Segregation was not raised one motives."
May Of the other in the biennial -We cannot permit the closed
sessios of the legislature. Louis- chapel to stand forever as a sYln-
children to grow up in this at-
mosphere of resistance and dis-
respect for the things so essential-
ly integrated with our holy Faith,
we cannot indefinitely deprive the
majority of good and well mean-
Bigotry, Reopens
NEW ORLEANS A Catholic hol of resistance to the authority
chapel closed in 1955 by Archbishop of the Church and of contempt for
Joseph F. Rummel after parish- the holy priesthood in which every
loners prevented a Negro priest priest of the Catholic Church par.from offering Mass was reopened ticipates," he stated.
Easter Sunday. We cannot permit Catholic
ing Catholics of the use of the
house of God and of prayer be-
cause of the obstinacy of these
few who have eyes and see not.
"Finally," Archbishop Rummel
wrote, "we cannot ignore the ex-
ample of our loving Savior, who in
His dying moments pleaded from
the Cross for his persecutors: 'Es-
ther, forgive them, for they know
not what they do.' "
a significant contributillon to the
drafting of India's Constitution.
As a philosopher, he has been
honored as much abroad as in his
own country. He has held pro-
fessorships in philosophy at the
Madras, Mysore and Calcutta Uni-
versities. He has also been the
Vice-Chancellor of the Andhra and
Banaras Universities. He was ap-
pointed as Spalding Professor of
Eastern Religion and Ethics at
Oxford university, England, from
1936 until the outbreak of World
War II.
The Vice-President of India vis-
ited the United States in 1926 and
delivered the Ilaskell lectures on
Comparative Religien at the Uni-
versity of Chicago. He was a U.
S. visitor again in 1948 under the
auspices of the Watumull Founds.
tion and lectured at 14 universi-
ties.
A distinguished writer, his best
known work is "Indian Philoso-
phy," published in two volumes
He has had the unique honor of
being interpreted by other philoso-
phers and thinkers in his own life-
time. On his 60th birtbday, he
was presented with collection of
essays•on his work and influence
by several writers of international
standing.
These were published in London
in 1951 under the title, "Radhak-
rishnan: Comparative Studies in
Philosophy."
few weeks ago and find that I am
very lonely for friends. Bessie Da-
vis, 5631 Drexel, Chicago 37,
• • 4,
Dear Mme. Chante: am lonely
and need someone to share a life
of happiness and love. I am 38,
slim weigh 130 lbs., 5 feet, 6 in-
ches tall, light complexion, sober
minded and not bad looking. Any
color or age can write. Will reply
to all letters and will send photo
upon request. Miss Enid Burgess,
7 Laws St., Kingston Jamaica,
BWI.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a ser-
viceman serving at a base which
is almost isolated. My only mail
is from my mother, so if your
readers see this letter perhaps
some young ladies might care to
write me. All letters will be ans-
wered and photos exchanged if
requested. My description is:
height — 5 feet 4 inches; weight
150 lbs ; complexion — dark
brown age, 25. A-1C Ted Jones,
3811; 4061 PMS, Malstrom AFB,
Mont.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a
young lady 20 years of age, inter-
ested in corresponding with men
between 20 and 30 — preferably
service men. I am 5 feet 7 inches
tall, weigh 140 lbs., have black
heir, brown eys, dark brown com-
plexion. My hobbies are dancing,
writing letters ond outdoor sport.
I am caisidered attractive —
would like to hear from single men
only. Enclose photo in first let-
W. I will do likewise. Miss Ise-
gella V. Byerson, 2086 Atlantic
Ave., C-o Brown No. 6, Brooklyn,
New York.
the board approved a year-at-a•
time plan.
TEXAS — Thirty-live Texas col-
leges are desegregated in prac-
d ht th tt
•
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young lady who would like to join
your club. I have brown, smooth
skin, nice shape, very intelligent
and nice personality. I am inter-
ested in marriage and would like
to hear from young Baptist men.
I am a lonely young lady. I have
a high school education M. Will-
ington, 112, Box 65, liollandale,
Miss.
... • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I have
been reading your column for a
long time and wondered if you
could help nie as you have so
many others. I am a very lonely
man of 48, medium brown skin, 6
feet tall, weighing 180 lbs. 1 have
a little 4 year old son. I am a
working man with a high school
education looking for a real com-
panion. I have nothing to offer but
love and companionship. I would
like the lady to be between 38 and
55. Someone who would help make
a real home. I've tried so many
times, but failed. Please send pho-
to in first letter. W. C. Johnson,
3740 Giles 'ave., Chicago, 111. '
• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very
lonely widow, 44 years of age, a
dressmaker and I live alone. I am
5 feet, 6 inches tall, brown com-
plexion and of Baptist faith. I
have everything the average wom-
an needs except companionship. I
would like to meet a man in his
late 40's or older, who needs and
wants a wife — one who will look
for the inside beauty of a woman
and does not feel that a stout wom-
an is a disgrace. I weigh 225. In
my travels I find men my age
want beauties of 20 to 25. All I
want is a honest intelligent man
regardless of his complexion,
weight or height. I do want him
to have a sense of humor and
love home life. I will answer all
letters and give details about my-
self along with any questions one
might wish to ask: Jane Talbott,
c-0 PO Box 77049, Station D, Los
Angeles 7, Calif.
• • *
Dear Mme, Chante: I am 21,
height 5 feet 10 inches tall, weigh
Pa&fno oRivi Doodle 
A lat OF PEOPLE ARE COMPLAINWG ABOUT
'T‘ke PRtCe oF TRAVELING ON A loiL ROI;
Btrf 1 MINK 114E TOLL -MEV SNONJI,
REALLY TR4 -Co t LImiNATE ...Is
l'we DEATH TOLL!
•
IN NEW AFRICA
In-Laws Play Big
Role With Natives •
fiy GEORGE F. McCRAY
ACCRA, GHANA — The Afri-
cans have a very effective sys-
tem for settling arguments and
conflicts between husband and
wife.
And though Afro-Americans fol-
low time basic rule that in-laws
shquid not interfere in such mat-
ters, the Africans on this side of
the iktlantic follow the opposite
and they are truly large aggrega.
lions, often find themselves sup-
porting large numbers of cousins,
nephews, nieces, uncles and aunts
in a city like Accra,
When the two families meet, the
wife states her complaint and the
husband either denies or con-
firms his actions and tries to ex.
plain.
of policy, the first comprehensive 237 lbs., and would like to meet 
The two families might decide le
rule that conflicts between hue%
„favor of the husband or in favor
statewide survey showed. a girl who is interested in mar- band and wife are the persoual of the wife.
inches tall. I came to Chicago a small boy (servant) and send him
for a few pennies worth of fried
fish and kinke.
These two are staples in the diet
of the peasant classes.
MAIN FUNCTION
Now one of the main functions
of an African wife is to cook for
her husband, and to treat the poor
wife as though ,she can't cook is
definitely charging her with a di-
vorceable offense.
And of course, if the husband
has stopped eating her food, he
has also stopped showing her the
affection to which a wife is keenly
sensitive.
When the wife tried to question
her husband, he put her off gruff-
ly with a claim that nothing was
wrong. He did not have to eat
anything unless he wanted to do
so. So the harried wife appealed
to her mother who also failed to
persuade the husband to change
his attitude.
The wife's mother, according to
custom, appealed to the mother of
the husband, and she in turn spoke
to her son. Still the husband per-
sisted in the torment of his wife.
FAMILF CONFAB
Finally, the two mothers decid-
ed they would call a meeting of
elI the members of the husband's
family and members of the wife's
family. The wile nor the husband
would dare stay away from this
meeting for there is nothing yet in
Africa to take the place of the
family.
The individual who loses the fa-
vor of his family is really in a
dangerous position. As a matter of
fact the family system is so strong
that the talented and more suc-
cessful members of the family,
thar,?...,400 DIDN'T ItINE
10 8i1,01001%6 10 t4tM
i" 4f4
In each case, the family Jury
will also decide what is fitting pun-
ishment for the guilty party.
If the wife is at fault, she might
be told to cook something especial-
ly nice for her husband or to buy
him something nice costing not
more than a certain amount.
Obviously, the penalty assessed
depends upon the nature of the of-
fense committed by the guilty par-
ty and the means available to the
guilty wife or husband.
If a wife is assessed a stiff fine
for misconduct, and has no in-
come, she must appeal to her mo-
ther or other relatives to help het
get the money to give to her bus'
band.
Sometimes the husband has to
pay his wife a stiff fine levied
by the two families.
On other occasions the wife will
save the money and when she is
really pleased with her husband
will give it back to him or buy
something for the house or the
children.
Occasionally, she will spend the
money on herself. This usually
happens when a husband has been
found guilty of an indiscretion with
another woman.
Husbands have been known te
demand that their wives explain
where they got the money to pay
to them the heavy fines levied by
their families, The wives don't al-
ways tell.
Would Welcome
Negroes Says
Georgia School
NASHVILLE, Tenn. About
nine out of ten students at the
Candler School of Theology of
Emory university, Atlanta, Ga.,
would welcome Negroes as full
participating members of the stu-
dent body, according to a recent
poll.
Candler is one of The Methodiel
Church's ten theological schools.
The poll, conducted by the
school's student council, also in-
dicated that 79 percent of the stu-
dents would be willing to have Nee
groes as members of their congre-
gation and more than 80 percent
would allow their children to ato
tend integrated public schools.
The poll was conducted through
11 questionnaire in November, 1957,
and the results published recentl,
in The Candler Advocate, a fort,
tightly publication of the school.
Candler has a student body ,i
about 400. Three-htlndred-forty-ons
questionnaires were circulated an
337 answered.
•.
•
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I Touching Scenes From Final Rites For Handy
SERVICE FOR COMPOSER
— People from all walks of
life came to the Abyssinian
Baeli‘t Church in Harlent hist
week to pay their last respects age of 84 The eulogy was dc • ed at left, behind flower haek•
to W. C. flaridy, the Father livered by Res. Adam Clas- ed casket, as soloist at top
of the Blues, who died at the ton POACH, 1i ha ia seen seat- left sings.
LEAVING CHURCH, Mrs. W. members of the family. At one
! C. Handy, the composer's time his secretary, she and
I widow, is assisted by other the blind Handy were married
in 1954. They were scheduled of his filmed biography, "St.
to fly out to St. Louis this Louis Blues."
week for the world premiere
GRAVESIDE SERVICE — A
crowd gathered in the Wood.
lawn cemetery in Yonkers, N.
TWO FELLOW MUSICIANS
— Among the large number
of persons from the entertain.
Y., as Rev. David N. Licorish,
assistant pastor of the Abyssin-
ian Baptist church read the
eraveside service for W C.
Handy. Standing behind the
minister, with bowed head, is
ment world who came to the
church in Harlem to attend
the funeral of W. C. IlandY
were the musicians, Claude
Hopkins and Cab Calloway.
Mr. Calloway appears in the
Noble Sissle, a long - time
friend of the composer. ,
"St. Louis Blues," the Par* 1
mount picture of Handy's iffe.
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I FAREWELL TO HARLEM — the church for the funeral of
, Thousands of New Yorkers. W. C. Ilandy. waited on the
iro were unable to get Inside sidewalk to view the proces-
Ann as it headed toward the bearing his casket, turns on
Woodlawn cemetery in Yonle Seventh avenue.
ere, N. Y. Here, the hearse
THE I,AST TREE — As the
  
procession headed tn•
wards the Woodlawn male-
tery in Yonkers. hearine the
remains of the late W. c.
Handy, a band marched ahead
of the motorcade playing fu-
neral music. At a prearranged
spot, the band members turn-
ed eroded, and began Play*
ing the blues, which Handy
made famous. •
who will make their bow to
Memphis society on Friday,
May 2. at Club Ebony. The
Debutante Ball is being spon-
sored by the local graduate
chapter of the Kappa Alpha
of Winston-Salem, N. C. More
than 100 relatives and friends
gathered at the Gaither,'
home to help celebrate the
occasion.
New York, N. Y. (Special) —
For the first time science hasfound a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids, stop itch-ing, and relieve pain—without
surgery.
In one hemorrhoid ease after
another,"verystriking improve-
ment" was reported and veri-fied by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.And, while gently relievingpain, actual reduction or re-
traction (shrinking) took place.And most amazing of all —this improvement was main-tained in cases where doctors'
observations were continued
over a period of many months!In fact, results were so thor-
ough that sufferers were able'to make such astonishing state-
ments as"Piles have ceased to be
They Will Make Their Bows At Annual Kappa Deb Event
A HALF DOZEN debs this
week, added to the fifteen
shows in previous issues of the
Tri-State Defender, completes
the photographic Introduction
of the 21 lovely young ladies
PLEASANTLY reflecting n
50 years of happy married
life must before they cut their
wedding cake recently are Mr.
and Mrs. William G. Gaither
Earle's Dunbar
High Students
Hold 1st Dance
By BENNIE RUTH McCORKLE
EARLE, Ark. — Members of
grades nine thru 12th of Dunbar
High school in Earle enjoyed a
wonderful social event last
They opened the spring season
with a gay dance, The colorful
and exciting affair be long
Psi fraternity. At top left, Is ingto.• High school. In second
shown Miss Carol Ann Bi'lops,
the daughter of Rev. Quincey
C. Bilions and the late Mrs.
Billops, of 852 Alaska at. She
is a senior at Booker T. Wash'
The CME Ministers Wives So-
cial club held its regular meeting
recently at the home of Rev. and
Mrs. W. D. Johnson of 541 Bun-
tyn at. Contributions were made
to the Easter program to be given
for the students at the Keel ave.
School for Crippled Children.
photo from left is Miss Mild-
red Ernie Thomas, a senior at
Hamilton High school. She is
the daughter of Mrs. Floyd
Thomas, of 1288 Kerr aye, In
third photo from left is Miss
Evelyn Marie Bell, the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Bell,
of 483 Wicks ave. Miss Bell is
also a senior at the Booker 1'.
Washington High schoo I.
Mr. And Mrs. Braxton
Observe Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Braxton,
of 963 Leath st., celebrated their
30th wedding anniversary recently
at their residence, and a large
number of their friends came by
to congratulate therm during the
day, and bring many useful gifts.
Their home was decorated for
the occasion with cut flowers, and
Leading out at the meting was pink and white gladioli adorned
the president, Mrs. Lillian Martin. the living room. The dining room
Devotion was given by Mrs. Eula table was covered with a linen
Mae Cunningham, and it was en- tablecloth, and in the center ofjoyed by all of those present. there was a silver bowl of pink
Mesdames Strong, Martin and and white roses.
Cunningham were appointed to Pink candles in silver candle
deliver the Easter baskets to the
school on the last day preciding
the Easter holidays.
Among the guests at the last
meeting were Rev. D. Browning,
pastor of Mount Pisgah CME
church; and Mn. Jerry Eddings,
a guest of Rev. and Mrs, Johnson.
After club business was complet-
ed, a delightful menu was served.
WASHINGTON — H. Carl Moul-
trie, executive secretary of Ome-
ga Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., re-
cently announced the dates of two
district meetings.
The seventh district comprising
Alabama, Florida, Georgia a n d
Mississippi, held a three day ses- I
sion in Montgomery, Ala., April
3-5.
Headquarters for the sessions
were Alabama State Teachers col-
lege.
Now the students and faculty Featured speakers were Dr
of the school are looking forward tO President of the Golden State Martin Luther King, president ofMutual Life Insurance co., Hous-; the Montgomery improvement As.that big fashion revue on April ton is active in many community sociation and a member of Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity, and Dr. J.
B. Slayton, grand keeper of fi-
nance of the fraternity.
A special feature of the meet-
ing was the annual district talent
hunt program scheduled for April
3 at the Tullibody auditorium, un-
der the direction of Dr. J. T.
Brooks, assistant to the president The free measuring spoon is Mrs. Inez Byrd is president of
of Alabama State Teachers col- another in a series of free on- the club and Mrs. Virgins Hill  legs. 
the
package premiums used by the group's reporter.
bama State Teachers college. Mrs. Grass and is part of the
William C. Gaines of Atlanta, company's exclusive "double pre-
11, sponsored by the home eco-
nomics department of tee school.
Mrs. Blondell Johnigran played
a leading role in another top event
in the community. She gave a
shower last week for Miss Ear.
sell Settles the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Settles of the communi
ty. Miss Settles is to repeat the
wedding vows on April 13 at the
Church of God in Christ here.
LOS ANGELES — In recognition
of his tireless efforts which have
resulted in improved race relations
and understanding throughout the
West. Norman 0. Houston has been
presented an award of merit and
fellowship by the George Wash-
ington Carver Siemnrial Institute
of Washington, D. C.
groups, including the National Con-
ference of Christians and Jews,
where he holds a vice presidency.
He is a member of the board
of the Welfare Federation a n d
formerly was chairman of the Cal-
. ifornia State Athletic commission.
CLERGY COUNT
There are about 137,000 clergy-
men in the U. T.
Parents Auxiliary Cites Director
Of FAMU Children's Theatre
TALLAHASSEE — Mrs. Irene
Edmonds, director of the Florida
A and M university Children's The-
ater, was recently the subject of
a 'letter to the editor" of the
Tallahassee Democrat, local after-
noon daily newspaper.
The letter which gave an ac-
count of the outstanding contribu-
tion which Mrs. Edmonds has
made to the cultural life of the
community, and bore the signature
of Mrs. Laura Warren Triplett,
president of the Parents' Auxiliary'
of Children's Theater.
The published letter reads in
part: "The Parents Auxiliary of
the Florida A and Ai university
Children's Theater is very happy
t write this o letterabout
very deserving citizen and director l
Mrs. Irene S. Edmonds.
"Ten years ago, she organized a'
group of children to develop their'
minds dramatically, emotionally,
socially and culturally. Since or-
ganization. she has been instru-
mental in touching the hearts of all
citizens of Tallahassee.
"She has extended invitations to
children of all the schools of the!
county to become participants in!
Science Shnnks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
the Children's Theatre of the Uni-
versity.
"Mrs. Edmonds has not only
presented plays with the children
of our community, but has had
teas to teach them social graces;
taught them how to listen to class-
ical music; provided sessions for
the children in speaking French;
introduced the children to all parts
of the orchestra and has taught
them how to make properties and
make-up characters for the pro-
duction of plays.
"During the ten years i!.at Mrs.
Edmonds has served as director
of the Children's Theatre, such
outstanding classics as "The Lost
• 
• • Gem." "The Emperor's New Cloth- death of Dr. F. Rivers Barnwell,
es." and "Hansel and Gretel" have who served for the last 20 yearsbeen presented. Atty. Moultrie presided over the
"In addition to serving as as-
sociate professor of dramvics at 
sessions.
Finds Healing Substance That Relieves Pain, Florida A and M university, Mrs.
Stops Itching as it Shrinks Hemorrhoids Edmonds has served as a con-
sultant for speech and drama
throughout the United States; in-
cluding work at the University of
Miami, University of North Caro-
lina, Tufts university of Roston and
has recently been asked to aid in =
organizing a children's theatre in =
=ISSeattle, Wash.
"Presently, she is serving as a
special consultant to tht National
Association of Speech and Dramat-
ic Arts.
holders also adorned the table.
An excellent menu, consisting of
baked turkey and all the trim-
rings was served buffet style.
Among those present were Mr.
and Mrs. E. P. Davis, Mr. and
Mrs. James White, Mr. and Mrs.
Laurence Braxton, Rev. Plias
Honeywood, Mrs. Vera Hal Taylor,
Mrs. Rushia Whitson and Mrs.
Kathryn Westbrook,
Also Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Tin-
sley, Mrs. Ora Young, Mrs. Bern-
ice Richardson, Mr and Mrs Tom
D. Roach, Poe Henderson and
Miles Listenbee.
The guest list also included Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh Morris„ Charles
Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. C. F.
Alexander, Mr. and Mrs. D. H.
Douglass, Mrs. Amanda Roland,
Mrs. Julia Fisher, Mrs. Alice Mac-
hin, Mrs. Mary Reeves and Mr.
and Mrs. Leroy Oakley,
Shown in fourth photo from
left is Miss Jacqueline Marie
Heath, the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Heath, or., of
323 W. Fields ave., and a
member of the senior class at
CORONATION BALL — Mrs.
Mattie Bell, seated center, was
crowned queen when the
Brownskin Socialites held their
annual Coronation Ball at the
Club Tropicana. Seabed at left
Booker T. Washington High
school. Miss Gwendolyn Man-
nines is shown in fifth photo
from left, and is the daughter
of Mrs. Ernestine Braxton, of
2372 Cable ave. She is a sen-
Ga., is the district representative
and presided at the sessions. Cleve-
land L. Dennard of Montgomery,
Ala., is the district marshal for
the host chapters, Sigma Phi and
Gamma Sigma.
Ninth district Omegas in t h e
states of Arkansas, Louisiana, Ok-
lahoma and Texas traveled to Hot
Springs, Ark,, April 3-5, where
Tau Phi chapter of Pine Bluff
served as host. Atty. Wiley A.
Branton is district marshal.
Headquarters for the tithe day
! meeting was the National iBaptist
hotel. The public meeting featur-
ed Atty. Herbert E. Tucker, jr.,
grand basileus of the fraternity,
and the annual talent hunt demon-
stration under the direction of
Frank Rayson.
The ninth district elected a dis-
trict representative because of the
Mrs. Grass
Gives Cooks
4-1 Spoon
Newest convenience item for the
kitchen is a plastic 4-in-1 measur-
ing spoon attached to each twin- ,
pack of Mrs. Grass Chicken-y
Rich Noodle soup and Mrs. Grass i
Vegetable Noodle soup to kick-off
Mrs. Grass' spring promotion. I
With the idea that "good cooks
measure carefully" embossed on
the handle, the measuring spoon I
enables Mrs. Housewife to get
from one utensil accurate table- I
spoon. teaspoon, half teaspoon and
quarter teaspoon measures.
The measure is made of durable
plastic and thus cleans easily.
mum" plan.
A self-liquidating premium is of-
fered on all Mrs. Grass Noodle
soup package backs. The current
package back offers a $1.95 ice
cube bucktt for $1.50 and a box
top.
The double premium plan has
helped Mrs. Grass pile up record
breaking sales for five straight
years.
Chork whom* IN buying •
we or coot if Heine nog hgetgeleghave been sowed together the
sawn will be
a problem!" And among these
sufferers were a very wide va-
riety of hemorrhoid conditions,
some of 10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the use of
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret is
a new healing substance (Bio-
Dyne* ) — the discovery of a
world-famous research institu-
tion. Already, Bio-Dyne is in
wide use for healing injured
tissue on all parts of the body.
This new healing substance
is offered in suppositoryor oint-
ment form called Preparation
H.• Ask for individnally sealed
convenient Preparation H sup-
positories or Preparation H
ointment with special appli-
cator. Preparation H is sold at
all drug counters. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded.
•Rar. U.S.Pat Oft
Jars, or the citizens of Tallahassee
to pay any fine tribute to such a
worthy director than such a di-
rector and citizen of Tallahassee.
than to acquaint the public with
the feelings and appreciations for
all of the fine things that have --
been done In enrich the lives of i==
O BY
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
THE
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY
COMPANY
Club Holds
Annual Ball
At Tropicana
Mrs. Mettle Bell was crowned
queen for 1958 when the Brown.
skin Socialities held their annual
Coronation Ball at. the Club
Tropicana recently. Her alternates
were Mrs. Virgins Hill and Mrs.
Mary Ann Goer.
Other clubs on hand to partici-
pate in the affair were the Key
12 Social club, the Jokers' Social
club, the Popular 12, and the
Cloudbusters.
The club held a meeting at the
home of Mrs. Lizzie Mae Lynn
of 2675 Felix ave., and discussed
plans for a party to be held on
April 26,
Joliet Church
Slates Revue
JOLIET, Ill. — The sixth annu-
al fashion revue of the Brown
Chapel AME Sunday school here
will be held on April 27 at 5 p.m.
In Eliza Kelly school.
The gala affair "Fashions on the
Runway" will be presented in four
parts and will include attire for
all occasions, 'round the clock.
The finale will feature wedding
attire. Robert J. Johnson is gen-
eral chairman.
Texas Is the principle cattle pro-
ducing state.
til
our boys and girls.' 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111MNI
is Mrs. Virginia Hill, the first
alternate, and at right, Mrs.
Mary Ann Goer. the second
alternate. Standing from left
are Mrs. Inez Byrd, president
lor at Melrose High school. At
extreme right is Miss Natalie
Craft, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ted W. Craft, of 2180
Ilunter aye, Miss Craft Is a
senior at Douglas High school.
WINSTON-SALEM, N. C. — Mr.
and Mrs. William G. Gaither cele-!
brated their 50th wedding anniverd
sary here recently. The gala °eea.
lion marked the closing of a half
century of happy companionship in
rearing a family and service to
the community.
The golden anniversary observ-
ance was held at the Gaithers'
lovely home, on Old Town road.
Relatives and friends from
many parts of the country join-
ed in the celebration, sending many
beautiful and valued gifts in tri-
bute to Mr. and Mrs. Gaither.
Gaither, a retired building con-
tractor and Mrs. Gaither have
been active in a number of church,
civic and social organizations for
many years.
The weekend celebration w a s
highlighted by an anniversary
breakfast party, family dinner and
a reception. The decoration f o r
each of these entertainments car-
ried out the golden wedding aztni-
versary theme.
Relatives attending the week-
end celebration were: Mrs. Lillie
Penn Pleasant and son, William
M. Penn, Baltimore, Md.; Mrs.
Lawrence Johnson, jr., J e rs e
City, N. J.;
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Graham Cox,
Sr., and family, Otis, in., Miss
Tremayne H. Cox, Mr. and Mrs.
Washington E. Jones and children,
Deborah Ann and Frederic Du-
ane, Baltimore, Md.;
nf the club; Mrs. Lena Harris,
Mattie Jones, Mrs. Dorothy
Brown, Mrs. Dorothy Mae
Warren, Mrs. Lizzie Mae Lynn,
and Mrs. E. Jones. — (Photo
by Blakeley)
Dr. and Mrs. H. M. Collier, jr.,
and children, Vincent, Henry and
Roberle, Savannah, Ga.; 51 r a.
James Wellington Dixon, Nash-
ville, Term.; Mr. and Mrs. John
T. Gaither, New York City;
Mrs. George McCray, Mr. and
Mrs. Napoleon Gaither and chil-
dren, Sherlyn and Milicent. Win-
ston-Salem; and Miss Shirley A.
Gaither, Savannah, Ga.
Out of town guests included Mrs.
II. M. Collier, sr., and son, Har-
old; Donald B. Jones, and Ed-
ward Neid, Savannah, Ga.; Mr.
and Mrs. Flake Nesbitt, States-
ville, N. C.; and Theoppluls Good,
New York City.
New mild "Lysol" #
you a special sense of fres
Douche with it regularly. It
keeps you from offending.
"Lysol" brand disinfectant
ends odor at its source, by killing
odor-causing germs.
Yet "Lysol" is gentle. Won't
harm delicate insides. Does a far
better lob than any home-styli
douche, including vinegar.Ty it d see
For free booklet on
approved methods
of douching, write
to: "Lysol," Lincoln,
Ill., Box NN-405.
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. taster Sunday night scores of
folk . . . intrigued by Gersoppal
Dukes' "Think Pink" theme Of Speaking of Mrs. Rivers, she was••• !
its sixth annual fashion show .. bubbling with joy over the ar-.1
wended their way to Club Ebony rival of her parents, Dr. and Mrs.Uwhere Cornelia Crensha \V held. L. Mayfield of Fort Worth,.
forth as the narrator of the tabu- rexas, last week. Dr. Mayfield
bus show With decorations spent several days, leaving charm-. of ing Mrs. Mayfield to visit a whilepink, naturally Cornelia chose the
same lush shade for her lavish' longer with Margaret and spouse,Dr. Frederick Rivers.gown — so in keeping with her
justly-earned title as one of our The Rivers have been beseiged
town's "Ten Best Dressed." Fee.; with questions anent their recent
lured as models were Katherine trip to Detroit when they were the
gJones, Bonnie West, Pauline Sway. of Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur Mar-
re, Frank Webber, Yvonne Mitch' tin, who have visited the Riverses,
ell, Denise Hawkins, Emily Payne, here and have made many friends.
Beverly Nevilles, Maxine McCain, Margaret is a life-long friend and
;Rolen Mitchell, Marchia Caldwell, class and roommate of Mary Lee 
Martin . . and the invitation to'Odessa Dickens, Thelma Davidson,
Doris Bowers, Juanita Allen. Mel- attend the Motor City's Pinochle
Club Week was an invitation ofyin Bonds. Robert Mayfield, Le•
'nora Steinberg, Willa Jones. La- particular significance. In a city
11,verne Bolden, Jerry Allen, Jean where society is spelled with 
1 'House, Frances Pegue, Joyce Hor• capital "S". . where people 
ton, Laura Ephriam, Lois Sim- : live graciously in the manner grand'
mons, Shirley Joy and Magnolia naturally a wonderful time was
Betts. to be expected. Pinochle Wek is:, 
SOCIAL HORIZON a nannual event of the Pinoche
•With the upsurge of Nature, stel. club, which is composed of doc- 
tors and dentists (including twohr events appear on the calendars
of socialites. Come Friday, the We former Memphians — Dr. George
Moderns annual formal claims th& Biram and Dr .1, B. Martin.
spotlight . . and the following jr.) and the activities cater to en-. 
Friday Alpha Phi Alpha fraterni- tertainment and social events for
ty's ball will take place and,1the out-of-town guests, who are
pity for weary dancing feet mostly school mates of the mem-1
those men-about-town, Memphians. hers — who chiefly attended Fisk'
• University, Meharry and Howard!Inch will be giving their annual
formal that same night. And the
of Mendrian and Matisse is tap-
ped for ideas, but in every case
the design is modified and pro-
portioned for its functional pur-
pose in today's home.
The designs are carried out in
the firm's two factories located
in itiv bthose
itable local artisans who, through
the centuries have kept alive the
artistic tradition of the f ine
craftsmen of the Italian Renais-
sance. Their inborn esthetic sense,
their flare for color, their techni-
cal skill in carving and gilding
are all reflected in every object
to which they give ife.
The entire production of Inter-
iors' Import Company is shipped
directly to this country and dis•
tributed exclusively to the whole-
sale trade through its New York
office. at 783 Thi % Ave. Show-
rooms for the cons, lience of buy-
ers are maintained at New York
headquarters and at the Merchan-
dise Mart in Chicago (Space 6-170).L.  medical schools. For the re•
month will end with a bang, 
s
cord . . 
only Southerners present among
the Riverses were the 
•
a ,the National Pan Hellenic conven.
the scores of folk who converged
egional meeting of from all distant cities throughoutr Omega Pail
tIon meets here as well as the'
SOCIETY
(Airmail
Glorious sunshine accompanied! and advisor, Miss Erma Lee LBWS.
* brisk March-like winds . . . • • .
oasis the weather fare of Easter One of our unique clubs is the
and Milady held tight Dinner Club which meets regular-1
Ur Ale fabulous chapeaux that ,y
and holds a dinner party _Cr= the occasion. As alwaysthe smart costumes don' sans the usual club activity of
-
. the moppets were angelic cards. The Dinner Club was the
%via their curls, crinolines and guest of Mrs. Frederick (Mar-,
ehrs1ets resulting from all the at- garet) Rivers recently, and pre-
tentiOn lavished by doting parents sent for the delightful party were
tq ' asure their smart appearance Mrs. William (Addle) Owen, Mrs.
for their day of days. And, we Benjamin (Frances) Hooks, Mrs.
melt mention the Intl., boys • . . W. A. (Grace) Young, Miss Mar-
With handsome suits and gentle. Idle Trigg, Mrs. James S. tOr.,
manlike demeanor. Just what • phelia 1 Beas, Mrs. Vivian White!
WOuld Easter Sunday be like with- and Mrs. W. F. (Carrie) Nabors.
Ont the adorable children who do. Absent were Mrs. Taylor C D.
me SO much to epitomize springtime, Hayes, and the club president, Mrs.
Ide and eternal youth. C. C. (Helen) Sawyer — the latter
EASTER SPOTLIGHT being away at Hot Springs, Ark.
CHIT CHAT
Phi fraternity. Don't say we didn't' the country.
warn you to get your formal togs Fred and Margaret were guests
in order, at scores of swank parties held
Other events include Sigma Gam lin fabulous homes... and two ultraIt ma Rho's "Rhomania," Friday. dances held at Grand Terrace
April 11, at Bruce Hall . . . and., Ballroom in the Hotel Wolverine,
Metropolitan Church's Rebecca They attended a fabulous dinner
club's presentation of the More- party given by the Dr. James F.
house C Fitzgeralds .. a dinner dance at
and Delta Sigma Theta's "Break. 
hoir, Friday. April 25 . . .
Hotel Wolverine which included a:
fast for Milady," Saturday morn- cocktail hour from 8 to 8:45,
ing, Mary 10th, at Club Tropicana
— when they will name their,
"Mother of the Year" and sponsor
Idvely fashion show, which will
be accompanied by luncheon.
OUR CLUB CIRCUIT
A recent gay Friday night event
was the meeting of Ole Acquaint-
ance Bridge club held at Tony's
Inn, when Mrs. Josie Flowers.
the hostess. greeted her guests
wearing a stcnning black taffeta
Digit. The beautifully decorated
Wing room provided a lovely set•
forting the many beautiful 
dress.es worn by the guests and mem-
bers. It was well nigh impossible
to resist the delectable food serv-
ed . . . shrimp, chicken, tossed
salad, French fries. pickled peach- 1
es . . . and other tasty morsels
and beverages. Perhaps one reason
for the gay spirit which reigned
was the welcoming of new mem-
bers Beulah Preston and Annie Lee,1
Special guests wene Gwendolyn1
Featherstone. Ophelia Flowers,'
afakine Smith, Virginia Blair, Elo-
- ise Flowers and Gertrude Walker.1
members Josie Flowers, Delores
Robinson, and Loretta Cruteher
who both were the recipients of
birthday gifts presented them by
members Josie Stowers, Delores
SUMO, Mattie Pugh, Delores Al-
exander, Geraldine Hunt, C ben,
Jors and Jacqueline Floers Priz-
.ea were won by Mattie Fugh, De-
Ia Purnell, Virginia Blair and:
Gwen Featherstone.
• • •
Members of NONCHALANT'
CLUB were entertained by Mrs. 1
Loretta Hicks Kate at Tony's on
April 'Fool's day, where after a
short business session, they were
served a delicious two course din-
ner, with filet mignon as the piece-
de-resistance. Prizes were won by
tlmyra Hilliams. Ruth McDavid
'and Ruth Parker.
• • •
' Those lovely sub-debs, the Van
Dettes were the guest of member
Clara Smith at the home of Van
Deter prexy Carol Tattling and her
parents, Atty. and Mrs. A. A. Lit' . .
al To SpeakOng. Continuing their series of lin'M 
vest speakers, Mrs. H. 0 (Jew- EA
el) ,sSpeight, jr., discussed social 11111 Rust Vespers
race and etiquette — one well 1 Norman B. McKenzie, superin-
ctriable of tieing a superb discus- tendent of the Holly Springs pub-
glOn on the subject of charm, lie schools. will be the vesper
betel:18e she is such a gracioes and speaker at Rust college on Sunday
. 'ehlteming person. Several new, afternoon, April 13, at 3 p. in.
nownisers have been added to the The service, which is co-sponsor-
original group — including Bonnie: ed hy the Crtomiltee on Scholar-
Bates, Emma Pearl Walking,. ships and Awards and the Alpha
Joyce Rayner. Betty Welsher and Beta M Honor society, will be
Betty Holmes Also present was I 
u 
held in Sim.hanics hall.
.their club idol, Jimmy Webber,' The public is invited.
dinner at 9, followed by dancing
l fulland champagne fountains . . the ,' to keep 'emThe average dozen eggs weighs,ballroom resplendent with baskets approximately a pound and 3of spring flowers caseadine chand
. half. With no bone or waste, that's
or
REPEAT VOWS — Miss Shur.
lean D. Cleaborn, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Everette (lea'
burn, Sr., became the bride of
Eddie Horton, jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie Florian, sr., on
March 30 at 1i39 Farrington,
the home (A the bride's par.
en's. The lovely ceremony
was performed by Rev. T, F.
Ilammond, pastor of Shiloh
M B. church. The bride is a
former stuoent el LeMoyne
college. The bridegroom, a
graduate of Melrose, is in the
Navy and stationed at t he
Millington base. Shown, left to
right are: A. T. Smith, best
man; Mr. Horton, jr., bride-
groom: Mrs. Horton, jr., the
bride; and Miss Votineita C.
Watson. the maid of honor.
(('lark Photo)
Decorative Accessories Are The Key
To Interesting, Lovely Interiors
Decor alive accessuries are the
key to fashionable and beautiful'
interior decor. When the turn'
Lure, rugs, draperies and the color'
tones here been carefully select-
ed, attention must then be turned
to the accessory touches which
can spell the difference between
success and failure in making a
home beautiful
To answer the ever-growing de-
mand for beautiful odd touches,I
Interiors' Import Company, int.,
porters and wholesale distributorsl
of decorative accessories a r e,
ever on the alert for interesting
pieces.
Constant aim of the company—
and a major factor in its growth
and success — is to create sod
provide a complete and varied
coverage of the accessory field in
every style of decoration current-
ly in use, with special reference
to the needs and trends of the
American retail furniture mar
ket, of the American interior de-
signer and architect and, above
all, of the American home maker.1
Every year a new crop of
chairs and tables, of brackets and
plaques, of mirrors find consoles,'
of clocks and planters, of sconc-
es and lanterns, of tie-backs and 1
other accessories is added to keep 1
the Palladio collection fresh and
stimulating.
Some designs are originals by
Mr. Marangoni, others by James
Hogg, a talented American art-
ist who lives and works in Flor-
ence, Italy. Some are by the gift-
ed and imaginative designers that,
Italy boasts today. Many are
adapted from antiques, from mu-
seum pieces or illustrations of old
books on furniture, others f rom
old prints.
Inspiration for the Palladio line
is sought from a variety of sourc-
es; the entire gamut from Egypt-
1 ian and Etruscan art to the art
Economy And Meal Enloyment,
oose Eggs And A Tasty Recipe
Eggs are a perfect budget bai-
ancer and a meatless treat.
A dozen eggs provide the main
course for a family of six iv ith
plenty of proteins and vitamins
to keep everyone in lip-top shape
and enpugh stomach-hugging bulk
Hers. Taruies centerco with sprung 
a poend and a half of good, sot-walls and the exquisite chandeliers id, edible food. When you figure
. . tables centered with spring, about fifty cents per dozen, the
flowers and huge card motifs. En. price looks pretty low for these
craved invitations, specifying versatile pellets. That's little more
'white tie" bid them to the for than tli!ry cents a pound.
mal dance held Saturday night,
(and, 5Iemphians, please note.
every man present was in white
tie and tails.) This was preeeded
by a champagne and candlelilht
cocktail carts' tossed by Dr. and
Mrs. Elias Dixon — the perfect
prelude to a star-studded dance
where music was furnished by
Duddy Morrow's orchestra By the
way, this dance as the only event'
to which local Detroiters were in-
vited.
Other events in Marearet and
Fred's grand trip was the dinner
party given by Dr. and Mrs. A.
W. Boddie (she's the former Elean
or Yerby, sister of the famed novel-
ist, Frank Yerby,) who is also a
Fisk schoolmate of Margaret's.
This party featured rare wines —
especially imported ... and guests
included the Dr. William Arnolds,
the Dr. Robin Arrinetons. also for-
mer schoolmates. Dr. and Mrs.
J. B. Martin, ir., extended an in-
vitation to their party, which co.
'Melded with the lovely party given
by their hosts, Dr. and Mrs. Mar-
tin. There was another super par-
ty given by the M. Kelly Fritz.
complimenting the Martins, Ar-
nolds, Rivers, et at . . . all in all,
;truly one grand week among
1 friends with the homes, where-
withal and leisure to live the good
life. Best of all, our two ambassa-
dors from Memphis. Margaret and
Fred made the front society page
1 of the Michigan Chronicle . . . and
for those in the know, that's a spot
many strive for and few attain ...
for their society section is equal
to none in the Negro press, in
Your scribe's opinion! (Sorry Boss,
but truth is truth!)
The price of eggs has increas-
ed less than any other food be-
sides chickens since the depres-
sion making them a consistently
god buy.
Jost in the p;:st five years. egg
va;oes have changed dramatical-
ly In 1952 an a.Trage factory em-
ployee had to put in 2e, minotes
on the job to earn a dozen eggs.
Now he can buy a dozen eggs with
16 minutes work.
And for protein value. there's
nothing like eegs. For instance,
only one egg provides one elev•
enth of all the protein needed by
an adult in a day. Doctors have
found that the protein of an egg
'is more beneficial to children than
that of milk or meat. From break-
fast to bedtime, there's an imer•
eating and different way to fix
eggs. A new combination for the
dinner menu is this simple toma-
to soup, cheese, egg dish dramati-
cally served in a chafing dish. As-
paragus, toast points, rice or a
have of your own chocsing can
be used under this mellow, richly•
colored sauce.
With a basket of hot rolls and
a bright relish tray, this quick
dinner is ready to tempt the tam•
ily. It's an ideal solution for that
meal that has to be prepared in
' a hurry. The effect is so tempt-
ing, it looks like an all-day ef-
fort
EGG RABBIT WITII
ASPARAGUS SPEARS
2.3 cup diced celery
1-4 cup chopped onion
2 Tbs. butter or margarine
1 10'i on. can condensed cream
of tomato soup
Ls cup milk
1 tsp. prepared mustard
Dash of Tobasco sauce, optional
Here's hoping your Easter Hol-
iday was a very enjoyable one and
that you attended church and com-
memorated the Risen Christ.
Lovely weather has come in Our
favor too so no excuse could be
offered for showing off that Easter
finery that seems to go along with
the day as well as the lily, rabbit,
chick and eggs. It is quite inter-
esting to read the origin of the
various means of celebration. A
good basis for research, huh!
On last Sunday the men of Lane
Tabernacle CME church observed
the day as Men's Day at t h e
church. The very inspirational
men's chorus had charge of the
music for the entire day with Clar-
ence Hunt general chairman.
A very impressive program was
had at 3:00 p.m. centered around
the theme "Are Present Day Men
More Competent Than Men of the
Past?" A panel consisting of W.
P. Newbern of Berean Baptist
church, Albert Young of Fair
View church, Bells, Tenn.: J. D.
Darnell and Hosea Franklin, both
of Lane Tahernacle discussed the
subject, pro and con. It Was the
general feeling of the group that
men in most instances are more
competent today but are becoming
lax in doing their job. I think we
all feel that however Rood we do,
there is always room for improve.
ment. Mr. Isaiah Savage of Be.
rean Baptist church served as
Master of Ceremonies Others ap-
pearing on the program were
Clarence Hunt, the welcome. and
George Thacker, the response.
Rev. Paid L. Bigby, is pastor of
COUNCIL MEETS
Mesdames Daisy Shaw and Ari-
menta Marshall served as hostess
es to the Semper Fedelis Council
on last Saturday in the Fellowship
. Room of Berean Baptist church
The Easter atmosphere was def-
initely felt with the lovely cut
flowers and place setting souve-
nirs. A delicious menu of chicken
salad on lettuce, crystallized ap•
plea, ritz crackers, punch and
drinks were served.
The business meeting was con-
ducted by Miss Lurline Savage,
president with the following mem
hers present: Mesdames Emma
Pearson, Essie Jones, Cora De-
berry. Bernice Lucas, Ozielle
Drain, Millard Thomas, Lucille
Davis, Mable Davis, Gracie Hurst,
and Misses Anna Jackson, Dar-
lene Hutson. and Claudine Bled-
1 cup shredded sharp or mild
processed American cheese
(1-4 lb.)
6 hard-cooked eggs, coarsely
chopped
2 pkgs. frozen asparagus spears.
cooked (or 2 No. 2 cans asPar-
agus spears, drained)
Cook celery and onions, slowly,
In butter until tender but not
brown. Stir in soup, seasonings
and milk; heat. Fold in cheese
Big Star Specials
With Spring here at last, the,
members of the family will be get-
ling out in the open air.
For the men of the house there
ell' be lawns to be mown, screens
to be hung, and in some areas,
gardens to he planted.
All of this out-door activity
brings about an increase in the
appetite, and persons engaged in
these seasonal exercises will be
..xpecting something special at the
nd of a busy day.
What better way could there be
ii reward such workers than to!
prepare a delicious steak dinner
for them? Big Star has made this
possible by bringing in another
shipment of Western Range beef.
This week the shopper can get
economical rib steaks at 69 cents
a pound, round and sirloin for 79
cents a pound, and T-bone steaks
for 89 cents.
And along with these tremen-
dous savings, the shopper receives
those Quality Stamps which add
up with every purchase.
It pays double to shop at Big
Star.
THIS IS THE MAN TO SEE FOR
QUICK CASH
A. T. "Zannie" Janes
$5000 to $50000
Quickly - Conveniently - Confidentially
on
Signature - Furniture - Automobile
Come In Or Call
HARLEM FINANCE CO.
JA 6-5088 - 317 BEALE
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 the Mery High School she7ter
of the New Homemakers of Atper-
lea memiled ha State NHA ri n-
ference win .heir advisors. Mes-
dames B. C. Lucas and M. M
llughes. Appearing in the West
Tennessee Musical Pageant were
By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke Fontella Mallory, pianist, Annie
Springfield, Rose Parrish, ,
Smith. Frances E. Thomas, June
soe Carter, and Bertha Cox. Frances
TO PRESENT PARADE , Thomas also played bells in the
The Council presents its sev- State Band and June Carter sane
enth annual "After - Easter Bon- in the State NHA Choir in the mus
net Parade" Sunday afternoon
April 13, 1958 at the Lane College
flealth Building at 4:00 o'clock.
Many new features have been add-
ed to this affair and it has grown
to he one of the outstanding spring
ical held on Thursday night. 'rhc
business !sleeting opened officialls
on Thursday morning. Marion
Pyles, "Miss NIIA" of 1957 58 was
honored with the trip. Also attend-
ing were Willie Mae Perkins.
w
events of the year. This year, all chapter president who narrated
omen and young ladies who have the pageant and Mary Shine, State
won honors of distinction during Reporter.
1957 and '58 will be special guests HERE AND THERE
of the Council. Such ladies as Enjoying the hospitality of theirDelta's Woman of the Year,
friends and two very lovely socialOmega's Citizen of the Year which
happened to have been a woman,
Miss Personality, both of West
High and Lane College, Miss
Brown Beauty. Alpha Kappa Al-
pha's Best Dressed Woman. Miss
NHA of Merry High School and
Miss Debutante, sponsored by Sig-
ma Gamma Rho will be among
those presented.
As in the past years, there will
be lovely prizes for the smallest
,halaut,altbet largesthe  m a 
most 
a the tehaem inns t ere
annual Tennessee Education Asso-
The door prize will be a gift cer-' elation meeting. Students irs. the
tificate for a hat of milady's city of Jackson will get another
choice. You will want to join this holiday this Friday.
parade of lovely ladies on April 13 Speaking of education. the ;Jack-
and enter your hat in the contest. son Parent - Teacher Association
Program chairman for the Sem- Council will be hosts to the State
per Fedelis 'Council is Mrs. Lucille PTA on April 24 through April 25.
Davis and Mrs. Cora Deberry is The meetings will take place on
chairman of publicity, the campus of Merry High School.
Nothing can be more pleasing in Don't forget the Debutante Ball
and eggs and allow cheese to melt
and eggs to heat, stirring fres
quently Pour over hot cook-
ed drained asparagus spea rs.
Serve plain or on toast points
Makes six servings.
the musical world than beautiful
singing and that it was on last
Friday night when the Merry High
School Glee Club was presented
in a Musical Extravaganza in the
Merry High School auditorium.
This group has done extremely
well under the direction of Mrs.
E. C. Ramey who is working the
i first year with them. The Music
Festival is one of the spring
' events looked forward to annually.
ACTING SUPERB
The Night of Players chosen
'from the Dramatic Club presented
"One Family Sings" in the Merry
High Auditorium on last Tuesday.
The characters were beautifully
costumed and acted extremely
well. Judges decision listed Re-
gional Green as best actor and
Marion Baker, as best actress.
Others cited were Albert Johnson,
best supporting actor, Garl
best supporting actress,Long,
inc
character portrayal, Vencent
Merry and Constance Poe: Voice,
Sons Cheairs and Fontella Mal-
lory; Personality, Joe L. Mont-
gomery and Marie Pugh: ability,
Willie Givens and Edna Womack.
Directress of the play was Mrs.
F. M. Johnson, English Instructor
at Merry High.
ATTEND NHA MEET
Easter weekend representatives
You're always prepared for
with COKE and these
quick-fix foods
on hand!
affairs were Mr. and Mrs. James
F. Hughes when they spent last
weekend in Nashville, Tenn. Mrs.
S. If. Bronaugh was the welcomed
guest of her husband IS. H. all
last week. A teacher in the In-
dianapolis City school system,
Mrs. Bronaugh was on her spring
vacation.
Teachers over the entire state
of Tennessee will gather in Nash-
ville this week end to attend the
on April 11 on the campus of Lane
College when 14 teemageet in
Jackson and surrounding casettes
will be presented to socieg by
Sigma Gamma Rho sorority. This
annual affair is always a beauti-
ful one: so plan to be there.
The Merry High Chapter of the
NHA will present the annual Fash-
ion Review on April 15 in the
Merry High School auditorium
At this time patrons will witness
some of the clothing made by stu-
dents in the home economics de-
nartment and modeled by them.
The time is 8:00 p.m
It may be a little advanced but
begin making plans to come to
the Southern Serenaders, the an,
nthl minstrel held at Merry High
School under the direction of T. R.
White You who have seen these
performances in the past know
the fun in store for you. The date
has been set for May 2, 1958.
With the end of school fast. sp-
proachIng, many activities will, be
taking place. You won't want % to
miss any of them.
Melbourne — Geologically at
least, Australia is thought to be
the oldest of the continents, being
the most level in surface and the
most regular in outline.
YOUR GROCER IS FEATURING THEM NOW! Untie
pected gueete? A busy day? A midnight snack to make? Why
not stock up on these makings at your grocer's, today. And—
remember plenty of Coca-Cola. So good in taste and in such
good taste ... Coke really puts the finishing touches on an
impromptu meal.
db. SNACK TRAY. Served with Coke, it's Ideal for
evening entertaining. Try combining cubed luncheon
meat and pickled onions; cocktail sausages, sweet'
pickle slices; shrimp, stuffed olives; ensam cheese, dried
beef. Add aaeorted crackers.
CHEESEBURGER. Season quick-frozen ground
beef with basil. Saute until almost done, top with
square of American cheese, rook in covered skillet
until cheese melts. Only one sparkling drink goes se
well with 'burgers—Coke! So good in taste, in such
good taste—serving Coca-Cola makes 'burgers a meal
in themselves.
REQUI.AA KIN SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
Settled undo, authority ee The Coca-Cele Cemptiey by Ceite•Cole Ilettlieg C./massy it Memphis. Tees.
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RHYTHM — Vivian Harper, mem•
bee of the Chicago Urban league
lUrbardties, follows the example of
men basketball players as she gets
off a one-hand push shot that hit
the net for two points for her
team in a game against the Drift-
ers, last Saturday night.
Guy Rogers
Sparkplug Of
All-Star in
NEW YORX CITY' Art ANT)
tuy Rodgers, Temple's All-Ameri-
can guard and captain of the East
All-Stars, won the most valuable
player honors in the East-West sli-
tter basketball classic last week
In Madison Square Garden.
1 The 6-foot Rodgers sparked the
second-half comeback of the East
by leading fast breaks which set
sip easy layup. The Owls' ace had
Pine rebounds and eig.ht scRini
assists. He scored fisi points.
lie also kept the East team from
'collapsing completely when It
trailed in the first half, 17 to 3,
'and 19 to 5, before coming on in
the second half for a 7040-58 vie -
WY-
; Another standout performer for
'the East was Alex (Boo) Ellis,
the Niagara star. Blanked in the
lirst half, Ellis scored seven field
goals in the final 20 minutes. Ile
took only eight shots in the
fame.
Jim Smith, from little Steuben-
ville, Ohio college, third tan mem-
ber on the East team, failed to
score.
1 Gene Brown, of the San•Francis-
leo Dons tallied five for the West,
kind Joe Stevens of Wichita, two.
Buenos Aires — Although it has
few natural harbors, Argentina
has a coast line along the Atlan-
tic of 1,610 miles.
Record Entry Seen For Defender Sweeps 
Big Crowd
Of Bowlers
To Compete
The Defender's eighth annual
Diamond Singles Sweepstakes this
year will be the largest in the
history of the event, according to
Rachel Ridley, director.
Mrs. Ridley, who originated the
idea and has worked religiously
with it since, made the above
statement after looking through
the heavy mail entry that has
flowed into her office.
"This is the largest entry we've
ever had at this early date," said
Mrs. Ridley, a big smile wreath-
ing her face. The tournament is
scheduled to be rolled over the
lanes at Park Manor, 75th and
Michigan, May 29-30, June 1.
TWO DIVISIONS
The tournament is divided into
two divisions for both men and
women. There will be $1,000 prize
fund for the men, and the same
for the women bowlers.
The winner of first place in the
actual pin division will receive
$200 and a diamond medal. The
second place winner will get $100
and a diamond medal, while third
place calls for $75 and a diamond
medal.
First place in the handicap di-
vision will receive,$200 and a tro-
phy, $100 and a trophy for sec-
ond place, and $75 and a trophy
for third place. There will be nine
other cash prizes in both the ac-
tual and handicap divisions for
both men and women.
Among the out-of-town bowlers
who have already sent in their en-
tries are Dorothy Cozine, St. Paul,
Minn.; Gladys Chestnut, one of the
top women bowlers in Indianapo-
lis, Ind.; Dorothy Sailor, Ruth
Cuborn, Doris and Bessie Miller,
Helen Clever, Almeda Batts and
Catherine Richburg, all from
Cleveland.
EASTERNERS TO ROLL
New York will be represented
by Kay Bernson, Bertha Lockett
from Baltimore, and Edna Mar-
tha, Washington, Mary Wooden
will come from Toledo.
From the Chicago area will be
Mae Gordon who has a 176 av-
erage; Beverly Adams, 170:
Florence Mapp, 167, and Alyce
Walker, 163.
Among the men from Chicago
who have filed entries are James
"Lank" Williams, 192; Tommy
Washington, 186; John Howard,
163; Wilfred Cave, 184; Chuck
Moore, 177; George Lindson, 183;
Bill Hall, 184; Jesse Williams, 186;
and Paul Michael, 181.
YMCA To Hold
Adult Classes
The spring term adult informal
classes of the Washington Park
YMCA will begin on April 7, ac,
ccrding to an announcement by
Charles F. Lane, chairman.
Courses include square dancing,
bridge, charm and modeling, ball.
room dancing. photography, Span-
ish. citizenship and leementary
subjects.
The course, for both men and
women, will cover a period of 12
weeks.
Negro American League
Opens Season On May 25
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — The 26th
annual campaign of the Negro
American league and the 39th year
of league baseball in the midwest
will open May 25 when the four
NAL teams start the 1958 season
The annual schedule for the
teams — Kansas City Monarchs
Memphis Red Sox, Detroit Stars
and Birmingham Black Barons
— was arranged at the spring
meeting of the club owners here
last Saturday. Dr. J. B. Martin
of Chicago, president of the league,
presided.
ENDS JULY' 4
In the opening games of the first
half of the split season, Detroit
stars will meet the Black Barons
at Birmingham, and the Kansas
City Monarchs will play the Red
Sox at Memphis. The first half
ends July 4.
The team will open spring
training on April 13, with the first
exhibition games scheduled for
April 20, with the Memphis Red
Sox playing the Black Barons in
Birmingham. The following Sun-
day, April 27, the Kansas City
Monarchs will play the Barons in
Birmingham. On May 4, the Black
Barons play the Red Sox in Mem-
phis. The four clubs are open
the next Sunday.
Last year the NAL started the
season with six clubs, Mobile, Ala.,
and New Orleans joining. By the
end of the first half both clubs
had encountered financial difficult-
ies and were unable to finish the
season.
Arthur Dove of Raleigh, N. C.,
attended the meeting and applied
for a franchise, but because there
was not another application, his
petition was tabled until the next
meeting, slated to be held in June.
The club owners attending were
Dr. B: B. Martin and Mrs. Eva
Carton, representing the Memphis
club; Teal Rasberry, Grand Rapids,
Mich., representing the Kansas
City Monarchs and Detroit Stars,
and Dr. Ross and Arthur Wil-
liams. the Birmingham Black
Barons.
TO INVADE GOTHAM
The league clubs are expected
to invade New York this year.
Frank Forbes, formerly associat-
ed with the New York Giants,
wrote to the owners, pointing out
that with the Giants and Dorgere
Out of New York, the days when
the Yankees are out of the city
would be a profitable time to
play some games in either Yankee
stadium or Ebbetts field.
Williams told the owners that
several cities in Alabama which
had refused to allow Negro teams
to play there in the past two
years, had agreed to permit gam-
es this year.
Dr. B. B. Martin announced
the appointment of a new manag-
er, Rube Ligon. Ligon replaces
Homer "Goose" Curry who had
managed the club since 1950. The
other managers in the loop are
Ed Steele, Detroit Stars; :Jim Can-
ady, Birmingham Black Barons,
and William "Dizzy" Dismukes,
Kansas City Monarch.
Steele is the veteran pilot in
point of service, in the league,
having managed the Stars since
1953.
TFIIRD PLACE--Captain We)-
lie Taylor, Texas Southern
University star forward, and dent, show off third place
Dr. S. M. Nitwit, TSU presi• NAIA trophy.
MOST VALUABLE—Joe Cot-
ton, star North Carolina Ag•
gies forward, voted most a al-
uable at the 13th annual CIAA
tournament, get trophy at
Greensboro, N.C.
Bruton To Miss
Braves' Opener
BRADENTON, Fla. — (ANP) — "And I suppose they're right.
Hopes of an early return to action
by Bill Brutcn, the injured Mil-
waukee Braves' center fielder,
were dimmed last week at the
training site of the world cham-
pions.
"It still hurts when I put pres-
sure on it. But it's coming and
that's the big thing."
Brutton had been a regular cen-
'terfielder for the Braves since
The best guess is that the out-
1953, when the learnfirst moved
ffielder will not be able to play or 
to Milwaukee. He was replaced
at least two months, perhaps 
by Hank Aaron after the injury.
longer.
Scout Leader Cornell
Bruton injured his leg last July
11 and has been sidelined since. Retires In November
lie underwent surgery while his Leland D. Cornell, leader of the
teammates were beating the New Chicago Boy Scout council, w i 1
York Yankees for the world title, retire in November after more
Billy's right leg, after months of than 12 years of service as the
immobilization, because of a cast, top professional leader in scouting
shrunk almost to the size of one in Chicago,
of his arms. Under his leadership, the Chi -
It was measured recently, and
rago council has grown in mem-
it was only 11 inches around just bership from 36,000 Scouts a n d
above the knee and higher up it leaders to more than 67,000. Shoop Girls
was only 15 inches around.
Compared with his healthy left
leg, 15 1-2 inches around just above
the knee and higher, 21 inches,
ONLY RUNNING with a dinner to be held May 15
the difference is readily apparent, will celebate its 75th anniversary In AAU Meet
Tan Aces Hope
To Stick With
Pitt Pirates
FORT MEYERSi Fla. (ANP)—
Two players who have been in the
Pittsburgh Pirates organization
several seasons hope this season
to stick with the National League
team.
Bennie Daniels, a righthand
pitcher, is given a good chance
of making the team, while R. C.
Stevens, a first baseman, might
make it if Ted Kluzewski's back
prevents him from playing regu-
larly.
WAS PREP STAR
Daniels, a standout athlete in
high school in Compton, Calif.,
and later in American League
baseball, has been in organized
baseball since 1951, with a year
out for military service.
He had starred in high school,
earning four letters in baseball
and basketball and three in foot-
ball and track.
Last season, he won 17 games
and lost eight for Hollywood in
the Pacific Coast League. His
best season was in 1956 with,
bagging 15 victories against three altimore TradesLincoln in the Western league,de rei
his first season in 1951, after
being signed after high school
graduation, Daniels won t w o
games and lost four with Great
Falls, Mont., in the Class C, Pion'
BACK HOME — Larry Doby
is back with the Cleveland In-
dians after a tour of the Ameri-
can League via Chicago White
Sox and Baltimore Orioles.
Doby, Don Ferrarese and Dick
Williams were shipped to the
Indians in return for Gene
Woodling.
eer league.
ARMY MAN
His record the following season
with Modesto in the California
So far in spring training. Bruton
has been limited to running and
and throwing. He has not swing
a bat, and he won't until his leg
returns to normal measurement.
"They wen't let me," he said
Ethical Society Fete
The Ethical Society of Chicago
at the Hotel Sherman. At the date
of its organization, the Ethical
Movement was only five years old,
with only two other Societies in
the United States; New York City
and Philadelphia.
&lighting Patterson
Lunches With Politico
LONDON, England — (ANP) —
While his manager cast about Lon-
don trying to find a suitable op-
ponent for a June title defense,
heavyweight champion Floyd Pat-
terson Tuesday sat down to lunch
with a female political admirer
The luncheon meeting took place
in the dining room of the House
of Commons, with Mrs. Bessie
Braddock, a 196-pounder and a
Specialist, acting as host. She had
invited Patterson to lunch after
recalling that they had met once
before.
At that time, Mrs. Braddock, an
ardent fight fan, told Patterson.
"I admire your boxing, mister "
Floyd replied: "I admire your
knowledge of boxing."
Mrs. Braddock is the British
counterpart of Dr. Joyce Broth-
ers, petite female quiz whir, who
won $124,000 on the 9:A.000 ques-
tion television program answering
questions about boxing.
But promoter Jack Solomons is
confident Mrs. Braddock is as.
good. He is reported ready to
back her for 1,000 pounds ($2,800)
against any American woman on
a fight quiz program.
Doby To Indians
PHOENIX, Ariz. — Powerint-
ter Larry Doby returned to Cleve-
land Monday and Gene Woodling,
leading batsman for the Indians
last year went to Baltimore in a
State league was 11 and 9. The five-player deal.
next two years he was in the In addition to Doby, the Indians
army. received Don Ferrarese, 28-year-
Returning to baseball, he won
6 and lost 4 for Lincoln in 1955 and
10 and lost 6 for Billings in the
Pioneer league.
Stevens has been highly regard-
ed as a power-hitter. In 1956, he The transaction cooked up by
hit 27 home runs for Hollywood Frank Lane, general manager of
despite the fact that he was out the tribe, and Baltimore manager
of the lineup for six months with Paul Richards was announced
a broken wrist.
In 1957, he performed for both
Hollywood and Columbus in the
International league. With the PC
L team, he played in 76 games,
batting only .225 and hitting 11
home duns. With Jets, he was in
59 games and batted .294 with
eight home runs.
He started his organized base-
ball career with Batavia of the
Pony League in 1952. He batted
only .246.
With St. Jean in the Provincial
league in 1953 his batting average
was his best in pro baseball —.313.
Then, with Brulington in the Class
B Carolina league in 1954. he
smacked 25 home runs and batted.
.293. In 1955, with Hollywood, he The big outfielder joined Cleve.
hatted .241 and hit nine home runs, land on June 15, 1955, after a
The next season he batted .262 short stint with Baltimore. He was
while leading the Stars in homers, sent to Baltimore by the New
This spring, he has demonstrat- York Yankees for whom he had
ed his power against major league performed brilliantly since 1949.
He played briefly with Cleveland
and Pittsburgh before hooking on
with the Yankees.
pitching by smashing several long
drives for four bases.
Crack 2 Marks
Girls from the Shoop School play
ground placed second in the Girls
division of the Women's AAU
Track and Field Meet at the
University of Chicago Fieldhouse,
Saturday, March 29, breaking
records in two events.
Priscilla Crittenden won the 50
yard dash in :06.5, breaking the
previous record of :06.7, set by
Ernestine Pollard of Fosco Play-
ground. Mabel Jones and Joan
Elias tied for first place in the
High Jump at 4' 5 1-4", breaking
the old record of 4' 5' held by
Jeanette Hill, also of Shoop Play-
ground. Joyce Biggins took third
place in the running Broad Jump.
The girls are members of the
1957 Board of Education Cham-
pionship Track Team,
Shoop School is located in the
Morgan Park community. Girls
and boys living in this communi-
ty are invited to come out for the
Playground Track Team. Spring
training begins this month, The
girls team is coached by Miss
Ada Harvey. The boys team is
coached by Lloyd Williams.
old southpaw pitcher. The Orioles
added former Cleveland player
Dick Williams, 29-year-old utility
man, and southpaw pitcher Bud
Daley, 25, to its roster.
Monday and both agreed that the
Woodling for Doby swap was the
key trade in the package echange.
Doby, who has slugged 240 home-
runs since breaking in with Cleve-
land in 1947, played eight years
with the Indians before being
traded to the Chicago White Nit
after the 1956 season.
The powerful centerfielder was
bartered to the White Sox for cen-
terfielder Jim Busby and short-
stop Chico Carrasquel. The follow-
ing winter he was traded to the
Orioles.
Woodling completed the 1957
season with a .321 average and Coach Jim Bell's thinclads open-
was named Clevelands "player ed the season with the Texas
of the year." Southern Tigers at Houston in a
duel meet. When the smoke had
cleared, the Jaguars were on top
by 80 points to 56 for the host Ti-
gers.
On Saturday of the same week,
the Jaguar trackman moved over
to the Capitol City relays at Aus-
tin. Tex.. and in a field composed
of Texas Southern, Gra mbling,
During his long career, Wood- Prairie View, Arkansas State,
ling won four minor league bat- Texas A & I, Houston-Tillotson,
ting titles and battled .318 in five, Paul Quinn and Wiley. Southern
world series with the Yankees. I took three of the five trophies of.
Williams began is career in the' fered,still talking about the" feat
Brooklyn Dodgers farm system. fered.
He went to Baltimore in 1956 and Folks around Austin way are
then was sent to Cleveland mid- still talking about the feat of the
way through last season. Jaguars, who, without a single
Ferrarese, a. southpaw, put to- win prior to three o'clock in the
afternoon took three trophies
(five were offered) in the incredit-
able time of 90 minutes. They
led the pack in the two mile re-
lay, 680 yard relay and the miles
relay, setting a meet record of
3:19 in the latter.
The third win for the Jaguar
repertoire of international folk song
harriers was in New Orleans at
the Xavier triangular, with Xavier
and Dillard roundingut the field.
The Jaguar baseballers, under
the joint tutalege of coaches Rob-
ert H. Lee and Emery W. Hines,
opened defense of their Southwest-
Little Leagues
Meet Saturday
play in '58 must attend the meet-
ing and give their permission by
lease form.
All boys ages 8 to 14 who live
in the area bounded by Cottage
Grove and State streets, list and games with Jackson college of Mis-
the Calumet Skyway are eligible sissippi, Jaguar hurler Fred Jack-
to register for the 69th street Little son spun a three hitter in the first
League and the Parkway Pony game that started the Cats to a
league. three game win over the Tigers.
gether a record of 5 wins and 11
loses in parts of two seasons with
Baltimore, including a one-hitter
against, the Yankees in 1957.
Daley, also a southpaw, compil-
ed a record of two victories and
five defeats while pitching briefly
for Cleveland in 1955, '56 and '57.
Bad Weather
Stops Cats
Train Grind
BATON ROUGE, La. — Cold
weather and a mild "monsoon per-
iod" in which rains have played
havoc with practice sessions have
failed to dim the performances
in spring sports at Southern uni-
versity, as the Jaguar track and
field team scored three straight
victories and the baseballers com-
piled 4-2 season mark and a streak
of three.
ki Meyering
The Parkway Baseball Asso-
ciation will hold its final registra-
tion for Little League and Pony
League candidates on Saturday,
April 5, in the regular monthly
meeting. The meeting will be held
in the Meyering Playground Field
house, 7140 South Parkway, at 7
p. m. ern Athletic conference crown
Parents of boys who want to with three league games with Tex-
as Southern. Southern took the op-
ener 9-6. but bit the dust twice
the following day, bowing 10-4 and
9-3 to the visiting Tigers.
The past week end, in three
Ernie Banks Seeks NL Home Run Title
MESA, Ariz. — (ANP) — Last
season, Ernie Banks hit 43 home
runs, just one short of the output
by Hank Aaron. the major lea-
gue's homer champion.
It could be said with good reason
that if Banks had not got off to
such a slow start last spring he
would hit a half dozen more home
runs and thus become the first
National League shortstop In his-
tory to win the homer crown.
HARDEST HITTER
This spring. the Chicago Cuba'
outfielder is hoping for a mere im-
pressive start. And right at the
moment, he is one of the hardest
hitters in the spring training
campaign.
With a .350 batting average,
nine home runs and 25 runs batted
in. Banks has been one of the
stars of Cactus League competi-
tion.
Ernie. intent on getting off to a
faster start when the regular sea-
son bell rings, has been listening
to the advice of Rogers Hornsby,
one of baseball's greatest hitters
and special batting coach for the
Cubs.
THOSE BAD BALLS
"In the past," Banks said re-
cently, "I've had a tendency to
swing at bad bajis early in the
season. "I'm working with Horns
by to determine the strike zone
better. And I'm working to hit
more to right field when pitchers
throw away from my power. I've
Popped up a lot in the past trying
to pull pitches on the outside of
the plate to left."
Ernie, currently the highest paid
player on the Cubs' roster, will be
starting his fifth full season in the
majors, all with the Chicago team.
He has averaged 34 home runs in
that period.
His outstanding accomplishment
in the power department was in
1955 when he banged out 44 round.
trippers, a record for shortstops.
On top of that. Banks smashed
out five grand slam homers in
that season, an unprecedented
feat. Only 10 other major leaguers
— including Babe Ruth—had ever
hit as many as four.
Bernie also hit for .285 while
driving in 117 runs.
ONCE OF KANSAS crrY
He joined the Cilbs after he was
purchased from the Kansas City
Monarchs late in the 1953 season
Playing in 10 games, he hatted
.314. Then in his freshman season,
he had a .275 batting average, 19
home runs and 79 RBIs,
In 1956 he was having a fine
season before an infected hand
stopped him after he had played
424 consecutive games for the
Cubs, a team record. At that time,
he had hit 25 Rome runs and
drove in 69 runs in 106 games
with his .307 batting average.
Returning to action, he batted
only .267, hit three home runs and
drive in 16 tallies in 33 games.
This game has a season log of
.297, 28 home runs and 85 RBI's.
it took a last half upsurge in
batting last year to bring his sea.
son's mark up to .235. HI. home
runs helped produce 102 RBIs.
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Revue Of Spring Attire A
'Bouquet' Of Chic
•
• •
•
•
• CHARM AND sophistication went hand in hand and
showing them off to perfection was Mrs. Addie Thorn-
ton (above). Modelling from her personal wardrobe a
Novelleta Hamiton on E. 63rd st. ensemble, Mrs. Thorn.
ton's petite figure complements the under suit of red
sheer wool topped by a white glazed pearlized leather
Alwited coat with shawl collar heavily encrusted in jewels.
Wn• beret is of matching white leather.
Fashions
• "SPRING BLOSSOMS"
was the perfect title for the
recent revue of the season's
most fetching and fascinat-
ing attire presented in color-
ful and chic array by the Ex-
celsior club of Greater Be-
thesda Baptist church in Chi-
cago. And colorful, indeed is
the lush ensemble of pure
silk water print worn by
Sally Jones (photo left).
Modelling from her personal
wardrobe, Miss Jones' ensem-
ble's interest is heightened
by a matching turban and
luxurious mink stole. The
pre-Easter fashions revue
was applauded by a stand-
ing room only crowd in the
church's Community Center.
•
.0
• AS PERT and pretty u
she can be in a piquant cot. -
ton shirtwaist dram, Las.
rain. (Bunny) Nails is •
cuddly Easter Bunny in this
"Spring Blossom" entry with
Its full skirt over crinoline,
lace trimmed petticoats. An .1:
"original" from an E. 47th =
at. Smart 5hoppe, the dress —
Is designed with three quer. t
ter push up sleeves. With It -
Miss Nails wears a straw
bonnet trimmed in multi-
colored fruit..
• COMELY AND stunning
trio (center photo) which
received salvos of applause
during ''Spring Blossom*
revue presented by one of
Greater Bethesda's most ac-
tive club of young matrons
showed the various and con-
troversial modes of current
fashions. Miss Alva James,
sister of the church's minis.
ter, the Rev. A. Lincoln
James. chose the new seek
In navy linen with touches
of white as dramatic accent.
Center: Mrs. Hattie Eaton in
a polished red and white
polka dot creation with seal.
loped tiered skirt and match-
ing parasol. The "parachute" -
look describes the dress worn
by Mrs. Carl Scott (right).
It is fashioned of printed
organza over matching silk.
• GRACIOUS ADDITION to the "Spring Plume
revue was Mrs. A. Lincoln James (photo above), "First
Lady" of Greater Bethesda Baptist church. Mrs. James
chose the new chemise in navy with which she wore a
pastel mink stole. Her chapeaux of light blue mush-
room-shaped straw was adorned by a crown of flowste.
• THE REVUE's beauty was heightened, use, by the
parade of lush mink great coats, stoles and other pieces
from the collection of Roy McFarland, loop furrier rep-
resentative. Mrs. Mae McLeary (photo left) shows
elegant great coat of lavish Cerulean mink. Complet-
ing the fashionable foursome are Virginia Roberts in a
beige sack suit with matching panel draped turbans
Eleanor Hernadez in a polished cotton shirtwaist dream
accented by gold cuff links, multi colored rope bead..
Her Alverna original cloche features a double front bow.
At right: Harriett Johns models the chemise dress in
black sheer crepe dramatized by A black polka dot sur.
rah turbin. Color interest are red "I"' strap sandals and
walking umbrella.
9
14 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., April 12, 1958
Stork Stops
born at John Gaston Hospital
March 29, 1958
A daughter, Shirley Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Stiff of 898 Pal-
mars Alley.
A son, Elzie, jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. Elzie McVay of 1491 Locust.
A daughter, Debra Lynn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie B. Greer, of 3907
Barron.
A daughter, Marcia Melanie, to
Mr. and! Mrs. Clarence Dabney of
1478 Elliston.
A daughter, Menthe Surette, to
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Jefferson of
1093 N. Claybrook.
A daughter, Sylvia Marie, to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Rodgers
of 601 S. Fourth.
A son, Willie Robert, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs.Willie R. Shivers of 964
Red Row.
A daughter, Jacqueline Ann, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie J. Robinson
of 890 LeMoyne Mall.
March 30, 1958
A son, Dennis Wayne, td Sir.
and Mrs. Charles W. Shipp of
1426 Lyceum.
' A daughter, Fanshuts to Mr. and
Mrs. Stewart Henry of 327 Dec-
atur.
I A daughter, Melissa Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Augustus Brown of 463
Lipford.
A daughter, Norma Beatrice, to
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse W. Pitts of
1638 Britton.
A son, Tony Avalon, to Mr.
and Mrs. Sylvester Taylor of 504
Bunty:n.
' A daughter, Yvonne Louise, to
Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Sawyer
Of 1970 Kansas.
A daughter, Deborah. to Mr.
and Mrs. Cleve E. Shears of 1637
Davis.
A son, Richard, jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Coppage of 2607 Her-
nando.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Aron Burose of 781 Alma.
March 31, 1958
' A son, Anthony Lee, to Mr.
and Mrs. Luna Mitchell of 1959
AUTO PARTS
NEW - USED
CASH - TERMS
Open All Nits
JEFF COAT'S
96 S. LAUDERDALE
JA 5-8086
e-L'Y
E. Person.
A daughter, Kathy, to Mr. and
Mrs. Vernell Ford of 885 Lemoyne
Mall.
A daughter, Stephanie Elaine,
to Mr. and Mrs. David Johnson of
2968 Shannon.
A daughter, Brenda Kay to Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Jackson of 560
Ha mpton.
A daughter, Cynthia Renee, to
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Wilson of
2911 Yane.
A son, David Joseph to Mr. and
Mrs. William C. Hunt of 109 Ex-
change.
A daughter, Karen Iris Dillihunt
to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Dillihunt
of 480 H. Rd.
A daughter, Carolyn Jean, to
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Calhoun
of 1040 Lewis.
A son, Luster Roy, to Mr. and
Mrs. Elias Hughes of 312 N. Lau-
derdale.
A son, Rickey Darnell, to Mr.
and Mrs. Sylvester Morris.
- , A daughter, Robin Fay, to Mr.
and Mrs. Earl McCray of 2891
Broad.
April 2, 1958
and Mrs. George Perry of 2016
Sparks.
A daughter, Charlotte, to Mr.
and Mrs. Edmond McCully of 404
Butler.
A daughter, Peggie Marie, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Fosselt of
550 Alston.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Lewis of 2279 Eldridge.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Bozman of 830 Fields.
A daughter, Cheryl Renita, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Conner of 2045
Benford.
A son, Troy Lee, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Troy Franklin of 439
Monroe.
A son, Calvin Gene, to Mr. and
Mrs. Warren Gee of 1546 Ely.
A son, Charlie Amanuel, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lepora Bradherry of 1079
Capital.
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Sanders. of 940 McDowell
A daughter, Verna Mae, to Mr.
and Mrs. C. W. Dickey of 887 Lane.
A daughter, Gail Frances Wat-
kins to Mr. and Mrs. James Wat-
kins of 934 Lenow Mall.
A daughter, Betty Jean, to Mr.
A daughter, Margaret Louise, and Mrs. Odis Johnson of 1209
to Mr. and Mrs. John Ed Chand- Keel.
ler of 3231 Rochester rd.
Row.
A son, Tsarel TIT, to Mr. and
Mrs. Israel Shephard of 970 Baby
Row.
A son, Kenneth Ray, to Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Mathews of 1633 Ash
st.
A son, Tommy to Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Wicks of 963 S. Fourth at.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Lyles of 597 Damn.
A daughter, Jackie Laniee, to
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Denron of
1346 Kentucky,
A daughter, Jeanette, to Mr. and
Mrs. Sylvester Rawlings of 988
Alaska.
A daughter, Karen Annette, to
Mr. and Mrs. William Tale of 1200
Raymond.
A son, Grandison, to Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Taylor of 1320
Brown.,
A daughter, April Renee, to Mr.
and Mrs. Leortis Townsend of 924
Bingham.
A son, Marcus Jerome, to Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Brown of 856
Tate.
A son, Ira N'onzell. to Mr. and
Mrs. Gus Hinton of 659 Concord,
Apt. 1.
A son, Danny Ray, to Mr. and
Airs. Wash Pittman of 1140 Daisy.
A son, Herbert Earl, to Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny Mabry of 1497 Gill.
A son, Keith Dewayne, to Sir.
FOLGER'S
COFFEE
It's Tangy - Rich
Delicious
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MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last she is
back to stay in her aew home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage' Rave
you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
In had health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are' your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once She
will read life to you aunt as she would read an open hook.
Tell von why your job or business is not a success. If you have
failed in the rest come see M ADAM BELL at once.
located on Highway 51 South. just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home is t blocks below
where she use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
so look for the RED BRICK HOUSE. and you'll find bet there
as all times (she never had an office in West Memphis.,
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line anti get
MI at State Line and walk 2 Mocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
-OME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a.m, to I p.m.
Readings Daily. Open on Sundays
I isn't make any homI. calls or answer any letters. Re rm.
to look In, right sign and the rich! name.
INSTALL OFFICERS — 'The
Whitehaven Civic club install-
ed officers recently with an
impressive ceremony. Frank
Kilpatrick, well • known civic
leader conducted the installa-
tion. Shown are members and
officers of the club. First row,
left to right: Mrs. E. Johnson,
as. secretary; J. A. Sinclair,
secretary; William H. Reed,
jr., former president, now
parliamentarian, and Mrs. M.
Ford. Second row, same or-
der, Mrs. Lillie Smith, Rob-
ert Hymon, Willie R. Smith
(treasurer), Mrs. F. Sinclair,
Eardell Johnson (president),
Mrs. Nellie Dockery (vice
president), and Joseph Jack-
son. Third row: Mrs. Emma
White, Mrs. Ettore Dixon,
Miss Josephine Jones (prest
dent of the Whitehaven junior
eivic club), Mrs. Gladys Jones,
Mrs. Imogene Jackson, and
Rev. II. E. Gooch. Res. Alex-
ander Gladney was the prin-
cipal speaker for the services.
HUGE CRATER
-Phoenix—Meteor crater, west of
Winslow, Aarazona, is large enough
to provide playing space for 20
football games at one time, and
two million spectators could watch
from its sloping sides.
Safety matches were believed
first used in 1855.
HUMBOLDT, TENNESSEE
The monthly meeting of the
Board of Directors of the Gilles-
pie Kindergarten school met last
Monday at the school, and Mrs.
W. S. Vance, chairman of the
board, presided.
The regional director of kinder-
gartens and day care schools for
the state of Tennesssee was also
present. He commended the school
for the work that it is doing,
and gave the staff some ideas
to improve the program.
Plans have been made for the
Strawberry Carnival to be spon-
sored by the Kindergarten in May.
Special features for the day will
be the crowning of the queen,
a talent display, and the outdoor
carnival.
A financial report for the school
was given by W. M. Baskerville,
the business manager for the
school. The teachers are Mrs.
IDoris Bryson and Mrs. Ruby
I Moody.
Mrs. Molenda Hurst,'of St. Louis,
along with her son and daughter-
in-law from Kansas City, Mo.,
were the recent house guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Givens. Mrs.
Hurst and Mrs. Givens are sis-
ters.
Rev. and Mrs. R. A. Owen have
moved into the new parsonage of
Morning Star church. The mini-
ster delivered an excellent sermon
last Sunday morning.
During the afternoon a panel
discussion on the subject: "Is the
church adequately prepared to
meet the modern trends in soci-
ety, religious training, economics
and evangelism?" was discdssed.
Guests included the members of
the Lane Chapel ME church, and I
their postor, Rev. W. M. Burnett.
Those who sat on the panel were
Mrs. S. M. Ellison, C. A. Jones,
Sirs. L. B. Croom, and T. S.
Reid.
The Interdenominational Mini-
sterial Alliance of Ilumboldt gave
a banquet last Tuesday night at
the Lane Chapel ME church in
11101110111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111I11111111111111r
BROTHERS MEET,
EAT, GREET, AS
'BROTHER' SOLDIERS
FORT CARSON, Colo.—(INS)
— Pfc. William C. Young of
Whitesboro, Texas, did a double.
take when a familiar face ap-
peared before him as he dished
out potatoes to trainees in a
Fort Carson mess hall.
The face belonged to his
younger brother, Pvt. Joe 0.
Young. Joe had kept his train-
ing destination a secret front
his brother, intending to sur-
prise him.
Said Bill: "I never dreamed
I'd be dishing out spuds to my
kid brother. At first I thought
he ssat someone who could pass
as my brother's twin, but when
he paused and smiled at me, I
knew it couldn t be anyone but
Joe."
III1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
IF YOU
CAN
FIND A
BETTER
BOURBON
. BUY IT.
THE SMOOTHER BOURBON
SII4.6ht 11,,bon WhIsity • 6 5,, 04156 Pr601 • CAftEleffil Ate DM. Co., Firashlorl, Ky.
honor of Rev. Bryon G. Ragsdale
the pastor, and Rev. W. A. Owens
the newly appointed pastor o
Morning Star.
The banquet was in keeping
with the policy of the alliance,
of extending cordiality to their
members. Officers and members
of the group sat at the head table,
and after grace was said by Rev.
W. S. Vance, expressioas were
given by D. H. Tuggle, principal
of Stigall high school; Mrs. Em-
ma Donald, president of the City
Federation of Colored Women's
Clubs; and Rev. DeWitt Alcorn,
pastor of the CME church in
Milan.
Rev. Ragsdale, the president of
the group, introduced his succes-
sor, Rev. M. H. Burnett, who was
recently elected 'to head the al-
liance. Afterward, a solo was
given by Mrs. Nelda Williams,
who sang "Alone," ',which was in
keeping with the Easter season.
Among the gueSts were Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest King, Mr. and Mrs.
C. C. Moody Sr., Mr. and Mrs.
Semon Reid, Mr. and Mrs. Estes
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. D. H.
Tuggie, Mrs. John Thomas and her
mother, Airs. Lucy Collier. who
was selected the "Mother of the
Year," by the group; Mrs. Sarah
Triggs, and little Miss Brenda
Kay Burnett.
The ministers' wives who were
present included Mesdames Bar-
nett, Johnson and Coleman.
A delicious menu was served
by Mrs. Nelda Williams. and she
was assisted by Mrs. Barnett and
Mrs. Thomas.
The officers of the alliance are
Rev. H. M. Burnett, president;
William Donald, vice president;
Loraine Johnson, secretary; C. F.
Ferrell, assistant secretary: T. I.
Boykin, treasurer; and John E.
Wynn, chaplain. Members include
Rev. D. E. Brigman, 0. J. Graves,
A. L. Wade, chaplain. Members
A L. Wade, I. S. Johnson, T. R.
Coleman, E. I,. Methane, W. R.
Hill and Rev. linnissee.
Mr. and Mrs. William Basket-
yule are the proud parents of a
baby girl born recently at the St.
Mary's hospital, and she has been
named Marva Donate. Both mo-
ther and daughter are reported
to be doing fine.
Mr. Baskerville is the director
of the Rawls-Baskerville Funeral
home and the Gillispie Kindergar-
den; and Mrs. Baskerville is a
member of the teaching staff of
Stigall High school. They have
two other children, both boys.
The funeral of the late Willie
Toliver, of Chicago, Ill., was held
recently at the Liberty M. B.
church, Roe, Ark. Mri Toliver,
leaves four daughters: Mrs. Leola
Owens, of Casco, Ark.; Mrs. Lo-
rine Harris, Mrs. Gladis Banks,
of West Memphis, Ark.; Mrs.
Helen King, of Danville, Ill., two
sons: L. D. Toliver and Tommy
Toliver of Stuttgart, Ark. The de-
ceased is the son of Mrs. Lela
Toliver. of 2.18 S. 12th at., brother
of Mrs. Bertha Shelton and Mrs.
Mary Catching of West Memphis,
Ark.; two daughters-in-law; four
sons-in-law. one brother-in-law and
other relatives and friends. Inter-
ment was in the church cemetery
officiated by the pastor. Stuttgart
Funeral home was in charge.
• * •
Band Concert presented by Ar-
kansas AM&N College Band will
he held Sunday, April 20, at the
Wonder High 'auditorium, 3 p. m.
Adults: $LOG; children, 50 cents.
Sponsored by the senior class.
• • •
The, annual band concert of the
Wonder High will be held this Fri-
day night at the school auditor-
ium at 7:30 p. m. Mr. Cole is
director. Mr. Jackson, principal.
Mrs. Ophelia Mosley of S. 12th
at.. is a patient at the Crittenden
Memorial hospital. Mrs. Mosley,
daughter and sister are at her
bedside. Relatives and friends
wish her a speedy recovery.
* • •
Miss Katie Coley of 229 S. 10th
at.. left for Philadelphia, Pa., Sun-
day where she will make her home.
Miss Coif": is a '56 eraduste of
Wonder High school, and the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs Dan
Corey, Sr., of 229 S. 10th at.
Mr. and Mrs. John Henry Col-
ey, of 229 S. 10th st., are the par-
ents of a baby girl, and named
her Mary Ann. The Cofeys have
another girl, Diann, who is a
year old.
• • •
Mother Taylor, of 210 N. 14th
at., had as her guests Wednesday
afternoon Rev. and Mrs. Madill)
Huston, from Earle, Ark.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Coley, jr.,
of 209 S. 10th st., are the parents
of a baby boy, and named him
Dan Cofey III.
On the sick list for the week
are Mother Favors; of N. 12th st.,
Allen Williams, of 300 N. 14th st.,
and Mrs. Beulah Parker, of N.
12th at., wo is very ill in the John
Gaston hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
B. T. W. SCHOOL
With LEODA GAMMON NOTES
PEA SOUP THAT SUITS
MANY MENUS
Cream soups are suitable for
many menus since they are satis-
fying and lend themselves to many
different vegetable combinations.
A favorite with many cooks is a
cream soup that is high in protein
when they rely on soup to be Inc
main part of their meal.
Breath-of-Spring Pea Soup act-
ually brings some to the first re-
minders of spring to the luncheon
milk for a beverage will complete
a luncheon menu.
BREATH-OF-SPRING PEA
21/2 cups shelled peas
3 medium onions, sliced
1-4 cup butter
3 tablespoons flour
112 teaspoons salt
Few grains pepper
3 cups milk
1-4 cup mint, chopped
Fresh mint sprigs
Cook peas in salted wat
PEA SOUP
By Markhum Stansbury
STUDENT OF THE WEER son- to attend the hop. MarkhumSOUP I "The Old Buddy" Stansbury will
Today I am proud and happy to be spinning the records.
have selected Miss Elden Eliza-
beth Prudent as student of the
week. Miss Prudent is the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. James Pru-
dent of 354 Decatur at,, where ,
she resides. She is a member of,
9-9A Class, Mrs. B. Barbour is ,
her homeroom teacher.
er for
table as the flavor of garden fresh 10 to 20 minutes, or until tender.
peas, onion and mint enhance this
nutritious soup. Generous amounts
of milk's fine nutrients are await-
ing the family when this soup is
served since milk is one of the
most complete foods included in
a normal daily diet.
Serve crunchy bread rounds
Drain. Press peas through sieve.
Saute onion in butter until tender.
Blend in flour, salt and pepper.
Add milk slowly stirring constant-
ly until mixture thickens. Add
sieved peas and stir until blended.
Add chopped mint. Pour into tu-
reen or bowls and garnish with
toasted in butter as an accompa- fresh mint sprigs. Frozen peas
niment to the soup and plan a may be used if desired, cooking
crisp salad on the side. Your fa- according to directions on the box.
vorite dessert and a glass of cold Makes 4-6 servings.
In school activities she is a
member of the Saint Cecelia glee
club, Junior Red Cross, where
she is secretary; reporter for the I
Y-Teens, National Homemakers!
Association, Library Staff, and
WDIA Teen-Town Songers. She is a
promiment member of the high
honor roll..
In social life Miss Prudent is
an active member of the Gay
Lasses Social club. Her hobbies I
are dancing and speaking.
This is how Miss Prudent feels
about going steady: "If the per- I
sons concerned have the same
things in csmmon, and their ma-
turity is beyond reproach, it is
okay, as I see it."
In religious life she is a member
of the Columbus Baptist church.
She is recording secretary of its
Sunday School, secretary of its
Senior Red Circle, and 1st vice-
president and assistant-directress
of its Junior Choir.
Miss Prudent's ambition is to
become a Pediatrician. Upon
graduation she plans to attend the
University of Illinois where she
will major in science and math-
matics. After leaving there she
hopes to study medicine at ULCA.
DATE TO REMEMBER
Friday night April 25, is a date
to remember. What's the 0c8.5-
sion? An Ole Timer's Record Hop
at the Foote Homes auditorium
will be given to the first ten per.
records will be given away. Ten
photographs of top recording artist
will be given to the first en per-
Mrs. Doris Bryson has been
confined to her home for the past
few days. We are hoping that she
will be up and around in the
next few days, because all of the
children at the kindergarten miss
her.
The Book Lovers' club met re-
• cently in the home of Mrs. Doro•
thy McKinney. and Mrs. Mattie
;Davis, the president of the organi'
zation officiated. After the busi-
ness session, a delicious menu was
'served by the hostess.
Other members present includ-
ed Mrs. Louise Cooper, Mrs. Cit-
trell Thomas, Mrs. Drucilla Tug-
gle, Mrs. Carrie Seat, Mrs. Esther
Johnson, Mrs. Lavern Newhouse,
and Mrs. Nelda Williams.
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DESERT CITY
Virginia City, Nev.—Less than
1,000 persons now live in this city
whch, dong the gold rush days
of the 1870's boasted a population
of about 30,000.
Words of the Wise
Democracy as I understand
it, requires me to sacrifice
myself for the masses, not to
them. Who knows not that if
you would sate the people,
you must often oppose them?
—(John C. Calhoun)
LOANS
SIGNATURE
AUTO-FURNITURE
nose is a reason why people like
I. do business with us You, tee.
will like our courteous treatment
and desire to help you.
"Open Thursday end Friday
Nights Until 1:00 P.M.
Saturday. 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
152 MADISON AVENU
Nome Operated - HOT* OWRIPO
Phone JA 5-7611
IRONS REPAIRED
TOASTERS . LAMPS
HEATERS
':ACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
ALSO—
REBUILT VACUUM sa95
CLEANERS 'Pup
APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Union - IA. 7-2631
2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
Ooint NF04, Imo Perkin.
The one gin that tastes great
mixeL1 4ellased.r1 or straight.w
Feel like a straight or a mixed drink?
Gilbey's is the one gin that's great, either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so smooth and mellow,
the taste is great straight. That's why
it's the great favorite, an around the world.
the one gin distilled in
75 countries and served
around the world!
p.
IN.110
•
SPIRITS. M.8
GILBEY, LTD., CINCINNATI, OHIO. DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS C
GILBEY'S DISTILLED LONDON DRY GIN 90 PROOF 100% GRAIN WARM. *
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Il on a Passion Week, last week.
The visiting pastors were itev
W. C. Rogers. Rev. W. A. Emory.
of Humboldt, Tenn., who was ac-
companied by his wife and sister.
. in-law also of Humboldt. Rev. W.
M. Fowlkes and a very fine sing-
ing group of Union City, Tenn,
Rev. Joe Miller of Humbolt. and
Smiles are everywhere and Site Phillips. Mrs. Alberta Jamison the. four star quartet of Humboldt.
takes on a fresh new start. By served as registrar. Tenn.
the time you read this column, the A DINNER The Dyer Box Factory owners
Easter Parade will be well over, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Overall en- have made donations of 000 each I
but we cannot forget the joy and tertalned at dinner on Monday to the three Negro churches in
happiness of the children as they night last, Mr. Gaither Sander- our town for which we are all
grateful.
We are sorry to have to report
the death of Mrs Sue Ivory,
who resided with Mr. and Mrs.
B. F. Booker in Rutherford. With
one of the most successful pro- Mrs. Maggie Gentry, Mrs. Morel-. this we say: "See you next
grams of the year for the Mis- Is Mays, Mrs. Bobbie Harris, week."
sionaries. The welcome was ex- 'Homemade Ice cream and cake
tended by Mrs. H °his Jordan and was served.
Greetings were extended from Mr. and Mrs. Artie L. Gentry,
Fairview Baptist church, by Mrs. Mrs. Dovie Buchanan and Mrs.
Maggie Gentry, with 11 present of Lovie Carter visited relatives and
that church, friends in Paducah, Ky.
Tr -City News
Dyer, Rutherford; Trenton
' Spring is bursting out all over,
participated in the Easter activi-
ties.
The Missionary Society of the
Dyer C. M. E. church sponsored a
Palm program Sunday last. It was
Mrs. Hilda Fisher of the C. P.
church also gave greetings, with
two representatives. Out-of-town-
era: Clubs Beau Ideal Beauti-
cians, Mrs. Nancy Russell; Jes-
sie White Beauticians, Mrs. La-
Pearl Burns; Just-Us Social club.
with seven representatives, Mrs.
Leatha Newhouse; American Le-
gion, R. L. Radford.'
Churches: First Baptist, Tren-
ton, Tenn., Mrs. Lucy Brown;
Martin Tabernacle C. M. E., Tren-
ton, Tenn., Mrs. Lutcher Chrisp,
along with Mr. Chrisp; Hullums
Temple CME Rutherford, Rev W.
C. Rogers; Church of God In
Christ, Trenton, Mrs. Henrietta
Chisum with six representatives;
Friends came from Jackson, Mr
and Mrs. J. L. O'Daniel, and from
Kirkwood, Mo., Mrs. Verna Wade.
The address was delivered by
Mrs. Lucy Overall, local presi-
dent. She very ably addressed the
group on the meaning of the Palm
Sunday and she also gave a dia-
gram of the missionary wheel.
Mrs. Overall was appropriately
presented by Mrs. Carrie Ball.
Mrs. Geraldine Williams presided
very gr6iously over the affair.
Music was furnished by Mrs. I.
Burnett, Misses Jerry Wynne, Sal-
lie B. Burns and John Etta Jam!.
son. Presiding at the tea table
were Mrs. Beatrice 'vie, Mrs. Hat-
tie M. Williams, Misses Patricia
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Wells, Jerry Wynne and Rebecca
ford, Mrs. Lucile Moore, Miss Lur.
Lie Word, and Mrs. Verna Wade
Tuesday night last, Mrs. Doyle
Buchanan entertained a quilting
party, Including Mrs. Will Sowell,
FUNERAL
The funeral of the late Mrs.
Gracie Thomas was held at the
Calvary Church of God in Christ
Thursday with the Elder S. D.
Crimes of Union City, Tenn., of-
ficiating. Those attending from out
of town were his brother and fami-
ly, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Thomas
and daughter of Fort Wayne, Ind.,I
and a sister, Mrs. Jessie Donald,
of Chicago, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Glenn, Mr.
and Mrs. Theodore Glenn of St.
Louis, Mo., visited Mrs. Queen
Glenn. Rev. and Mrs. Kimbrel
Henderson and other relatives and
friends in Rutherford, Tenn.
The funeral of the late Mr.
Sam Sanderford was held at An-
tioch M. B. church, Gadsden, Tenn.
Sunday. The Rev. Bodkins officiat-
ed. He had been staying with Mr.
and Mrs. Banks Gentry about 11-2
years. Those attending the funeral
from out-of-town were: Mr. Gai-
ther Sanderford, of Webster Grove,
Mo., Mrs. Verna Wade of Kirk-
wood, Mo., Mr. Collie B. Word, of
St. Louis, Mo., Mrs. Lillie Robin-
son, Mrs. Versa M. Nance, Mr.
and Mrs. Ernie Wood, and Mrs.
Henrietta Chisum all of Chica-
go, III.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Scates
were In Memphis Thursday to car-
ry their daughter. Frances, for
treatment at Le Bonheur hospit-
al.
Mrs. Bobbie Harris along with
other members of the C. P. church
attended the Fifth Sunday Reunion
at Rock Spring Sunday.
The sick includes Mrs. Erma
Wynne who has been confined to
bed with the sore throat and the
flu. Bob Harris has returned from
the hospital and is recovering
very moderately. Our sick also
Includes: Mrs. Mary Ann Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Skinner, Mr.
Hollis Wilkins, Miss Rebecca Phil-
lips and many others.
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NEWS
Miss Henrietta Watkins became
the bride of Bozie Ingram. Offi-
ciating at the recent service
which united the couple was Rev.
B. F. Harris.
Miss Clore Clay was home last
week.
Mrs. Callie Ford, a former resi-
dent of Ripley, died in Detroit
last week.
The Educational Workshop held
at Miles Chapel CME church dui,
ing the last of March was success-
ful as well as inspirational. Classes
were held each night, and includ-
ed the subjects, "The Organiza-
tional Structure of the Methodist
Church," "The Teachings of the
Mehodist Church," and "The Sai;-
raments of the Methodist Church."
The workshop was concluded
with a love feast on Friday night.
Rev. T. M. Smith is president
of the Board of Religious Educa-
tion for the Dyersburg District;
S. E. Moore, director; Mrs. Al-
berta Jamison, secretary; and
Rev. J. C. Hullum, presiding
elder.
Little Martha Wilson has the
chicken pox, and Dianne Wilson
has the measles.
Private Frederic ',etcher of the
U. S. Army, stationed at Fort
Chaffee, Ark., was in Ripley for
a visit last week. He was accom-
panied by his mother.
Mrs. Earlene Halliburton, G. R.
Williams, and L. 0. Gillespie were
in Nashville last week with their
delegates to attend the state MIA
and NFA meetings.
Rev. and Mrs. J. R. Halliburton,
who recently built a lovely home
on Nelson at., held open house on
Friday night, March 28. Many of
their friends came by during the
afternoon, and brought many use-
full as wellas lovely gifts.
Mrs. Luvenia Andrews is home
now after having been a patient '
at the Lauderdale County hospital.
Alumni Here To
Fete Tuskegee
Senior Class
The senior class of Tuskegee
Institute's School of Veterinary
Medicine will be honored by the
Chicago Tuskegee Club board of
directors. Wednesday, 7:30 p. m
at the Club House, 4909 S. Park-
way, according to Daniel J
Faulkner, board chairman.
Dr. Denald Wilson, a member
of the Class of 1955, *ill serve as
vice chairman.
Faulkner stated that the class
with 20 men and a lone woinian,
will be visiting Chicago for the
purpose of viewing the Union
Stock Yards, Packing Houses,
and to attend the Army's Meat
and Hygiene school, according to
Dr. Eugene Adams, head of the
School's Department of Pathology,
who will direct the tour.
MALLORY KNIGHTS QUEEN
— The Mallory Knight. held
their charity revue last Fri-
day evening at the Youth tor
Christ auditorium. During the
Impressive affair Miss Vir-
ginia (center) nas
crowned Miss Mallory Knight
by Rev. D. F. Herring, stand-
ing rear. At left of the queen
Is Miss Mary Ann Julian and
at her right are Miss leis
Jones and dynamic leader of
the Knights, Harry L. Strong.
The audience was thrilled by
the program of "Gospel in
Song."
Reporting From
Fayette Campus
By BARBARA ATKINS
Greetings to everyone around
the Tri-State area. On the campus
' all of the students are hard at
work preparing for the six-weeks'
exam.
NFA SECTION
The NFA winners of the Dis-
trict contest are in Nashville at
this writing.
Our NFA quartet has already
won first prize in three divisions
of the District contest, and we
are looking forward to seeing
them bring back another cham-
pionship from Nashville.
The NFA advisors are Mr;
Vasser and Mr. Wiley.
SPORTS SECTION
The District Track Meet will be
held here on Saturday and several
schools in the area will be here
to participate.
The advisors of the FCT track
teams are Lenord Pearson and
Mrs. Harriet Gregory.
The top athletes among the
girls this week are, in order,
Gerry Dodson, Pat Dickerson,
Gloria Grandberry, Ada Shields,
Lorice Brewer and Oretha Jones,
The athletic leaders among the
boys are, Tommy Rosser, .1. T.
Brewer, Mose Williams, William
Seaberry and Elmo Thomas.
SENIOR NEWS
The senior class is striving for
wealth and fame. Among the Ill
seniors there are 20 who are try-
ing for the highest peak.
The top senior girls rank this
week as follows: Patricia Cleaves,
Gerry Dodson, Ernestine Hayslett,
Gloria Grandberry, Pat Dicker-
son, Mary Taylor, Frances Wil-
liamson, Peggy Sullivan, Claudet-
te and Martha Franklin.
The top senior boys are, L. C.
Granderson, L. J. Neal, Eddie
Evans, Raymond Johnson, Wit-
ham Seaberry, J. T. Brewer,
Offers Arkansas
Integration Plan
urrLE ROCK, Ark. — iNS)—
A Little Rock insurance executive
offered a plan of voluntary com-
pliance with the Supreme Court's
controversial integration decision
in a move to end the Little Rock
school stalemate.
lierbert L. Thomas submitted
the plan to the Arkansas state
board of education, He proposed
that a state commission be es-
tablished to advise school dis-
tricts on just what constitutes de-
segregation at "a I 1 deliberate
speed."
The plan, known as a stale plan
of voluntary progress, suggested
that the eight Negroes now en-
rolled at the Little Rock Central
high school be dismissed at the
end of the present school term.
Under Thomas' proposal, t h e
federalized troops still guarding
the school would be withdrawn
and placed on a standby basis.
The insurance executive de-
clared that h i s proposed state
commission should contain Negro
representatives. In cases where
circumstances warranted complete
or partial desegregation, the group
could help the school district to
resolve difficulties, secure commu-
nity support and make compliance
with the Supreme Court decisions
workable.
Thomas said in cases where de-
segregation "is not immediately"
practical, the commission could
promote improvement of educa-
tional facilities for Negroes.
The Little Rock insurance min
said Negroes would not be asked
to halt integration suits but he
suggested "that once sincerity of
effort is made plain. Negroes
woulfl refrain" from what he call-
ed ':undue aggressiveness. '
PLASTIC USED
Detroit—More than 25 million
pounds of plastic are used annual-
ly in the manufarturing of electric
refregeratirs.
Tennessee rivers are navigable
for a length of 902 miles.
TESTIMONIALS ON HEALING POWER
ALFONZO BURNSURE
I went to the doctor 3 months
straight then I spent all of the
money I had. I started going
to Elder White. Has helped me
very, very much. He told me
I was able to go to work Mon-
day. I thank the Lord for him
Mr. Alfonzo Burnsure
928 N. Bellevue
Memphis, Tenn,
St. John 5:3-8
In these lay a great multitude
of impotent folk, of blind, halt,
withered, waiting for the mov-
ing of the water. For an angel
went down at a certain season
ELDER J. WHITE
into the pool, and troubled the
water: whosoever then first af-
ter the troubling of the water
stepped in was made whole of
whatsoever disease he had.
And a certain man was there,
which had an infirmity thirty
and eight years. When Jesus
saw him lie, and knew that he
had been now a long time in
that case, He saith unto him,
Wilt thou be made whole: The
impotent man answered him,
Sir, T have no man, when the
water is troubled, to put me
into the pool; but while I am
MRS. VIRGINIA RICE
coming, another steppeth down
before me. Jesus saith unto
him, Rise, take up thy bed
and walk.
Eider J. White
2353 Progress Ave
Memphis, Tenn.
GL. 8-5190.
I was a paralysis victim from
my shoulders down. My hus-
band took me to the hospital,
and doctors could not do me
any good. I weighed 90 pounds.
Thank you, Lord. So I was car-
ried to Elder White in a wheel
MRS. HANKIE JONES
chair, praise the Lord I am a
living witness of the wonderful
healing power of God, thru El-
der Jack White Divine Healer.
Mrs. Virginia Rice
1400 Glosgow Ave.
St. Louis 8, Mo.
P. S. I am back to my normal
weight, 200 pounds.
I have been suffering with
my legs for 16 years, and was
healed by Elder J. White.
Thank the Lord, for him.
Mrs. Dankie Jones
2588 Deadriek St.
Memphis, Tenn.
MRS. MANDY JONES
I went to the doctor, he said
that I had a knot a half inch
from my heart, and I could not
have my teeth pulled, because
had a weak heart. I saw El-
der White. Ile told me to go
and have my teeth pulled that
it would not hurt me, and then
I went back to the doctor. He
X-rayed me and they could not
find anything wrong with me.
I thank the Lord for Elder J,
White.
Mrs. Mandy Jones
1369 Carr
Memphis, Tenn.
cial theater has been able to do
the church's job better than the
church itself," Raymond S. Hill,
head of the Southwestern univer-
sity speech and drama depart-
ment told a LeMoyne college cha-
pel audience last week.
Speaking on the subject, "Re-
ligion and Drama," one in a series
of talks given on Religion and the
Arts, Mr. Hill, who is also coordi-
nator of mass media for the Adult
Education Center, said that the
most successful religions plays
have been done by professional
playwrights for the commercial
theater.
Commercial theaters, he said,
have been more willing tu spend
large sums of money to present
messages with religious signi-
ficance than have churches. On
certain occasion religious organi-
zations have employed play-
wrights to create plays for them,
but on the whole they have been
failures, he said.
Such plays as "Finnean's Rain-
bow," "Our Town," and "Skin of
Our Teeth," he said have a much
more vital message to deliver
than do the Easter and Christmas
pageants given in most churches.
IF YOU
CAN
FIND A'
BETTER
BOURBON
...BUY IT!
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Anderson Winston. Tommy Rosser, i.
George Smith and James McKin- ,
ney.
Good luck to all of you, and
may your future be bright.
JUNIOR CLASS
The Junior class is striving for
the classification of seniors in the
class of 1959, and all of them
are studying very hard, as well
as making plans for the Prom.
This week's top records were
selected by the members of the
junior class. The members of the
class, and their selections are as
follows:
1. "Been So Long," Shirley Pye
2. "Every Night," Maggie Scott
3. "Substitute," Bloomie Johnson
4. "Lonely Island," Janice Brewer
5. "Who's Sorry Now?" Maggie
Thompson
6. "Are You Sincere?" James Fut-
trell
17. "That's Enough For Me," EarlPhillips
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15 Handy Tunes Heard
In His Film Biography
HOLLYWOOD — An original W.
C. Handy song, composed 30-odd I
years ago, will be introduced to
the general public in Paramount's
"St. Louis Blues," dramatization
of liandy's life from childhood to
his 40th year.
The new song, now titled 'Morn-
ing Star" is sung twice in the
Gay 20 Club
Sets Meeting
The Gay Twenty Social and
Thrift club was scheduled to meet
on April 10 at the'lovely home
of Mr. and Mrs. Hickman John-
son of 2854 Harvard ave. Mn.
Lillian Morgan is president; Mrs.
Minnie Lenore, secretary and
Mrs. Juanita Taylor, reporter.
LIGHTNING CENTERS
Washington—Most active U. S.
centers for lightning are Vicks-
burg, Mississippi; Tampa, Flor-
ida; and Santa Fe, New Mexico,
which averages from 60 to 90 thun-
derstorms in an average year.
8. "Down On My Knees," Alfred
Patterson
9. "Sympathy," Ruth Brooks
10. "Been So Long," Bettye Wil-
liams
The pick hit of the week was
selected by yours truly, and it
is "Give Me Love," by Jackie
Wilson,
SOPHOMORE NEWS
The top sophomore boy this week
is Davy Grime. He belongs to
many clubs around the campus,
but I believe that his greatest
joy comes from having been
selected as president of the Math
club.
I am very proud to be able to
select Davy as the top soph of
the week, and I wish him great
success in life.
See you next week.
Hernandez, In St. Louis
Blues,'Self-Educated
HOLLYWOOD — Juano Hernan-
dez, who has the lead of W. C.
Handy's strict minister father in
the film, "St. Louis Blues," invar-
iably plays the role of a charac-
ter marked with intelligence, but
when he came to the United States
some years ago as a roustabout
he could not read or write.
Today he shuttlex regularly be-
tween Hollywood and the West In-
dies, where he is a college pro-
fessor in the school of dramatic
and liberal arts at the University
of Puerto Rico in San Juan.
As a jack-of-all trades with a
picture, first by Nat "King" Cole
in solo, and later as a duet with
Mahalia Jackson, the renowned
gospel singer.
When first written, it was titled
"Shine Like A Morning Star" and
was presented as a spiritual. Ac-
cording to liandy's music publish-
ing house, the song has not been
heard in public anywhere except
at small and selective recitals in
town.
"Morning Star" is one of 15 Han-
dy's compositions which occupy
approximately 40 minutes of "St.
Louis Blues." Several cf them are
sung more than once by various
performers in the all-star cast.
For example, "St. Louis Blues"
Is sung four times as presented
variously by Cole, Earths Kitt,
Pearl Bailey and finally iu syin
phony concert with Cole and Miss
Kitt delivering the lyric and duet.
Mr Handy, composer of songs
beyond number, had some vole
in selecting the 15 syncopated tun
es, spirituals and hymns for th
picture.
Those which met his approval
were "Beale Street Blues," "Yel-
low Dog Blues," "Careless Love,'
"Chanttsz lea Bas," "Hesitatlo
Blues," -Aunt Hagar Blues,'
"Morning Star," "Going to Se
My Sarah," "Got No More Hoot
Than A Dog," "Hist de Window,'
"They That Sow," "Steal Away,'
and, of course, "St. Louis Blues.'
In addition to the renowned
calists mentioned in eonnectio
with the foregoing composition
Ella Fitzgerald will sing "Beal
Street Blues," and three splritua
will be sung in chorus by doe
workers on the Memphis wharves
Cab Calloway, Ruby Dee an
Juano Hernandez, who portra
dramatic roles in the life story
are the only members of the al
star cast who will not be hear
In song.
"St. Louis Blues" was produce
by Robert Smith and directed b
Allen Reisner.
carnival, he learned to read and
write, and when he noticed that
Americans considered a foreign
accent humorous, he studied dic-
tion, acquired a knowledge of
Shakespeare, and finally settled
in New York as an actor with the
Provincetown Players.
Called from Broadway and ra-
dio, he made his film debut as Lu-
cas Beauchamp in "Intruder in
the Dust." Since then he has been
seen in such films as "Stars in
My Crown," "Young Man With A
Horn," "The Breaking Point,' and
"To Have and Have Not."
Theatre Doing Job Of
Church, Says Lecturer
'in recent years the commer- Mr. Hill said that the church
needs to become reconciled with
the drama, because a good play
with a religious message can be
intellectually stimulating. An ac-
tive vital religion, he said, needs
to include meaningful intellectual
messages as well as emotional
experiences.
MALCO
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Five Receive Watches
For Community Service
honored recently by the Supreme
Liberty Life Insurance company
for outstanding service to their
communities at a dinner held in
Chicago. Awards, which were
Hamilton wrist watches, were
given by Earl B. Dickerson, presi-
dent and general manager of the
company.
nos e who received awards
CHICAGO — Five persons were were Mrs. Margaret Jones and
Mrs. Youree Wright, of Chicago;
Bertram A. Woodruff, jr., of
Washington, D. C.; Mrs. Hattie
Adams of East St. Louis, Ill., and
Mrs. Elnora V. Moorman of Jack-
300 Present At
Annual Banquet
Held In Marion
MARION, Ark. — More than
300 persons were present last Tues-
day night in the Phelix High
school gymnasium for the Ninth employees to participate in civic
annual Father-Son, Mother-Daugh- affairs," Mr. Dickerson said.
ter sponsored jointly by the New "These awards typify the part
Homemakers and the New Farm- Supreme Liberty Life plays In
era of America. each of the 29 cities in which it
The highest award of the even- I operates."
lug went to Willie B. Harrison,l 
who Was named Star Farmer. He I
Ienunkali) company.
received an award from the De. 
T`al t H t'
who
The winner in the field crop pro-
sect was William Porter, e t At LeMoyne
received a savings account cer-
tificate from the Citizens Bank
of Marion.
The top prize in the livestock
division was shared by two broth-
ers, Newman and Earnest Wiley,
and both boys received $5 saving
account certificates from the Mer-
chants and Planters bank of West
)(mph's.
The John Gammon award for
the most outstanding NFA mem.
her went to 0. D. Sledge, a
sophomore, and vice president of
the chapter. Other winners were
Chalmers West a n d Matthew
Brown in the scholastic division,
Robert Owens, in the speaking
contest and William Mabry in the
chapter quiz.
A fashionette was presented by
the members of the New liome•
makers of America, and the mod-
els wore items which they had
made during the year. They also
prepared and served food.
The affair was sponsored by the
Farm Bureau along with the NFA
and NHA chapters.
William Lang is the group's re-
porter, and Vernice Humble, the
advisor.
SHOP
For Wearing Apparel and
Households Goods For
The Whole Family
Rummage Store
973 POPLAR ST.
son, Mich.
Applications for the prizes were
received from all parts of the na-
tion. Among the factors consider.
ed were the applicants' participa-
tion in community, civic and re-
ligious activities; special recogni
lion from organizations for out-
standing services; and special ac-
tivities for self-improvement.
In presenting the awards, Mr.
Dickerson praised the winners as
well as the many applicants for
outstanding services to their com-
munities.
"Supreme Liberty Life has al-
ways encouraged its officers and
On April 18
A "Talent Hunt" program, spon-
sored by the local chapter of the
Oniega Psi Phi fraternity, will be
given in Bruce Hall in LeMoyne
college on Friday evening, April
18, beginning at '7:30 p.m., and stu-
dents from all high schools in the
city have been invited to partici-
pate.
As a matter of convenience, an
Omega spokesman said, the pro-
gram will have to be restricted to
instrumental and vocal perform-
ances, although the original pur-
pose of the talent hunt was to
consider "outstanding capacities
in any honorable activity."
The search for talent was
originated in the fraternity's
Sixth District North and South
Carolina — in 1945, and the first
program was held in Charlotte,
N. C., in April, 1946.
OTHER THAN SCIENCE
Some chapters of the fraternity
have been interested in awarding
prizes for talents other than in
the field of entertainment, and
are now making awards in the
field of science.
The Omega Psi Phi, according
to the spokesman, is interested
also in "fundamental talent," and
machinery and resources are be-
ing developed to discover and as-
sist young people who possess tal-
ents in other areas.
Prof. Sam Helm Is the chair-
man of the local talent hunt com-
mittee.
TOP PRIZE WINNER — The
Memphis General Depot em-
ployees (left to right) Jose-
phus Toney, Herb Lester and
Jeff Taylor who designed and
rebuilt the most outstanding
float in the Memphis Traffic
Safety Week Horror Parade
stand in front of the prize-win-
ning entry, Col. William I).
Buchanan, commanding offi-
Negro Leaders
To Meet In
Clarksdale
CLARKSDALE, Miss. — An-
nouncement was made recently
that the Seventh Annual meeting
of the Regional Council of Negro
Leadership will be held in Clarks-
dale on April 25. The statement
was made by Rev. Theodore
Trammel, state president of the
Ministers' Conference.
Several nationally-known lead-
ers have been invited to speak to
the civil rights group, and the
tempo in the organization's drive
to secure 100,000 qualified Negro
voters in Mississippi will be step-
ped up.
The council gained notion-wide
prominence several years ago with
its big circus-tent meetings in the
all-Negro town of Mound Bayou,
and it always attracts thousands
of people.
eer of the Memphis General
Depot received a plaque at
the Third Annual Traffic Safe-
ty Week Banquet fot the best
float in the Horror parade..
Students At Lane In
intrumural Tourney
An exciting intramural basket-
ball tournament was recently giv-
en at Lane college in Jackson un-
der the sponsorship of the school's
physical education department di-
rected by J. A. Cooke and Mrs.
Frances Washington, and the girls'
Trampes.ees team, and the Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity won the cham-
pionships.
The tournament was played on
March 27. 29, 31 and April 1, and
the participating teams were made
up of members frrom fraterni-
ties, sororities, and other independ-
ent organizations on the campus.
The Trampezees defeated the
team 18 to 12 for the women's
championship; and the members
won out over the members of Kap-
pa Alpha Psi fraternity 41 to IP.
Outstanding in the tournament
play among the girls were Misses
Willie Dean Ellis, of Paris; ,s.da
Taylor. of Jackson; Agnes Poe,
and Iphangenia Henning. of Den-
mark; Marie Cole, of Bells; Anna
Ware, of Covington; Elmia Sim-
mons, of • Jackson; Verra Greer,
of Denmar'-; Lulleen Spears, of
Collierville, Martha Barham, of
Milan; Dorothy Anderson, of Ar-
lington; and Marie Flcyd, of Sel-
mer.
Stars in the boys' division were
Tony King, Joe Eddie Hill and
Ralph Mercer, all of Kansas City,
Mo., Robert Farmer, of Spring-
field, Tenn., James Pate, of Rien-
ze, Miss.; Jim Stays of Fermin-
dina, Fla.; Fred Carter, of Fort
Myers, Fla.; Walter Partlow, of
How did Daddy get in there?
Someday daddy's little sugarfoot is going to get a whale of a
thrill when he finds out what maims things like
telephones tick. For now, he's all eyes and can you
blame him?
Even for grown-ups, it's a daily thrill—the wonderful
things a phone can do. Like join friends, unite lovers,
perform chores, spread news, cement plans—the list is
endless. Next time you reach for your phone—
might give it a thought
Southern Bell
•
Milwaukee, Wis.; William Streets
of Wilmington, N. C.; Wm. Penn,
of Humboldt; and Roy Manuel
and John Parrish, of Jackson.
Robert Farmer, a junior at the
college set up the games which
were scheduled, and was com-
mended for his efforts in the tour-
Woman Speaker
For Centenary
Mrs. Elizabeth Townsend, a
certified speaker for the Metho-
dist church, will be presented at
Centenary Methodist church on
April 27, which will be celebrated
as Achievement Day.
The guest speaker is being pre-
sented by the Woman's Society of
Christian Service.
Mrs. Jerry Longstreet is presi-
dent of the society; Mrs. Beulah
Lewis, vice president; and Mrs.
St. Elmo Hampton, publicity I
chairman. Rev, D. M. Grisham
is pastor of the church.
nament. The members of the
school's basketball learn served
as referees.
Youth Speaks On
Special Program
HUMBOLDT — Miss Charlie
Frances Fisher was the principal
speaker on Palm Sunday night
when the members of the Youth
Choir presented a special program
at the Lane Chapel CME church.
Miss Fisher, who is a member
of the Senior class at Stigall High
school, spoke on the subject, "The
lOrigin and Purpose of Palm
Sunday." Miss Barbara Bonds
' served as mistress of cercamony
for the evening.
The choir is directed by Mrs.
A B Roe and Mrs Franc • G
ens Rev. M. H. Burnett is the
pastor of the church.
Words of the Wise
Aversion from reproof is
not wise. It Is the mark of a
little mind. A great man can
afford to lose; a little insignif-
icant fellow is afraid of being
snuffed out.
—(Robert Cecil)
Dunn School
Teachers On
TV Program
Four teachers from the Dunn
ave. school assisted Miss Lucille
Hansborough, supervisor of Negro
elementary schools in Memphis, in
a discussion entitled "Parent Un-
derstanding Through Conferen
ces," on WKNO-TV.
A TOP CONTENDER for the
title of queen of the Memphis
Cottonmakers' Jubilee is miss
Betty Williams, an ardent church
worker in St. John Baptist church,
Vance & Orleans She also shows
promise as a singer, having been
tutored by famed Mme. Florence
Cole MeClease.
LIBRARIAN SPEAKS
JACKSONVILLE, Florida -
Mrs. Willie F. Dennis, librarian :,
of Edwards college, spoke at Mat-
thew W Gilbert High school and'. •
A. L. Lewis elementary school' Doggett. '
here for their library and book! Tickets to the performance will
week celebrations. 
, cost 50 cents in advance, or one
dollar per person at the dom.
FIRST TO QUALIFY as queen of
the Memphis Cottonmakers' Tu.
bilee is Veniece Flowers Starks,
of 577.F Handy Mall.
Hamilton High To
Give Band Concert
A -Toast to Broadway" will be
the theme of the annual band con.
cert to be given by the Hamilton
High school band in its gymna-
sium on Thursday night at 8 p m.
Directing the band, which will
be accompanie,1 lsy the junior and A,
ill
senior choirs, will be Prof. T. W.
Mobile Welcomes AlphasAssisting in the program, "In-
Service Education for Teachers,"
were Mrs. Geraldine Sanderline, IAdMiss Claudine Horne, Mrs. Ver. n 
nice Hayes and Mrs. Sadie Ha.
lone.
The discussion concerned the
value of teacher-parent inter-
views and their importance to the
work of the individual student.
Tougaloo Student
Wins Fellowship
Miss Charlie Ruth Jewett, a
senior at Tougaloo Southern Chris- ,
tian college, is one of the nine
Mississippians to receive a $1400
plus tuition Woodrow Wilson Na-
tional Fellowship.
The official announcement of the
winners came from the Ford Foun-
dation, March 31, 1958. The one•
year fellowships are for outstand-
ing students interested in prepar-
ing for college teaching professions.
Miss Jewrt plans to use the fel-
lowship to cortinue her education
in English at the University of
California at Berkeley.
Omega Fraternity'
Meets In Chicago
Atty. Milo C. Murray, national
social action chairman of Omega
Psi Phi fraternity will he a
featured speaker at the Omega
tenth district conference on April
11-12, it was announced by Hansel
C. Hall, district director of public
relations.
Atty. Murray, Gary attorney and
former national grand basileus of
the fraternity, will explore the
matter of fraternity responsibili-
ty in social action.
A graduate of Harvard L a w
school, Murray has achieved na-
tional recognition in the field of
civil rights.
The regional conference will be
held at the Washington Park
YMCA, 5000 S. Indiana, with reg-
istration scheduled for 9 a m. on
April 11.
All business sessions of the ga-
thering will be held at the YMCA,
IF YOU
CAN
FIND A
BETTER
BOURBON
BilY
THE MILDER BOURBON
leesele Slrewhi Rove. Moseley • 6Y,* Oil
se Proof • ,T•Ancreni Ay Pet C.. lwldo,t. Mr
including general meetings on Fri-
day and Saturday.
Social gatherings have be en
scheduled for Woodlawn So c i at
Center, and the Grand ballroom
A. Clayton Calvin, district mar-
shal, said that 400 guests are ex
pected for the two-day conference
DR. THOMAS F. FREEMAN,
Texas Southern uniiersity de-
bate coach congratulates Syd-
ney Ree Carter and Prentis
Morre, university Student
Council president in their re-
cent triumphs in the Oklahoma
Savage Forsensic and Dialecti-
cal meet held in Durant, Okla,
Miss Carter won second place
among the women after dinner
speaker, and Prentis Moore
won honors as the oustanding
male orator at the tourney.
Wives At Confab
Highlighting the Southern Re-
gional Convention of Alpha P Ii i
Alpha fraternity's meeting in Mo-
bile last week was a panel dis
cussion led by four college pres-
idents and two college professors.
Discussing the role of the col-
leges and their responsibilities and
first class citizenship were Dr.
Harold West, president of Meharry
Medical college; Dr. James Col-
ston, president of Knoxville col-
lege; Dr. George Gore, president
of Florida A and M university;
Dr. Wiley Bolden, professor of
cation at Clark college, Atlanta;
education at Clark college, Atlan-
ta; and Or, W. E. Anderson, pro-
fessor of education at Alabama
State college. Dr. Richard V.
Moore, president of Bethune-Cook-
man college served as moderator
for the panel.
The keynote speaker for the
meet was Walter H. Williams, an
insurance executive of Jackson,
Miss.
At a closed session on Saturday,
a panel of undergraduates spoke
on the role of college students in
implementing the responsibilities
and obligations of first class citi-
zenship.
Only one meeting during the
session was open to the public,
and it was held on Friday night
at the Greater Mt. Zion Baptist
church. Dr. William Hale, pro-
SOME OF THE gnuI the
great movie. "St. Londe
Blues" which will premiere at
the New Daisy Theatre on Ap-
rll 17 are shown. Top row,
left to sight are. Pearl Bailey,
Nat Icing' Cole, end F.artha
Kitt Bottom row, came order:
Mebane Jackson, Cab Callo-
way, and Ella Fitzgerald,
fessor of education at Clark col-
lege, was the speaker.
A round of social events was
planned for the members and their
wives. A luncheon was held at
the Booker T. Washington Junior
High school on Frilay; a coffee
hour was given by he Zeta Phi
Beta; and a "date line" hour by
the Delta Sigma Theta.
Other social activities included'
s, reception by the Omega P s I
Phi; a breakfast by Alpha Kappa.
Alpha; a luncheon by Iota Phi
Lambda, a cocktail party by Kap-
pa Alpha Psi and Phi Beta Sig-
ma; a coke and cooky hour by
Phi Delta Kappa; and a conven-
tion dance at the Fort Whiting
armory.
For the visiting Alpha wives,
the hostess Mobile Alpha wives
gave a brunch, took the women
on a tour of the Azalea Trail
and gave them a Creole gumbo
party on Mon Louis Island.
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
RECORDS FOR EvEltTONII
305 Peeler at Lauderdale
Plume IA S-6341
THE HEART-WARMING STORY
OF THE BIRTH OF THE BLUES...
and the man who picked up
4 the rhythm of the levees and made
it the heartbeat of America I
PUMOUNT FIESENTS
YARRso; nsiAyls_
1
 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ***** •••••••• 4.44•411N-
PREMIERE SHOWING — 7:30 P.M.
ON APRIL 17th
Regular Run Starts April 18
NEW DAISY THEATRE
3221/2 Beale Street
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